
CHAPTER FOUR

THE FBI'S INVESTIGATION OF
" ZACARIAS MOUSSAOUI -..

I. Introduction
'. . - .. . .

This chapter examines the FBI's investigation of Zacarias Moussaoui. In
August2001, MouSsaoui enrolled in flight training-lessons at a school in _i
Minneapolis, Minnesota. O n August 15, 2001, the flight school reported its
suspicions about Moussaoui to the FBI, including thathe (rely wanted to :learn
how totake off and land the airplane, that he had :noback_7ound in aviation,
and'that hehadpaid in cash for the course. The FBI interarewed Moussaoui's
flight instructor, his roornmate, and then Moussaoui. The INS and the FBI
detained Moussaoui for a violation of his i_gration status and seized his ......

. . . ... : • . . .. : . : ..... . , . • - .. . "

belongings, including: a computer and personal: papers:

The Minneapolis FBI opened anmvestigation on Moussa0ui, believing
thathe wasseeking flight training to commita terrorist act. Over the next

..

seweral weeks, .the:Minneapolis FBI and FBI Headquarters. had many .:.
discussions "and disputes - about the.investigation:..Mirmeapolis wantedi tO
obtain a warrant to search.Moussaoui's, computer and other belongings that-
were seized at the time of Moussaoui's. arrest, either a criminal warrant or
Foreign .Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) warrant. The Minnesota FBI. and
FBI Headquarters differed as to whether.a warrant Could be.obtained and what
the evidence in the MoUssaoui case suggested.. FBI Headquarters did not
believe sufficient.grounds existed for a.criminal warrant, and it alsoconcluded
that a FISA warrant could not beobtained because it believed Moussaoui could
not be connected to a foreign power as required under FISA. The Minneapolis
FBI disagreed and became increasingly frustrated with the responses and
guidance it was receiving from FBI Headquarters.,

In late August 2001, after-FBI Headquarters concluded that it could not
obtain a FISA warrant, the Minneapolis FBI begaa plans to deport Moussaoui
tOFrance, which had issued Moussaoui's passpo_I. They planned to ask the ..
French authorities to search his belongings if he-was deported to France2 ..
However, the September 11 terrorist attacks occmxed while the FBI was .inthe.
process of finalizing the deportation plans. On September 11, after the attacks,
tile FBI obtained a criminal warrant to search Moussadui's, possessions. On
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December 11, 2001, Moussaoui Was charged in an indictment alleging-that he
was a Co-conspirator in the September 11 attacks. He currently is awaiting
trial.

On May 21, 2002, Coleen Rowley, the Minneapolis FBI's Chief Division
Counsel (CDC), senta letter to FBI Director Mueller iinwhich she criticized
FBI Headquarters for the way it hadhandled the Mou.ssaoui case. Among

other things, her letter disputed the way the FBI was describing its M0ussaoui
investigation, and she asserted that FBI Headquarters ihad prevented the

Minneapolis FBI from seeking a criminal search wan:ant. In addition, she
alleged that FBI Headquarters inappropriately failed to seek a FISA warrant

even though prObable cause for the warrant was "clea_:.'" She also alleged that
FBI Headquarters had intentionally raised "roadblocks" and "tmdermined', the
Minneapolis FBI's "desperate" efforts to. obtain a FISA warrant. She added
that the Phoenix EC had notbeen providedt0 the Minneapolis FBI, and that
the Minneapolis FBI's assessment of Moussaoui as a potential threat had not
been shared With other intelligence and law enforcement authorities.

Upon receipt ofRowley's letter, Director Mueller referred it to the OIG ....
and asked the OIG to conduct a review of the issues raised in the letter, the

Phoenix EC, and other matters related to the FBI's handling of intelligence
information that was potentially related to the September 1i attacks.

In this chapter, we describe in detail the facts regarding the FBI's
investigation of Moussaoui and the interactions between the Minneapolis FBI

and FBI Headquarters on therequest to obtain a warrant to search Moussaoui's
belongings. 92 We then provide our analysis of these actions. Our analysis
discusses systemic problems that this case revealed, and it also assesses .the

92_Vhile there are some notes and e-mails relating to the conversations that took place
between FBI Headquarters and the Minneapolis FBI; madwithin FBI Headquarters, about
the Moussaoui investigation, many conversationswere not documented. Witnesses could
not recall the exact content of some ofthe conversations, the number of conversations,
whether specific topics were discussed, or the dates of conversations. The following
narrative is our best reconstruction of those conversations and ,events,wtien they occurred,
and Whatwas said, based on the documentary evidence and the;recollectiionsof the
participants.
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performance of the FBI offices and employees who were hav01ved in the .....
Moussaoui investigation. .:. : ..

• . , . • . _. .

Weshowatimelineof theFBI'sinvestigationofMoussaouionthenext..
page of the report. / : .... _ , ....

• .. .{.. . /

•II.. Statement of facts related, to.the FBI's MouSSaouiinvestigation: .:: -..
.

e_ro • : . . .. • ... A, - Moussaoui'sba :Und .... • • .:.. . .

carias M saoui Was b0m France on May130 and:is f" ,Za ous " -. .in/ :- ,_I968, o ":: " ' -:!: ." ." '
Moroccari"descenL. Prior to2001,: .:he:lived in:_:the;Uiiited :Kingdom, :On.. : • .: '

Febru_23, 2001, helegaily enferedthe Uaited:SmteS.m_cagoi illinoiS-, ' :-: -
• using:aFrenchpassport:He/enteredunder_$eVisaWaiver_ogram, _ieh

•. al_ws.citizens-of27Coun_es,inelu_g;Fraiiee;:ioenter..the.Onited States!.:
without a visa for.staysOf up to 90,days.93l_oassa0uirs en_:'was _ere.f0re • .. _ •
validuntil:May22,2001."::/-:'_ -._i:i...".."..."..:.....""_:i:":"..-:::..:...._..:.."!::._:ii.)..:.:..:.i..::i:-/"..:.:..':::"• '::..i..

• : ., .. . : . : -. " . ... ......: . :,: '.. .. :._ .. -. . . ,. '..-::.. . .... . , . .

•- • InlateFebruary2OOl::MoussaoUienroill__l:_:.:be_,er!pilot/eourse.at:.-::--_"
..: theA__ Flight $eh001?.in,:iNCrrnan,::"oMafio.m_i:"..Hei'..:d:not._ompl:ete:the:-..-:._ -"

training andstopped;_ng.le:sson's::::there:in:la_6;N::)200l, HoWeVer,he:_"/ :-.... _ :.:::.... remainedin meUn:tedS_tesafter:&oppmgOUt::oiF.:_ecOurseandOVerstayed-: -. ":

.: .his....._...:.:_n:May23_:.2_..M_ussa_ui_e-m_ed_ei)_!__`:._ntema_a_F_i._t-.-,.all°wedlength.ofstay,.:.:.::..::".:.:."...:."..".".!':":.:.::.."/.-,:..."..:.'..:::.:.:.-...::i":
Academy',: a private, afiafion•Seh0olbased.in:Mi_:fi:,/F1Ofida; :whichhad: several-.::..: . ?:'
eampuses:.aroundtheic0un_•iOn:AUguSt.9:;:'2001_,M_0ussaoui.._otied:_,a/'i_.......:
flightsimulat0r.ea_geo_se.at:a"_an Am:_acititynear:Mmeap:_lis,. /.: :. /...... :.
Minnesota.: ran.:_,s _eap01is facility::Us_:ffi_t:simUlatorS on:lyi:andthe. :.:

training _ereusuaUy:c0nSiSted0f.._itial traiining;,fiSr!newly hiredai_line pilots .:..":":" " ...
orrefreshertrainingforaetivepil_:gi!.Mou_Sao_:sflightsimulat_0rcourse:was
partofa eomprehensivetrainingprogram:designed/topro_idelinstmetiOh ::to • ..
licensed pilots Onhow to.flyco_ercialjetSi __///? i:;:_: i : :.: --.

• . :.

• ; " ' _. . .........
93For a description of the Visa Waiver Program,:see.theOIG report entitled "Follow-up .-•

Report on theVisaWaiver Pr0gram (1)eeember2001),. " ": " ' " ' :: ' " ' _. ..
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• B, The FBI receives information about Moussa0ui

Moussaoui had completed two days of classroom instruction and one
flight simulator training session to fly a 747-400 airplane (out of a scheduled
four or five sessions) whena manager at the Minneapolis ]?an Am•flight:school .-,
contacted the FBI about him. On August 15, 2001, the Pan Am manager called
the FBI's Minneapolis Field Office to report thathe and his co-workers.were ..."

, traininga student, Moussaoui, who they consideredsuspiciousl

.. According to the Pan.Am manager, they considered iitoddthat " ..
Moussaoui said that all he wanted to learn was.how to.take.off and land the .....
.plane, giving thereason that it was "an egoboosting thing,.,'94 .In.addition,:.the • _.
FBI learned that Moussaoui had no background in aviation anddid not_have a , .
.private pilot's license.95 It was.also unusual that Moussaoui had paid .$8,000 _--
$9,000 in. cashforthe course. The..PanAm manager reported that Moussaoui ..
appeared to be of Middle Eastern descent and that he had said he.grew up in. .:
France. The manager_said that Moussaouihad .completed two daysof
classroom instruction and was scheduled for four or five sessions in the flight, , =, ,. •

simulator. : _

The FBI agent who took the telephone call.was.assigned to the
Minneapolis FBi's international and. domestic terrorism squad. Immediately
following the telephone call, the agent discussedtlhe call withthe Acting.
Supervisory Special Agent (SSA) on.the Minneapolis FBI"s international and

. "Ga:- " .domestic terrorism squad, who we call .. ry, and another agent on thesquad
who handled international terrorism investigation,;: We call this agent .-
"Henry." '-

Gary had become the Acting SSA of the terrorism squad .in late July
2001. Prior to being named the acting supervisor, during his five years as an.
FBI special.agent Gary had worked for two years on bank robberies and other

94Media reports later incorrectly reported that Moussaoui had stated that.he did not
want to learn to take off or land a plane. In fact, according to the FBI, the Pan Am.manager
reported thatMoussaoui only wanted to learn to take off and land the plane.

95Although Pan Am's typical students were commercial pilots receiving initial or
refresher training, this was not a prerequisite to taking the training course.
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violent crime investigations, two years inthe unit responsible tbr investigating
fugitives, and one year as the coordinator of the FBI's Joint Terrorism Task
Force .•(JTTF) for the Minneapolis Field Office, 96 Gar3ralso had served as the. t

relief supervisor for the international and domestic ten:orism squad. However,
he had no field experience in terrorism matters and no experience in working
with FISA.

Henry had joined the FBI as a special agent in January 1999 and had
been assigned to work on intemafional terrorism matters since his arrival at the
Minneapolisoffice in the springof 1999. In August 2001, Henry and two other
agents on the squad handled intemafional terrorism mid foreign
counterintelligence investigations. By virtue of his assignment on the
counterterrorism squad, Henry also worked on the local JTTF. Prior to joining
the FBI, Henry served as a naval intelligence officer fi_ralmost ten years. In
the Navy, he specialized in aviation-related intelligence issues:, including a
detail tothe Canadian Navy and Air Force, and he was also an intelligence
officeron staff atthenavy fighter weapo n school comanonly referred toas
"Top Gun?' He_ said that he had a private pilot,sticense and that heflew for
the FBI as a collateral duty. Henry described himself as having a "working
knowledge" of aviation. '

When Gary was named theActing SSA of the squad in late July 2001, he
was assigned_to report to one of two ASACS_in_theMiirmeapolis Field Office
who we call "Roy?' On August 3, 2001, Roy was namedthe ActingSAC of
the office and remained in that position until December2001. Roy had no

previous experience in terrorism matters. Gary continued to report directly to
Roy even after he was named Acting SAC. • •

In July 2001, an SSA who we call"Charles" became an ASAC in the
Minneapolis FBI office. For three years, he had been the supe,rvisor of the
Minneapolis intemational and domestic terrorism squad. Prio:r tobecoming the
supervisor, Charles had been an SSA at FBI Headquarters in tlhedomestic
terrorism section, and he had worked both foreign cotmterintelligence and,

96JTTFs combine investigators from the FBI and various federal, state, and local
agencies in FBI field offices throughout the country to combat terrorism.
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international terrorism matters in theLos AngelesField office for six years.
before his assignment to FBI Headquarters.

When Charles became an ASAC in 1V[inneap0!isin July 2001, he was no
longer assigned to overseethe counterterrorism programs; that responsibili_, ' . . - . , , , .. .

was given to Roy. According to Charles; this Was done so that Charles would
beseen asan •ASAC rather than as the supervisor of•the office's terrorism

programs. When Roy becamethe Acting SAC, he maintained responsibility
for the c0unterterrorism andforeign counterintelligence programs, InAugust
2001, when theMoussaouimatter was reported to the Mirmeapolis office_
Charleswas at a management training class at the FBI Acadernyin Quantico, '

..... Virginia, . _ •
.. : . ........

C. The _Minneapolis FBI's investigatio_
•

• . ,:

. .

1. The MinneapolisFBI opens an intelligence investigation

:_. Henry told:the OIG that within a half hour of receiving the telephone call
from thePan Am manager, theMinneap01is FBI filled out the paperwork to
open a full field intelligence investigation of Mou_saoui. According to Hem'y,
the case was opened as.an intelligence matter and n0t a criminal matter
because, based on the telephonecalt, the FBI did ./lOt have information
indiizating criminal predication, which Henry said in this case would have been

.... "something in furtherance of terrorism." Henry said that, as an initial matter,:
the case wasa ,'classic" intelligence investigation. _

Gary assigned the case-to Henry and not the agent who hadtaken the call
from Pan Am, because Henry had international teITorism experience and the

..... other agent did not.. Henry told theOIG that based on his own knowledge: of
aviation, he was concerned aboutMoussaoui. He said he questioned whetherit
was normal for a person with no previous experience in aviation to be training
to fly a 747-400 commercial airplane. In addition., Moussaoui's hck of
aviation experience made Henry suspicious, because Hen12_"knew that the 747,
400 airplane had become very automated since the 1970s, could be flown by as
little as two people, and had•user-friendly computer 'screens rather than the •
many dials and gauges that were in the earlier versions of the airplane. •Henry
said that because 0f these suspicions, he asked the agent who had initially taken
the call to call•the PanAm manager back and ask :somefollow-up questions,
such as how automated a 747-400 airplane was. •
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2. Initial: •checks for information •
• . :..

Henry als0 ran name searches in ACS and learned that the name
"Moussaoui" was predominantly Lebanese. Henry did not find any
information in ACS about zacafias Moussaoui. Hem'y learned thatthe last
name "Moussaoui," which did appear in ACS records in'several places, was-, . . . • : -, . , .. . . , :

most often attachedto individuals from Lebanonand the terrorist organization! :_
Hizbollah. .... ....

Henry contacted an SSA in FBIHeadquaI_ers Who heknew and who, we
call "Jack." He worked in the Unit in ITOS that handled cases dealing with

• Hizbollah. :In addifion,Gary notified Jack that theMinneapolis FBIhad: '
opened a full field intelligence investigation •onM0ussaoui.

Henry obtained from Pan AmMoussaoui's passpo_ information and ....
learned that Moussaoui had entered the U.S. on a French passport from •
London, England. Henry sent an e,mail on August 15 tothe FBI's Paris Legat
requestingany available information on Moussaoui from the French
authorities. Hen_ also requested similar information from the FBI's London
Legat: .... , .

Alsoon August 15, at therequest ofthe FBt an INS agem assigned to the
MinneapolisJTTFascertained from INS records that'Moussaouihad stayed
beyond the 90-daytime limit allowed by his en_try_intethe UnitedStates under
the Visa Waiver Program. The INS agent reported to Henry that Moussaoui
therefore was subject to arrest on immigration Charges for overstaying his
permitted time of entry.

3. The investigation continues : '
• ..

On August 16, Henry and two INS agents who worked on the JTTF
began conducting interviews and collecting information about Moussaoui. The
FBI interviewed Moussaoui's flight instructor at Pan Am, an experienced pilot
and flight instructor for several years. He characterized Moussaoui as unlike
any other student with whom he had ever Worked. He told the agents that
Moussaoui seemed•to have a genuine interest in aviation but Moussaoui had no
background in any•type of sophisticated aircraft systems and had only
approximately 50 hours of flight training in light civil aircraft tlhat did not
resemble a 747-400 plane. The agentsalso learned that Moussaoui had stated
that he was attending flightschool to go on a "joy fide"' and that he claimed
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l

that he would; "love" to fly asimulated flight from London's Heathrow Airpo_ =
to NewYork's John F. Kennedy Airport in one of his scheduled Simulator
sessions .....

According to the flight instructor, Moussaoui also showed a particular
interest in the "mode control panel" of the flight simulator, which is the
machinery that enables computerized flying. Moussaoui had demonstrated that
he already knew how to use the mode control panel duringthe one Simulator
session that he had completed. Henry told the OIG that he found this
information:ominous becauseofMoussaoui's statement that he was attending
flight school to go on a :"joy fide. ''._This concerned He_ because, based on
his experience as a pilot, he knew that a joy fide consists of actuaUy flying the
plane, not allowing the computer to do.the, flying. " ':.

=Theflight instructor also reported that although he had initially raised, the ..
subject, Moussaoui had seemed extremely interested in'the.aircraft doors and
their operation and that Moussaoui seemed surprised to learn that the doors.

" could not be.opened during flightbecause.of., the air presstmzationmthe.caNn.. .:.
• . ..• :.

" Thefligh t instructor describedMoussa0ui asamiable but also"'extremely- . .

.... reticent" to discusshis backgrolmd. The flight instructor said that in. a .
2.'. " " ' " " : ' ..... -. • . '

•- ' " C0nversation :in-which he told Moussa0ui 'about a well-knoWn aviation accident
•_:. ......in_oiving a..group of Muslims, the flight instructor asked Moussaoui whether:

he .wasMuslim. After reacting with surprise and caution, Moussaoui stated
that he was not.

.. ...: The flight instructor provided the agentswith the nanae of the hotel where
M0ussaoui.was staying. The flight.ins_ctor said that he had seen Moussaoui
in the company of another Middle Eastern male and gave a description of their• . =

vehicle. "

4. The decision to arrest Moussaoui

On August 16, the agents learned that Moussaoui's next scheduled
training session was that evening. Henry asked the INS agents to arrest
Moussaoui in order to prevent him from receiving any further training. Henry
said that he was concerned that if Moussaoui completed thretrainmgand Was
later arrested and deported, he wouldbe able touse his training inthe future.
Henry said that he wanted to arrest M0ussaoui because "there were enough

" • ,._ ,9indications that [Moussaoui's behavior] was slmst,_r. Henry also noted that
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Moussaou!had paid for his training in cash, which Henry desc,ribed as
,'unusual," since most Ofthe students are,pilots whose, training is paid for by
the airline which employs them. In addition, Henry said that tlhe fact that
Moussaoui was not a typical student, since he was not a new or experienced
piiotand did not even have a pilot's license, was anot]her:factor that made
Henry suspicious of him. These characteristics were inconsistent With students
thePan Am representatives had dealtwith before.: " " ' i

Henry spoke onthe telephone with SSA Jack in FBI Headquarters about
the decision toarrest Moussaom. According to Henl_y,.Jack suggested that it

.. would, be better to conduct surveillance of Moussaoui.and his cornpanion rather
than toimmediately arrest Moussaoui. This sm_ceillance would.allow Hem,y to
collect more information.ab0utMoussaoui's connections to.ot]hers and his '

•intentions. Henry told Jack, however, .that the decision already hadbeen made
toarrestMoussaouibecause the Minneapolis FBI was concerned about him .
receiving any more flight training, " _. : • • ..

_ - .

.Jack:-toldthe OIGthat, inmost cases,, conductin_g surveililance and asking
-the CIA.tocheck its records on information already collected, such as the hotel
•records_ is advisablebecause it results.in obtaining :additional,information.about

•the,subject. However, Jack said .thathe also understood the.MinneaP01is FBI's
.p0Sition".thatit wanted to arrest MoUssaoui immediately .to prevent .him from
_receivingiiddifi0nai_ffaining. ................................._.......' ' ....."

After discussing the issue with Jack, Henry called his supervisor, Gary, to
discuss Jack' s position that Moussaoui should be put lmder sm'veillance. Gary
told the OIG that he also believed that it was necessm"y to arrest Moussaoui to
prevent him from.receiving further training.. In addition, Gary believed that it
was apwopriate for the field office to decide to make an arrest, evenif FB][
Headquarters disagreed, and he advised Henry to go ahead wffh the arrest. 97

97We recognizethat therewere goodargumentsto be made for eitherarresting
Moussaouior for conductingadditionalsurveillanceon him. For example,if theagentshad
waited.toarrestMoussaouiandconducteclsurveillance,theymayhaveuncoveredmore
informationabouthis associatesandhis plans..Onthe otherhand,'thereare.seriousrisks .
involvedin trying:tosurveilan individual especiallya transientone likeMoussaoui-who
could slipawayandbe lostaltogether. Further,as Hem2¢noted.,ifMoussaouiwere alMwed
(continued)
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• 5. Moussaoui's arrest ....

At approximately 5:00 p.m. on August _t6,He_ and three other agents,
two of who were rNS agents, went to Moussaoui's hotel tearrest him. They
stopped Moussaoui and anotherman as they were' getting into a car outside of:
their hotel, Henry and one of the INS agentsquestioned Moussaoui about his
•immigration stares. Moussaouiclaimed thathe wasin the country legally,and
•that he had a paper in his-hotel room that would prove this.. _ ..... _

In response to questions about his in'anigration status, iMoussaoui
presentedhis passpOrt case to the'agents. T_e passportl case' contained a bank
statement indicating that MoussaoUi had deposited$32,000 in cash upon
arriving in the United States. The passport contained a Pakistani visa
indicatingthat Moussaoui had been in Pakistan for two menths December 9,
2000,.to. February 7, 200.1..: -. . •_._..' '.

: The agents accompanied Moussaoui into his hotel"room Where - :
' .Moussaouiproduced an INS. documenL The document indicated that "...."

i_" " Moussaoui had filed.with the INS an application for an extension of stay, but
::_ there was no. evidence.that, any extension .had:been.granted. 9s, .......
r;_
.:.... ..

:' ' .-..-,_.Moussaoui's hotel room waSScattered-with papers. Hen_.asked if the _'
_i "agents could search .theroom to See if they could find additional documents- _

• that would indicate Moussaoui wasin the countrylegally. Moussaoui :refused
this request and refused to aIlow the.agents to search the reom or his ..
possessions. . . •

• . .....

""Because it was clear at that pointthat Moussaoui.was'. inthe country
... illegally, the INS agents arrested him..Incident tethe arrest, they searched::. "

" Moussaoui and the baghe had been carrying. They. found a knife in his pocket,
cash in his money belt, and flight-training materials from Pan Am in the bag.

,.

(continued) _.
to continue his training and later was deported without any criminal charges, he would have
•achieved his goal of obtaining flight training that could be used at a later time.

98In certain circumstances non-immigrant visitors are permitted an extension to stay
beyondthe initial period allowed by the INS upon entry inllothe country. Pursuant to the
requirements of the Visa Waiver Program, however, Moussaoui would not have been
eligible for such an extension.
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The other man with Moussaoui at the time of his arrestwas Hussein Ali

Hassan A1-Attas (A1-Attas), the owner of the car. The agents ,detained AI' _
Attas, who consented to a search of his car. The agents found in the car
another knife, which Moussaoui admitted was his. ' .. .

Henry and one of the INS agents remained at thehotel to conduct an
interview of A1-Attas in the hotel room. Theother two agents t0ok.Moussaom

into custody and transported him to the .INS District Office for processing..
•

: 6. Search of hotelroom and AI-Attas' possessions

According to FBI documents, prior to interviewing A1-Attasthe agents
" asked for andreceived his permission.to, search:-some bags that were within.his.

reach in the hotel room. To check for weapons,, the agents .opened several bags
..thatA1-Attas told them belonged to Moussaoui. The agents noticed in thebags
a laptop computer, spiral notebooks, numerous aviation study materials, a-

cellular telephone, .and a small "walkie-talkie". :radio. The agents did not search
these items fiarther. " . : . .• . : . .. . .. .

With the assistance of A1-Attas; the agentscollecte d Moussaoui's.. _..
-. belongings,.including.his bags and papers, fromthe hotel, Moussaoui ...

"subsequently.gave verbal permission for the FBI to store his be!ongings-at .the-
INS DiStriCtOffice,. but.he.refused to allow liis belongings to be searched, " '-:

.= .... -....:v-#v.'-:':,:- " ._. .-.'_.'.' " "i...... .. ' ...... ' ........ . . i. .. ' "

At the hotel, A1-Attas gave the agents permission to search the room and
A1-Attas' belongings in the room. From the search of A1Attas'. belongings, .the
.agents obtained telephone numbers, personal address books, credit card and
bank records, and numerous personal documents. The agents foundseveral ..
sheets of paper written in Arabic, Which.A1-Attas identified as his will, anda
pamphletadvising how to prepare a wilk99 In addition, the agents found a-
partially completed application for a Pakistani visa, padded gloves, shin _
guards, binoculars, hiking boots, Power Point 2002 computer software, and a
document indicating that Moussaoui intended to purchase a handheld Global.
Positioning System receiver and rent a camcorder.

99The sheetsof paperidentifiedby A1-Attasas hi,;will werein amailingenvelope.
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....7. _.Inte_iew.ofAI-Attas .. • ,.

Henry.and an INS agent .interViewedA1-Attasat the ]hotel.-During the. . •
interview, Ai-Attas _a 2.1'year-old Yemeni. citizen whose family was livingin
SaudiArabia:- stated that hewas in theUnited States on a-student visa and.had "

" been.an undergraduate student at the University of Oklahoma for several3rears..
He'provided. docurnentation.to the'agents indicating that he had a valid student_.-
visa that had first beenissued in 1995 and that.he met the requirements for. : '
residingin the United States withthe student visa, i .. .... ..

. . . ,

'Al'Attas stated that approximately one month earlier, he had moved into.
an apartment near the University of Oldahoma,. inNorman, Oklahoma,: with.an -.
acquaintance.- .-Unbeknownst to A1-Attas,.Moussaoui had just before, that: .
movedinto the.apartment with the. same acquaint_mce, _°0A1-Attas said.that,he.
had knownMoussaoui forsix months-and, had met him through::,the mosque.in • " -.
Norman that A1-Attas attended regularly. He said thatMoussaoui was studying• .

aviation in Norman at the time that they first met..... -.
.•

" " A1-Attas said that-he had accompanied Moussaoui to Minnesota. as .a
::..,-.. friend, and..wasnotenrolledin_any flight school ....A1-Attas also statedthat her ..
•: kr_e.w:Moussaoui only by the name of,:'Shaqil." and that Moussaoui did n0.t ..
•" reveal :his.lastname. .. . . ....-. .. • ....

" :__A1-Attas described Moussa0ui as an extremely religious Muslim whohad
gained a reputation at .themosque .forbeing.toohard'line and outspoken...,.
According tothe EC prepared by .He_ aboutthe intervievc,.A1-Attas was. .
asked if.he,had..ever heard Moussaoui "make a pl,mato.kill-.those who..harm,. ". .. .

.: Muslims .and in..so doing become amartyr," APAttas responded that he "may •
have .heard him do so, but that because it is not in his [A1-Attas'] own heart to .
carry out acts.of this nature, he claimed that he kept himself from actually
heating and understanding."

i

The Minneapolis agents determined that Moussaoui lhad traveled to
Pakistan, as well as to Morocco, Saudi Arabia, and Europe:. They alsO obtained
the firstand last names of one associate of Moussaoui's in Oklahoma and the

100The.acquaintance,was an IndianMuslim. TheFBIran a namecheckin its computer
recordsfor Alibut foundno informationon him. ,.
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first name of another of Moussaoui's associates in Oklahoma: !°_ When A1.

Attas was asked to explain why hc and Moussaoui had padded• gloves and shin
guards, he responded that MouSsaoui had purchased a set of each for them so
that they could train to protect themselves against crime in the United States. ....
A1-Attas also stated that Moussaoui advocated t:hat "true Muslims must prepare
themselves to fight," and that, at M0ussaoui's urging A1-Attas had begun
martial arts training. _

Henry asked A1-Attas if he would be willing to go on jihad, which Henry
told the OIG he defined for A1-Attas as "holy war" A1-Attas said he knew• . ._ • _ • . . . ..

what itmeant, and he:would be willing to fight, but currently he wasstudying.

At-Arras also stated that Moussaoui believed it is the higlaest duty of
Muslims to:know of the suffering of Muslims in the lands where they are _
oppressed, and because the United States is full of unbelievers Muslims should:
not reside in the United States.

.

Inrcsponsc to qucstions about his will, Al'Attas said that:it was common
for Mustims".:to_te theit_lls":_d"thathe_had :_ttenhis a..long.time "ago... ,

" A1-Attas alsowas askedWhyhe was mip°ssessi°n ofa ipartially c0mpleted visa
" applicarlon to travel-to Pakistan... He reSpondedihat.he.had been .askedbyhis .:

family to.go.thereto research treatmentsfor liver cancer.to assist an uncle" . "
livingin Saudi Arabia... ...... ..., :.

A1,Attas said that heand Moussaoui plannedto travel around the United
States.for two weeks after Mous.saoui's training was completed. :According to
Henry,s EC, A1-Attas could not.explain howhe would be.able .to.start his _: .

• college classes atthe end of the month if he waSplanning to travel with.: _" :
ousSaoui._ . . -_ ....

Ai-Attas was not detained but was asked to come tothe rNS District
•..

Office the next day for further questioning, which he agreed to do.
.

Henry told the OIG that. after the A1,Attas interview, he was .. "
unequivocally "convinced .... ahundred percent that Moussaoui was a bad. •
actor, was probably a professional Mujahedin and this wasn't a joyride, that he

101FBI records show that these two names were later checked in ACS, but no
information was found on them.
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was completely bent on use of this aircraft for destructive purposes." He_
alsostated that he believed that A1-Attas Was "telling us as much as he;could
culturally,_,that Moussaoui was involved in a "plot."

. , .. • ..

8. :_Interview of Moussaoui ......• .

., . . _ . . : . . . ,. •

, After interviewing: At,Attas on August:I6; tten_ and an _S agent _ :.. " . " " ." ]' • 7 " . ' ' ' ' • . " ..... ' " " ". .... " " ' " " "

• interviewed Moussaoui that sameeVening in detention in the INS officesnear :
i. ! -- "" ". " " '. " : : ..... . "'. " " '" . .,_. .... " " • _ ' " "...... " "

Minneapolis. Henry told.the OtG he believed that Moussaoui was'" . . . - . . .: .- :_. : • .. .... . _ . . . . . • .

"combative" and "deceptive" throughout the interview .... "
• :;.: ...:. ... .... .. . • ,,:.. ,._ " ::,., . ' '.._...'.., . . ., : ). . ........ ""'..- .

According to Henry's. later 26-pagelEC documenting the Mmeapolis_ . :
FBI, s investigation of Moussaoui (which wedisctiss in detail in Section _E(

. below),iMoussaoui stated he had come to theUnited States to boa pi!oti:and" " " " • " _ "_ _' • . " " " • ., .... .. ' " • " ' " ' "..... . '2, " " .: •

had been astudent at the Airman Flight School in Norman., Oklahoma. Hesaid
_...... :.! _.. --._.. . .. . • :.. ,. . . • . .... .. • ..-...... ... ...

that he hadtaken the Federal Aviation Adrn6nistrafion_(FAA) written.examto _..... : .... . .. ..., . , .': .... • .... -, . . • . • ., .... _ ... ..

become aipilot but had failed it. Moussaoui said tlheinstructors in Oklahoma
._. told him that he was not cut out to be a pilot, He s,aid that lhewas detel_2ned
_:_ to "follow his dream" of flying a"big airplane;" andfor pure enjoyment he had
' enro!le d inthe flight simulator trainingcourS _ at P'an _:in Minneapolis. He
2 said that Once he cornpleted the simulator courSe,heplanm_d t0 rettn:n to ,his
..:_ efforts to obtain a pilot,s license. Moussaolfi:statedsevera][ times duringthe-

inte_iew thati it was very important for him tOreturn to _finishthe flight
simulator training. _ .... : . .... : _

Henry reported that Moussaoui could notidenfifyhis source of income.
MousSa0uiclaimed to'have Workedasa freelance marketing researcher and.at
variousother business ventures, one of which involved an l_donesian ....
telephone card company. Accordingt0 Henry; however, Moussaoui could:not
provide a ;convincingexplanation for the $32;000 in his checking accotmt, and
he was unable to provide an approximate income for the previous year.

Moussaoui said that he had traveled to Malaysia, Indonesia, and Pakistan
in connection with an Indonesian business, as well as to Morocco, Saudi
Arabia, and all over Europe, When asked why his.passport did not reflect entry
or exit stamps for Indonesia or Malaysia, Moussaoui stated that the passport
had been issued recently to replace one thathad been mined in the washing
machine. Moussaouirefused to answer whether he went anywhere else outside
of Pakistan while he was in Pakistanand, according to Henry, became upset
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that hewas being, asked about his travels toPakistan. :t°2Moussaoui deniedthat _
he .had.ever had any weapons.training, but Henry believed.he was deceptive in
this response. : ....

Moussaoui was questioned about his religious beliefs,. Hestated that he
considered himself a religious Muslim and that he folloWed the Islamic
practice of praying five fimesper day :and helping his"felIow' lvluslim,brothers.
When asked about his feelingsabout the treatment of PalestiniansinIsrael,- "
Moussaoui said that it made him sad but denied thatit made him angry. When

"asked whether he had spoken 0penly"about-hurting people in retaliation for.
what was happening in Israel, he stated that he needed t0.think about the:

-: .. question, and.ultimately, he refusedto answer it.... • .: . . .... •

.. . '. When asked what hisimmediate planshadbeen after hisflightsimulator _
training, Moussaoui stated tlaat;he andA1-Attas hadplanned to traveIt0New )
Yorkto see the sights and to Denver, Colorado, to do :someunspecified .....
business with United Airlines. He said he then planned to go .t,o Oklahoma:and
then retm-n to:theiUni_ed!_ngdom : ....

_ . :. .

' . . . ! : ........ ... . . ." . : • : • . ., :... . .... . .. : .:. . . .. .
. . _ :

_ _: )' 9;: Minneapolis FBi's::consultatio:nwith':Minneal)olis Vnitedl
::: StatesAttorney'sOffice ' :_ ...... : _

• .. . .: ' .. :". . . . . . :.

During.:the evening of August .16,.a.fterMoussaoui"s arrest, Garypaged:
the "duty akgm-ey""-atthe MinneapoliSUnited States Attorney's Office
(USAO), who that evening was an Assisl_mt United States Attomey (AUSA)
wh o we call "Wesley." Gary lefta message for Wesley-stating that he needed
todiscuss a criminal:searc h warrant. According to Wesley, when he called

' Gary back around 8-.00p,m., Garytold:him that the FBIno longer needed a "
search warrant immediately because the FBI was holding onto his belongings
while he was being detained. Gary told himthat hewould get back intouch
the next day to discuss the issue further.. Wesley told Gary thallwhen he called
back the next day he should talk to the supervisor whowas the coordinator for
terrorism matters, an AUSA who we call "Meg_m:',. ,

l°z Henry saidhe knewthat persons interested in attending terrorist training camps in
Afghanistan. were known to enter Pakistan first and cross the border into Afghanistan, with

'

no indication on their passports ofhavingtraveled to Afghanistan. (U)
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Garytold the OIG that he had called the:USA 0 because he:was unsure
whether a crifiainal search warrant could be obtained, since Moussaoui was_
arrested by the INS on an immigration violation. According to Gary, he
provided Wesley with a hypothetical with little information, because Gary was
not surehow much information he was pen_itted toShare with the USAO in:
light of the fact that the investigation was opened as an intelligence
investigati0nand not acriminal investigation+ Gary said that he asked Wesley
if they were "close" to getfinga crirtfinaI search warrant, and Wesley told him
that it "sounds close', but that Gary should "freeze the scene" and call Megan
the next.day, since Wesley was not fhmiliar with that type of case.

.--.

.... Wesiey told the OIG that, based on what he was told at the time, he had
believed that there was sufficient probable cause to Obtain a criminal search
warrant. He added that if the Minneapolis FBI haclwanted to obtain the search _:
warrant that evening, he would have sought the warrant and wouldnot have
needed supervis0ry approvalt0 do so. i' (

:::..... Following his conversation with Gary, Wesley called Megan on ]hercell
phone and left her a message about t]hecase..The next day, Wesley drafted a- , • .

memorandum toMegan summarizing his conversation wit]hGary, in Which he
wrote, "The FBI would like to search the computer, and likelythe other

_ property. The suspect is being held, and questioned, by INS. [Gary] said that
h_:Will be off today, andthat [another Minneapoliis FBI agent] or [Henry] will
stop by today to talk with you about the case.

Megan told the OIG that Wesley conveyed to her in his message onthe
evening of August 16 that the Minneapolis:FBI had arrested Moussaoui and
was interested in obtaining a search warrant:, but not that night. When the
USAOdidnot hear back from theMinneapolis FE',I,Megan called Henrythe
next day, August 17, and left a message for him. According to Megan, Henry
did not retum her call until August 20. He told he_rthat acc,ording to the
Attorney General Guidelines he could not discuss the case with her without
FBI Headquarters and DOJ approval., since the case had been opened as an
intelligence matter.

Megan told the OIG that she did not know if probable cause existed
before September 11 to obtain a criminal search warrant in the Moussaoui case.
However, she stated herbelief that if the FBI had indicated that it was ready to
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pursuethe search warrant, it wouldhave been the "normaI course" for the
USAO to_ to obtain the warrant.

: 10. AI-Attas' arrest

On August 17, the day after Moussaoui's arrest and A1-Attas' interview at
the hotel, Al'Attas came to the INS Dist_dct Office, as requested by the FBI, and
was interviewed again•by FBI and INS agents. During this second interview, A1-
Attas.stated that M oussaoui had•associated with two Pakistani flight instructors
and two flight students in Oklahoma, one from Saudi Arabia and one from
Bahrain. In addition, A1-Attas saidthat Moussaoui f0IIowedt]he teachings of a
sheikh, whose identity Moussaoui had not revealed to A1-Attas because
Moussaoui believedthat A1-Attas would not approve of this sheikh,s views_._031
When asked if the person was Usama Bin Laden, A1-Attas stated that he did not.,

believeso, and that the onlyreference Moussaoui had made to.Bin Laden was to
comment on his appearance on television. A1-Attas a][sogave the agents the first
and last names of one associate ofMoussaoui's in Oldahoma and the first name
of another of Moussaoui's: associates in Oklahoma. !°4 _

• . . •

.... D_g this interview, AI'Attas admitted that.hehad worked whilehe was
. . . . . . ' .. . . • .. , . . . . • .

going toschooi at the University of Oklahoma. Because this was a violation of
his studentvisa, the INS arrested A1-Attas and took_himinto custody.

Also on August 17, Henry and other agents interviewed Moussaoui

again; and documented the results ofthe interview.
..

11. Second interview of Moussaoui
• ..

On August 17, Henry and other agents interviewed Moussaoui again.
According to Henry's 26-page EC, whic]h included information about both
interviews; Moussaoui attemptedto appear cooperative at the start of the
August t 7 interview but became "increasingly _mgry" as_the questions focused
on his source of financialsupp0rt, his reasons fi3rflight training, and his

103A sheikh is "a venerable old man, a chief' or "tlae head of an Arab family, or of a
clan or tribe; also, the chiefmagistrate ofan Arab village."

104FBI records show thatthese two names were later checkedin ACS, but no
information was found on them.
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religious beliefs. He was asked again to explain thesource of his income, and'
he offered for the first time that hehad received money from friends in the
United Kingdom and from a friend in Germany for whom ihecould only recall _
a firstname. Henry wrotethat questions about materials in Moussaoui's laptop
"provoked an extremely strong emotional reaction, in Moussaoui.!

.....

Theagents told MOussaoui thatthey believed that he wasan extremist,
"intent on using his past and future aviation: training in furtherance 0fa terrorist

) goal.', He Wasasked t0 provide thename of his group, the religious scholars
: whom they followed, and to describe his plan in detail. Henry reported that:

Moussaoui was "visibly surprised" at thequestion about his membership in a
group:and: that the FBI was aware of his:fundamentalist beliefs. Moussaoui
repeated he wasin the United States to enjoy using a simulator for a:big plane.
According toHenry' s26-page EC, Moussaoui then requested an immigration, :

• : lawyer,and thequestioningwas therefore halted. _: :

::D. Expedited deportation order
• . ,-... .

, After the: INS a_ested: Moussaoui on:August 16, it initiated the p:rocess
_-,. :for deporting him. Because he had entered the colmtry under the terms ofthe _
: ......Visa.Waiver Program, he wassubject to the "expedited removal" process, As
:_: a condition of entering the United States under this program, Moussaoui, . . . .. ' .

waived any.right to contestthe deportation. For thisreason, the deportation_
process consisted of paperwork prepared by 'an INS official, with no hearing
before an immigrationjudge. . .' ..

.-:

". The. deportation order for Moussaoui was sigmedon August 1:7,.2001 .. . ..
•,. .Henry toldthe OIG that :he:had been informed by the INS agent who had .,

._ . conducted the interviews with himthat.personswlm had entered the country.
under the VisaWaiver Program: and overstayed were:not entitledto :anappeal
and would therefore be deported very quickly. Hextry's supervisor, Gary, said
that he also had been told by. INS officials that Moussaoui could only be held
forseven to ten days before tie.would be deported .....As a result, the

Minneapolis FBI believed that Moussaoui's deportation was imminent.
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E. Discussion :regarding search warrant

I. Henry's 26-page EC
.

After Moussaoui's arrest, Henry prepared a 26-page EC that provided a
lengthy description of the facts of the case. The EC se,t forth the information
obtained from:the flight school, the information from the two interviews of
Moussa0uiand the tWointerviews of A1-Attas, and.-the information obtained
from the items in Moussaoui and A1-Attas, possession whenthey were:
arrested, ..... . .. .. .

•

The EC, whichwas uploaded into ACS on August 20, included some of.
HenrY!S assessments of Moussaoui's and:A1-Attas' behavior, It described
M0Ussaoifi as,extremely evasive,' and extremely agitated" when asked: about
his religioUs beliefs, Overseas travel: and associates, and the sol_rce :ofhis
financial support. Henry also wr0te that believed, based on Moussaoui's
demeanor, Moussaoui was being deceptive when hedenied any weapons
training.: Henry also wrote that A1-Attas was being "deceptive in trying to
minimizeboth his understanding:of and iLnvolvementiinwhateverMoussaoui
wasplanningtodo:." i:: .... : : : : : :

.. " . ... . ... : .".. -.. :, ,.. . . ..

Henry concludedthe EC by : ', " : l"stating, Mmneapo is believes that
Moussaoui is an Islamic:extremist preparingfor some future act in furtherance:

--.. ,i..: : :5:.: .::.... • .:. .... :._."_., .... • .... ; :: " ". .... ' : " " '

of radical fundamentalist goals." In support of thisconclusion:, Henry wrote:
. .

The numerous inconsistencies in hi,; story':,his two month
long trip•to Pakistan which ended less than three weeks before
his coming to the U.S., and his inability to explain his source of
:financial support all give cause to believe he is conspiring to
commita terrorist act, especially when :this information is
combined with his extremist views as described by A1-Attas in
his sworn statement.

As Moussaoui was in the process of gathering the most
knowledge and skill possible in order to learn to fly the Boeing: ,,

747-400, Minneapolis believes that hisplan involved an aircraft
of this type. This is especially compelling when considering
that the 400 series of this aircraft has a smaller flight cre:w and is
more automated than other versions, lending itself to simpler
operation by relative novices. His request of PanAm that he be
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.permitted to fly.asimulated flight •from. London's Heathr0w .. . .........
AirPort. tg.New York's JFK AirP0_is suggestive and-gives . .......
Minneapolis reason to believe that he may have been attempting-

• tO simulate a flightunder the conditions Which he would._operate .
•.. while putting ibis plan .into.motion .in the furore.

Henry wrote that.the Minneapolis FBIbelieved" ' ' ."" ....... Moussaoul, AI-Attas
'andothers yet unknown [were] conspiringtocommit violations: of[federal " ..
anti-terrorism statutes]?' Quoting.:from.one,_of the statutes, Henry-wrotethat ". ..
Moussaoui andA1-Attas were"attempting or conspi_g to, destroy or.damage-.
any structure, conveyance, Or other real.0r personal property within the.United.-
States?, .See:l 8-U.S.C. :§2332b...in: addition, Henry iwrotethat the Minneapolis .

._ FBI believed Moussaoui wasengaging in flight training for thepurpose 0f :
• conspiringtouse an .airplane ..in.the commission of a terroristaCt. In .st_pport."of- "

this, Henry noted Moussa0ui's possession.of knives and his.preparations.".. _.
through physical training for violent confrontational Henry. wrotethat '_ " ' ,.
Moussaoui's "plan is belimzed to involve the performance of violence or- • ... .. •

i_.. inc_pacitation.0findividuals..on aircraft," The.EC further.stated that... • ._: ..... : . . ... • . • ' ... . " ., .. • • : •

.. .Minneapolis considered thema_er., to be.-ur.gent,,• .. _. :.......,.._:......:....

Atthe conclusion oftheECiHenry.wrote," .... .... • ....'....',_ . ,. . Mlnneapohsbeheves. that the..

i.i:.' prePOnderanceof informationto"be gained _fi'om.fi_tureinvestigation will,_.:...
_....co_c_mthe specific-criminal acts set forth above. However, as:there isreason

tobelieve that Moussaoui and AI-Attas iare part ofa larger international radical

fundamentalist grouP, "[the intel!igence investigation ] will remainopen and. a
[criminal investigation] will be opened.". _._

Through the EC, Henry also sent out several leads, including leads to FBI
Headquarters, the Paris and LondonLegats, and the Oklahoma City Field
Office.. In.theleads to the.London-and Pafis.Legats, Henryrequestedthat they
provide the EC to the Britishand French govemrnents and report to .
Minneapolis any information developed on Moussaoui or any of his associates .
"yet unknown.." The lead tothe Oklahoma City FBIiasked it to fully identify
allof the individuals-from that area-whohad surfaced in the investigation, :.
including a request to further investigate Al'Attas_ i '

With respect to the lead to FBI Headquarters,, Henry requestedthat FBI
Headquarters ,'expeditiously" obtain permission from OIPR for the
Minneapolis FBI to contact the Minneapoli,; USAO to discuss the merits of.
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prosecution; toseek a criminal search warrant for Moussaoui's belongings,
residences, and vehicles; and to obtain subpoenas for his telephone and
financial records. _°5.

Henry also sentan e-mailto the SSA who we ca!llJack inFBI
Headquarters on Sunday, August 19, providing an update on the case.

. . .
'... -. . "._ • . : . . .

Henry wrote that both Moussaoui and A1-Attas'_Vere in custody On INS
violations. Henry reported that the Milmeapolis FBI wasplanning to open a i
cri_al investigation on Moussaoui andwaS seeking pe_ssion to Contact the. . . .

USAO. Henry explained his desire to obtain a criminal search warrant to
search .Moussaoui _spossessions from the hotel room, iincluding his Iaptop
computer, cellular telephone, and other documentary material, and also
Moussaoui's pr0pertyinhis residence in Norman, Oklahoma. _°6Henrywrote
that he thought thata search of Moussaoui's things could "reve,al detailed _
information regarding his plans and associatesworldwide. He's obviously
well'funded and highly motivated." ...... . ,.....

Henry:also.e-mailed the26,page EC_toJackthe:aextoday,. Monday,.. ..
August 20. In.the e-mail accompanying the EC, Hem_,yagainrequested:that. .:.
FB! Headquarter s obtain.permission to allow Mirmeapolis to.contact the,-.

. , . .. " i _ . . ... . ,Minneapolis USAO for asearch warrant "as soon."as poss ble.. In:the e-mail,
Henry.reported that A1-Attas wasbeing released on bail and.wasremming-to

•.OklahOma, where he could potentially "destroy incriminating .e,vidence,"
Henry concluded the e,mail by writing, [pJlease letme know .assoon:as [the.
Department]gives the go-ahead. We're all counting on you] ''i°7 .:

105Asdiscussed in. Chapter Two, the 1995.Procedures provided that when an
intelligence investigation was open and noFISA techniques had yet been employed,, an FBI
field office had to obtain permission through FBI Headquarters from the Criminal Division,
not from OIPR, to contact the local USAO.

106According to Henry, the Minneapolis FBI Was aware ofthe requirement that to open
a criminal investigation Minneapolis had to.establish a "wall, between the crimini_l
investigation and the intelligence investigation.. He said that the Minneapolis FBI had

. planned for Henry to remain the agent for the intelligence invectigation,, aJadfor a different
agent to handle the criminal investigation.

lo7In addition, in an e-mail dated August 21 to.FBI Headquarters, G_wy,-and another
Minneapolis FBI agent, Henry. wrote, "It's imperative that the [united States Secret .Selwice]
(continued)
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•2: Assignment of Moussaoui investigationa_.-.FBIiHeadquarters

According to Jack, hereviewed Henry's EC.on".Aug_ast20 and noticed
thatHizbollah was notmentioned..This indicated toJack that thecase did not
belong in his unit. Rather,. because Of the.lack of' informati0n.aboutany... ...
particular terrorist group"and theeXtremist viewdescribedto Moussa0ui inthe
:EC,Jack.believed that. thecase belongedin the ITOS' Radical Fundamentalist..
•.Unit (RF.U).. Cases that could not be linked to. a.specific group or.substantive

_unitand invo|ved radical.extremist allegations are assigned to.the RF.U: .... .
' .. . ..? • : .. .

" Thatsame day Jack discussed the EC withhis UnitChief, whoinstructed.....
him t011givethematter to.the RFU land walkthe E(.,"-'over to that_" umt.""Jack:"":..."_. "
theref0re gave.the 26-page ECto the .._-U Unit Chief whoWe Call "D0n.,)°8: - .-
Don toldthe OIG that at the.time there. Were four SSAsin the_U "Don .

• . : ;.; . .. : .... . • : . .... _.-. :. ,. _. .*

'assigned"thematter to one of them, an SSA whowe call:"Mai'tin," basedonth e
. ::availability and workload of the staff atthe time. .An IOS assigned to.work" '

with-Martin, whowe call "R " "n".. om .,. alsowas, assigrled to the Moussaoui case. .
. Henry was informed that the investigatio n had been reassigned to Martin inthe

i_ U
.....

• . _ . ..... ... :. ..
. , . . -: : - . . :

::." .o " . . . . . . •

i Martin had joined theFBIin 1988 aS a specialagent and spenthis first: i
: ilthree and a half years conducting bank fraudand embezzlement investigations

• " _ .. . •

•(continued). .... . . ..:.._: .. .......
be apprised ofthisthreatpotential indicated by the evidence contained in the EC. If.. - ... . ... ?... . i, .:.

[Moussa0ui].seizes an aircraft flyingfrom Heathrow to NYC, it will have.the fuel on board
to reach DC." Henry toldthe OIG that he believed that the Secret Service, in its roleof
protecting the President, neededtobe advised of Moussaoui because he posed a threat tothe
White House. Henry kneW.lthat:Moussaoui hadreeeived ta'aining to fly a 747-400 andif. :_
Moussaoui hijacked an airplane and.flew from Heathrow to New York,.the airplane would
have enough fuel to be diverted to Washington. According to Henry, he never got.a
response to this e-mail.

_08As discussed in Chapter Three, Don had been the Unit Chief of the RFU since May '
2001. He became an FBI agent in1987 and spent eight years in the Newark Division.
Between 1990 and :1995, he worked international terrorism matters on the Newark

q,.counterterrorism squad. In 1995, he was promoted: to an S,.,A position in a unit 0therthan
the RFU in ITOS in.FBI Headquarters. In 1998, he became: the supervisor of a
counterterrorism squad in the Miami Division and remained there until his promotion tothe
Unit Claief ofRFU in 2001.
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in Colorado.i In February 1992, he entered a language prograrn at the Defense
Language Institute in Monterey, California, to study Axabie for more than two
years. After compietingthe language course, in September 19!94he becarne an
agent on the counterterrorisrn squad of the Washington Field office, where .he
worked exclusively on international terrorism matters, including the bombing
Ofthe Khobar Towers in Saudi Arabia in 1996. InNovember 11999,Martin
was promoted tobea Supervisory Speciai Agent in the RFU, .,

... • .:. . ,, . .

IOS:Robinbegan working for the FBIini976in a clefieai posifi0n. In
1980; she was prom0ted to a paraIegal specialist positiion, where she handled
Freedom of Information Act requests. In 1993, she was promoted to thetOS
positionl and assigned toa substantiveunit in ITOS. In approximately 1994;
the RFU was formed, and Robin was assigned to that newly created unit. In
2001, Robin had responsibiliiy f0r terrorism matters with a cormection toltwo
African :countries.

.. • . . .. . .• , , •

3. Prior relationship betweentheMinneapolis FBIandRFU
' -. ' . , .. ,. .

.... The Moussaouimatterwasn0t the first time that the Minaaeapolis FBI :

and the RFUworkedtogether. Unforttmately, the earlier matters resulted in• .. • : . . •

disputes and significant frictionbetween the two offices, We believe thispast
history,: which we discuss briefly here, affected how the two offices interacted
on the Moussaoui case.

....

Several FBI employees told the OIG that the Minneapolis FBI's
counterterrorism squad had conflicts with the RFU that precededMartinand
continued after Martin• came to the RFU. •TheRFU Unit Chief who preceded
Don,:who we call ',Dan," told the OIG thatthe SSA wh0 hadbeen the
supervisor of the Minneapolis counterterrorism squad until the first weekof
August 2001- who we call "Charles," had conflicts with the I_U SSA who
had preceded Martin and thatDan had helped Charles in dealing with those
conflicts. Dan added that the Minneapolis FBI counterterrorism squad had a
reputation for:saying "the sky is falling."

By contrast, Charles told the OIG that the RFU"raised the bar" for what
was needed for the Minneapolis FBI to accomplish what •itwanted. For
example, Charles said that Martin had not supported the Minneapolis FBI's
recommendation that the•FBI seek the designation of a particular organization
•as a terrorist organization by the State Department. Charles said that Martin
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had forwarded t0Don an,e.mail exchange between Charles and Martin that •
arose out of this conflict, andthat Don e-mailed Charlesto say that he wanted. . , . .

to discuss the problem. Charles said he spoke to Don about a week after the e-
rnail and that Don told him that he did not have a full complement OfSSAs,in
the unit andthat Charles hadto deal with the personnel that were in the .unit.

.Charles also:told the OIG:that Martin treatedHenry-Iike he was .anew • -... '
employee,..Charles said"that,.while Henry only had two years Of FBI • " -..,..::... "-

"experience, he :had a significant inte!ligence -background based on his work i:-._.
with.the Na_.. AccOrding to.Charles,Martin had "a track"history Of notgiving
[Henry] much respect." ' - - " .. ' " _- '..

" _ ".Don told theOIG that soonafter.hiS arrivalaS unit.chief in June. 2001., :he
•had atelephone: conversation _with Charles aboutthe prior conflicts between,the

.i Minneapolis FBI andthe RFU, includingconflict,; with the.SSA who preceded: _.
Martin, the former unitchief, .and.Martin.. Don stated that Charlestold himthat
.there had been "personaliW conflicts".and.that::he .did not believe that the RFU

" had. supported, the.Minneapolis FBI sufficiently. 'In.particular, Don said..:
.:_:_:'.Seharlesdiscussed Martin's lack.of support for Mi:_eapolis' recommendation
• that.the FBIattempt tohave a p_cular organization desi_ated..as, a fi_reigrt.

....... terrorist organization by the State Department. Dontoldthe.OIG thathe
advised:Charles that.he wanted:the disputes between, the two offices to endand
that if Charles had a problem, with the RFU,.he should.adttress it with Don.

Martin told the OIG that he was awarethat therehad been prior conflicts.
' betw.eenM_eapo!is ,andothers in the.RFU. He said thathis understanding.
was .that Minneapolis had made. some errors in. their handling ofmatters, with...
other SSAs, .such as.initiating electronic.su_ei!Iartce before.the.FISA order had
actually been. signed. Martin stated that his problems _in his dealings with the
Minneapolis office began when the conflict with Charles arose over the
.designation of an organization as a terrorist organization by. the State .
Department. Martin told the OIG that he did not believe that:it.was appropriate
to pursue the designation, based on information that he had obtained -.ffomthe... , . - . ..,.

".FBI's IOS who had responsibility for the p_a-ticular,organization for the FBI.
and from the CIA program managerwho handled the particular organization.
for the CiA..Martin saidthat. Charles believed that Martin was.attempting to
undermine his efforts. Martin believed that Charles also had:"tak[en] offense"
when .hepointed out mistakes that were made by Minneapolis, 'such as failing
to "minimize'" aconversation recorded pursuant to a FISA warrant.
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He_ told the OIG that he was "unhappy" tha the Moussaoui matter had
been assigned to Martin becauseofhow matters "had, gone inthe past." H e_
saidthat Martin acted with an "abundance ofcaution" and cited examples in
which he believed •that Martin had not acted aggressively enough. For
example, Henry said that Martin refusedto allow Minneapolis topursue a
criminal investigation in an intelligence investigation in which electronic
surveillance underFISA wasbeing conducted. According to Henry, without ....
the criminal part of the case, the intelligence case cou][dnot proceed, and:
Minneapolis wanted to continue both the criminal investigative activi_ and the
electronic surveillance. Henry told the OIG that Martin would not allow it.
According to Henry, Minneapolis was forcedto close its investigation, and
another field Office later picked up the criminal case.

: ..... : .. . . " i. -. ... . :. . . .. " . . . ,

....With: respect to thespecific case cited by He_, Martin :stated:that during
the FISA renewalprocess he informed OIPR and the]?ISA Co t_ ofthe
criminal direction the case was taking. According to Martin,: t:heCourtdid not
have a pr0blem with thecase at that point, However, OIPR requested a
meeting :.w_thITOS 'Section Chief Martin Rotince_to discuss:,:whether:there was..... . .... . . . . • _ _. • .. • - • ..,

a"primarypurposeT'_ probtem, and they co]leCtiyelydecided toshut down the ....
FISA surveillance, Thiswas conveyed to_theMinneapolisFBI,,whichdnmrn
discontinued surveillance on the target. Martin toldthe OIG fiaatatno_time did
he instruct Minneapolis .that the criminaI case could not be pursued.. ...-

....... Robin told the OIG that she believed that part of the problem between
Martin and the Minneapolis.FBI was a difference in. style. _Accordingto Robin,
Minneapolis, and.field offices in .general, usually wanted things .done , .
immediately. She said, however, .that Martin was veP¢ "laid back" and that "he

•" .doesn't-getall... filed up and..stirredup about.,things. He just- he's..,not a spin, .
through-the-roof kind of guy. But.hegets everything d0neand it's not that.he
doesn't do them timely., He just.doesn't get excited.about stuff."

Former RFU Unit Chief Dan. also described the 'differences between the

.Minneapolis FBI and Martin as a "clash ofpers, onalitieS,.', He described Martin
as "10wkey" but "professional," and said that Charles. was "'moreanimated."
Another IOS in the RFUwho worked with the :Minneap01isagents and Martin
also described the problems as a "personality conflictY He described Martin as
"methodical" and said that he.had, an "evenkeel"approach. Hie described the
Minneapolis agents.as "aggressive" .and said that with:every request to FBI
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Headquarters, their apprOach was"if this doesn't happen, the world, is..going to
end?,. •

...

.4,. Gary seeks advice from ASAC C,harles _

Gary told .theOtGthat on August 21 hecalled ASAC Charles, who was -..
in. training at Quantico, for guidance on how to proceed, 'andthat Charles told ....
.him that he should seek a criminal warrant.. Charltessaid that he gave Garythis ..
advice since he didnot believe the MinneapOiis FBIwould be able .to get:a __-.
FISA warrant.-,,not because of the facts in the Moussaoui case but. because, of " .......
his past experience with the difficulty and signific,ant delays in obtaining.FISA .
warrants. Charles .stated that,, in. his experience, OIPR only wanted ,'slam.. -.
dunks." _

. . . . - . . . .. •...

:. Charles told-the OIG that, as part of tlhetraining he was attending at - .
euantico :at_the.time, Deputy Attorney GeneralLarry Thompson hadj.ust .". ..

•: .recently presented atthe .training conference a_.memorandumon the issue, of .
_ intelligence sharing dated August 6 and addressed to:_the.Criminal Division;:.the
_?..:_..... FBL_._,and,.OIPR.As discussed in Chapter Two,this memorandum reiterated the
._.._ requirement of.the 19.95Procedures that the.Criminal Division be notified .. - -
:.. when_there was a.'_reasonable indi cation" of a '!si_:_ificant federal crime" and;,._,..... . ... , ....... . . .

:_;_.... thatlhis notification was "mandatory., '.109The memorandum also stated that..
.

t°9As discussed in Chapter Two, the report ofthe.OIG's Campaign Finance Report and
the report of the Attorney General's Review Team investigating the WenHo Lee matter.
concluded that the FBi was not complying with the notification requirement prim_a-ily
.because of a fear that any contact .with the Criminal Division would negatively affect, an.

_... existing FISA order or the FBI's ability to obtain one in the future. In January 2000,
Attorney General Reno establishedthe "Core Group," which consisted of the FBI's.
Assistant Directors for counterterrorism and counterintelligence, the Principal Deputy
Attorney General, and the CoUnsel for OIPR. The FBIAssistant Directors were supposedto
provide "critical case briefings" to the CoreGroup, and they were:to decide if the facts of
thecase warranted notification to the Criminal Division as provided for in the199:5
Procedures. The Core Group was disbanded in October 2000 and reconstituted in April _
2001, but the problem of lack of notification .to the Criminal Division remained. In July
2001; the GAOissued its reportrecommending, arnong other things, that the Attorney .
General establish a policy and guidance clarifying the expectations regarding theFBI's
notification of the Criminal Division about potential criminal violations arising in
intelligence investigations.
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the standard for reasonable indication was "substantially lower:" than probable.:
• . '' ('_ ; , . ;cause, but that it required•more than "a mere hunch. _harIes told the OIG that

he expIained the new guidelines to Gary and recommended that he bring them•
to the attention of FBI Headquarters. Charles toldthe OIG hebelieved that by

doing this, FBI Headquarters would be forced to contact:the Criminal Division,
and that once this occurred, _theCriminal Division wouldon its own directthe

. Minneapo!is FBI to contact the USAO about a search warrant. Gary told:the
•OIG that Charles faxed the memorandum to him andthathe discussed

notifying the Criminal Division about Moussaoui withMartin °nAugust 2:2,
which we discuss below in Section F.

.... Gary alsosaid that Charles told himthat if he hadany problems in
dealing with Martin that he should ask Acting SAC Roy to "go up the chain of
command" in FB1HeadquarterS, and Charles providedGary with the names of
upper •management, including Assistant Section Chief ,Steve Je]mings, Section
Chief Rolince, and Deputy Assistant Director James Caruso. According _to
Gary, Charles suggested that Gary pass these names to Roy bec,ause Charles

,did not believe that Royknew who they were.i Gary told_the:OIGthat he
pro videdthese names toRoy. _ ..... :

.

charlesals0rec0mmended that the Minneapoiis,FBI contact;an FBI ....
employeedetailedto the CIA;who we call "Craig," to requestany information
that the CIA had on Moussaoui. _

• 15. Henry discusses with Don pursuing criminal warrant
.

According to Henry, on approximately August 21, he called RFUUnff
Chief Don to•discuss pursuing a•criminal investigation of Moussaoui. Hern_
told the OIGthat Gary had already filled out the paperwork for opening a
criminal terrorism investigation, and Henry was calling •Don•to let him know
that the paperwork would soon be submitted to FBI He,adquarters.

Henry toldthe OIG that Don instructed him that ihecould not pursue the
criminal investigation. Henry stated that Don said to•him, "You will not open
it, you will not open a criminal case." Henry stated that Don asserted that if the
Minneapolis FBI attempted some kind of criminal proceSs from the USAO,
such as a search warrant, and failed, it would not thereafter be•able to pursue a
FISA warrant. According to Henry, Don also asserted that probable cause for a
criminal search warrant was "shaky."

,.
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Although Henry believed •there,'wasprobable cause fbr acriminal
warrant, he said that as an entry'leveI agent he was not in a position to argue
with Don, a unit chief at FBI Headquarters, who was in a better position to
judge how the FISA Court would respond to a FIS_ reque:st that fo!lowed:a

' i . ' .

failed attempt to obtain a criminalse, arch warrant. Henry said that although his
: supervisor, Gary, had previously prepared paperwork for opening the criminal

"" n'i". investigation, Henry wrote; "Not opened per instructions of[Unit Chief _o 1
on it after this conversation with Don.

Don's recollection of the conversation with Henry about pursuing a
• criminal:investigation: of MOussaoui differed ff6m Henry's. Don told the OIG

that his recollection was that he talked to theActing Minneapolis ASAC,
Charles, and thathe did not speak toHenry. Chaxle_told:t:he OIG, however,

.. _ that hedidnot speakto Don before Septernher 11.. We believe that Don_likely ._. . . . • ._ . . " . . :. .- . . • .- _ • . • . . .. • " ,.

spoke to Henry, not Charles, _ , .... : _:
. : .

' .. ....:Don.told the OIG-that., based o_ his lcnowledge ofthe case,, he did:not
believe there.was criminal predication: for a criminal'.searcla warrant. Don,

_'_;' stated that, in his-opinion;Minneapolis had a."beliief' that: there was the.. -
_ . : • . _ : . . " . . . . .... _. . . • .. •

::."... potential fora criminal charge of conspiracy.:.mhijack, but this was not.. ...." • _:• .+ . ..... .: . - ,, ... : " _ .... • . . : " .. . ...

.,.. supported by sufficient evidence, Donalso asserted that since Moussaoui had
i_..- beenarrested and detained on immi_afion: charges, 'he Could not be involved in

a crime that was about to be committed.
).

According to Don, he voiced his opinion to lfheMinneapolis FBI about
• the lackof criminal predication and advisedthat ifobtaining the criminal

warrant.failed, the FBI Would not be ,able.to pursue the FISA warrant. Don,
told the OIG he expressed in thelconversation that he.,did not want Mimaeapolis
to follow the.criminal road prematurely. However, Don.asserted. thatat no ....
time did he tel.!theMinneapolis FBI that it ,could not pursue the matter
criminally.

.. • •

Don also stated to the OIG that:he advised file Minneapolis FBI to, ....

consult with theMinneapolis CDC about Whether probable.,cause for a criminal
search warrant was present. According to Don, he stated, "You guys need to
go back to your CDC, you need to discuss it withyour CDC, and get back to
me andtell me your position." Don told the OIG that, in his opinion, giving
this kind of advice - whether there was criminal probable cause --.was the role
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of the CDC. He:said he wanted theMinneapolis CDC to weigh inbefore the
MinneapolisFBI made its decisionabout Which way toprocee, d. _.....

Henry confirmed to the OIG that Don advised him that he should consult
with his CDC On the matter. After his. conversation with Don, Henry met with

Row!ey t0 discuss whether MinneaP01is should pursue the criminal .
investigation.

. . ..: .. .. -. : .. . '..

Martin told the OIG that his understanding was :that:Don explained to:the
Minneapolis FBI the problems that: could arise whena criminal investigation is
pursued at the same time that a FISA Warrant hasbeen issued or is being
sought. Martin said he thought that Don had told the Minneapolis FBI, "You• . . . . - . • .. ..... .. • . " _. - .

guys need to be careful. You need tOrun itthrough your division counsel if
you want todoa criminal investigation on this guy, because if you do thatand• ' • .. • , .. _ ..:. _ . . . .. • • . - " " " . - • • ' ' _ .: " :. • ' . -" . ' " .. " " . ' i ' " : "" . . -

you get turned down by a magistrate or even if you:tryto get the okay from a
U.S. Attorney's Office, we have todocument that in our request to the FIS.A
court, andwe riskmaking it look like to the judge thatlwe really want toget a
criminall case, want: to prosecute the guy:but we didn't have enlough probable
:cause tog_ta efi_nal:search wa/rant-."! Martin _t01dfl_e'0IG: tlhat it was his
understandingthat Minneapolis "Iistened to [Don]and _agreed."

. .- . :. .

6, CDC Rowley's recommendation :
• ....

According to Rowley, Henry came to her office some time after his
conversation with FBI Headquarters and conferredwithher about Whether to
seek a criminal search warrant in the Moussaoui case. Rowley said this:
occurred on or about August 2Z Rowley: told the OIG :that, until thispoint, she
had not been actively involved :"mthe Moussaoui investigation, although she
had had a brief discussion wJthGary on•the night of Moussaotfi's arrest! _

As discussed above, Rowley was the CDC for the Minneapolis FBI. She
had graduated from law school in May 1980 and joined the FBI as a special
agent in January 1981. After working in several FBI .offices on, among other
cases; white-collar crime, drug investigations, and applicant background
investigations, Rowley transferred to the Minneapolis FBI office in July 1990.
Rowley saidthat as the CDC for the Minneapolis FBI, she•spent very little of
her time on intelligence matters. :She stated that she had attended FBI training
on counterterrorism issues, including FISA, but that slheusually was not
involved in the FISA process. She said that agents typically dealt with FBI
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•Headquarters onthese matters: and.fllat she had onlyreviewed a couple of FISA
..

requests, . ' • . • " _" '

Rowley told the OIG that when Henry. came: toher office around
' " August 22, he asked her what she. thought about the FISA issuein the "

' Moussaouicase. He related::that he.had.spoken:to.either Martin or Don..... ':- :: •
(Rowleydid nOt.recall which one).,:who had suggested tha_t"the MinneapOlis.."-.
FB][would have a better chance of0btaining a warrant if it-sought a FiSA as.-::.
opposed to a crimina! Search warrant. She saidshe thought.Henry may.have..: ... _"

..: mentioned something.about.the "smell test."_.-Shesaid"that,-.after discussing:the;.- .-
•. matter with Henry,. like:the .R_U she recommended going 1theFISA route _- '

. because of the "smell test." R0wley explained that:she knewthat if a FISA ..:.:
... .warrant.was sought after an unsuccessful attempt to obtain, a criminal warrant,

it.would give.. theappearance, or "smell"- that the. tme purpose for seeking._. .
• . .... FL,A warrant wouldbe denied.theFISA was .forcrinainal prosecution and the _

.. • ..... According to Rowley,. Henry.'s.positi0n was that:lilaeMinneapoliS FBI should. .
• " proceed with the criminal search:warrant and not wbrryab0ut thesmell test .....

• . .. - . . • ,. _., , . . . ,., ..... , . . . .. . • ... ,.. • . :..... . .. . _, -. . • . ... ,

R0wley, however, stated that thesmell test was areality aid advised that it had
:: t0be factored into thedecision.". . . " " :: " _

• ._ _.... • . . ... . . . : . :

".. .... -Additionally, Rowley said thatwhile she thoUght that there.was probable
• cause for a criminatsearChwarrant, she also believed thatllhe usAoin .

Minneapolis required a higherstandard than probable cause to seeka search
warrant. 1_°Because of the smell test and concerns whether the USAO Would

. ....

'" " ll°In her May 21, 2002, letterto the FBI Director, Rowley stated that she had advised "
" .Henrytoseek the FISA warrant instead of the criminal warrant because the Minneapolis

" .- USAO "regularly requir[ed] much more than probable cause".and "requir[ed] an excessively
high.standard of probable cause." in the letter, Rowley gave as an example of this the
Minneapolis FBI's investigation of mailbox pipe bombings during which •,she wrote, an
AUSA declined permission to seek a searchwarrant despite "significant evidence"
supporting the search warrant. We interviewed.several attorneys in the Minneapo!is:.USAO, •

.including the United States Attorney, Thomas Heffelfinger. All the aRomeys denied.that the
Minneapolis USAO required more than probable cause before seeking search warrants,. -.p

' .They als0 stated that in cases in which the USAO determined that there was insufficient.:.
evidence to support a search warrant, their practice was to specify the FBI's options,
including what additional information was. needed to supportprobab!!e cause. With respect "
.to the mailbox pipe bombings case, Heffetfinger acknowledged that there had beena
disagreement, between the USAO and the FBI over whether sufficient evidence existedto
(continued)
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agreeto a criminal searchwarrant, Rowley said that slhe recommended the,,:
avenue with the best chance of success, which she believed was seeking a :
FISA warrant instead of a criminal warrant. •

, ..

Rowley tolcl the OIG •that •at the.•timeof her discussion with Henry •she
had•not discussed the Moussaoui matter with any attorneys in the National
Security Law Unit (NSLU)or anyone else in FBI_Headquarters. TM She atso
said thatshe:had not reviewed the FISA stamteor any' other _training materials
about FISA warrants. She Saidher advice wasbased on her lm0wledge of the
problems with the smell test, the problems with the Mhmeapolis USAO, and,,

"optimizing" the chances of getting a warrant bypursuing the FISA _ocess _
• first.

Henryconfirmed to usthat Rowley reconmaended'that pursuingthe FISA
warrant would be the safest route. •When we asked Rowley about the nature of
the discussionthat She had withHenry about seeking the criminal warrant,
Rowleytold the OIG that she was "helping make his decision.'" When We
asked Rowley:whose decisionit_ was:to.not seekthe criminal warrant- the field .
office or HeadquarterS - she stated: ' ' :/ " ' _. " " .i -.. ' _" '

• . .. . . ':.

• .I thought it was.kind.of; I don't know, :kind ofa joint thing. I.
• "."thoughtHeadquarters, somebody at Headquarters hadalso

rec0mmended.wetry FISA first, teo. But I thil_tkmaybe.

ultimately it was [Henry]'s .decision to try".FISA first .or our field
" .division's. "

F, . The FISA request .

:As a.result, the Minneapolis FSIbegan seeking, a FISA warrant;instead:
of a criminal warrant, to search Moussaoui's belongings thatwerebeing-held
by the INS.

(continued) . .- :
obtaina searchwarrant,buthe statedthat theFBI declinedtopursue the additional:_ ,
investigativesteps suggestedby the USAO.

lll Rowley'sonlycontactwith anyoneatFBI HeadquartersabouttheMoussaouimatter
was in a briefe-mailexchangewith anNSLUattorney,whichwe discussin SectionF,4, d•
below.
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_::_....: 1; ::Minneapolisseeksto expediitetheFlSAprocess : ....: ....
'. . . , i• .

_en Gary first discussed seeking•a FISAsearCh wan,ant for
Moussaoui'S belongings with Martin onAugust 22, Gary indicated that :: :_

. Minneapolis wanted to expedite the process.. As noted above, Gary told. the,. "
..OIG.that the Minneapolis.FBI had been informed by .INS officials that the INS • "
•could: only hold Moussaoui :.for-sevento ten: days•before-,deporting him'. .Ga_
:..saidthat he.was aware that..FISA requests normally took along time. and._.that..

• . theMinneapolisFBl was concerned, ab0ut expedifmg.the process to,-ensUre .that _..
- -...... the.FISA.warrant.was.obtainedand _executed.before_Moussaoui's deportation..' ...

•" ..Gary. said that.he explained, to,Martin that the -INS:said it could only ihOld..:.:... :
- ..-- .__Moussaoui.for seven to ten days;.. ,.: .:._,._: .......... " _ • .::. ,.. •:. :_........

. .

" : " :Martin told the OIG that he recalled that the Minneapolis FBI was Very......

':" concernedabout obtaining the FISA warrant' quickly before, the INS deported "
MoussaoUi. Martin said he explainedtoGary !hat a way to expedite thie.

•processw0uld beto seek ani;emergencyFiSA. . He also explained the process at.
' FBI H.eadquai'ters forobtaining, an emergency FISA, including the requirement

.... -foi_tTOSSecfionChiefapproval:: in ' "_- " ' "::.. '" ' " "

• . Gary and Henry 'began preparing aFISA request while theycontinUedthe.
.... " i_vesfigation:of Moussaoui!:""_'_ : " ' " ....... " ' ".... .

... - ' " • " . :'" : " i :; '- ': " ": " . : " : "

.... .2i.'_ The RFU's assessment of the Minneapolis FBI's FISA
" request '" " " '"__ ' ' " "" " _ ' " ". ... .

.AtFBI Headquarters, •Martin and Robin beg_mIookinginto the merits of
theMinneapolis FBI's FISA request, based ,on.the information, about
Moussaoui.that the Minneap01isFBIhadprovided; primarilyin)the 26-page EC

' Henry had gent toFBI Headquartei;s about theMoussaouiinvesfigation. :: . • "
.! . : .i:. . :' . '. .i " ' ' ' i _ ..... ._...' " : ..

' - :Martin. toldthe OIG that hisreaction upon reading the 26-page EC wlth.
respect to obtaining a.FISA warrant was"that while..he believed Moussaoui was
"a dirty,bird" and was probably "up to .something,,' there was no evidence " : .

.. ;.

• _. :

..i_2As discussedin ChapterTwo' althoughthe.....term"emergencyFISA"was used,it
referred.toobtainingan expeditedFISAwarrantandnot the statutoryemergencyFISA.that
involvesa warrantlesssearchapprovedby the AttorneyGeneralwithoutpriorapprovalof . .
theFISA Court. •
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linking Moussaoui .to.a foreign •power of any kind. Martin. saidithat •based upon
what was .in the EC, his•opinion was that "there was no way" tllat a FISA.
warrant could be Obtained because•of the lack of evidence linldng M0ussaoui
to a foreign power. .

• " .. Robin •told the OIG that Martin informed her that Minneapolis was ._
seeking a.FISA search warrant and Martin provided her with.a copy ofthe.. _ ..... .

•. 26,page-EC.toread. She.said that after reading the EC, she..also believedthat. -.
" t . .Moussaoui was ...:up..o.something." However, Shesaid that atlerreading the

EC.sheasked Martin,. '.,.'..Where'.s.the foreign power?',• In her view there•was. no •
evidence.of a :terrorist. organization's involvement with M0ussaoui.. _According:
to Robin, Martin agreed with her assessment thatthe FISA request• lacked a '
connection to.a foreign power.

.- .. - ! .. !.. , .: .. . :. •.....

. . . ..

" " : 3' Additionai information :related to MouSsaoui "
,. .. .: : ... . .• . .: ..

The Minneapolis FBI continued to collect additional information:about
•persons::associatedwithA1-Attas in.corm,ecfion with..the posting ..ofhis bondfor
release ••from the INS detention facility.. In. anEC _t!tenbyNenry_and.dated

August 22, the..Minneapo!is FBI reported to FBI HeMquarterSthat A1-Attas
hadbeen bonded out of custody on AugUst.20:1_ile hewasstillin custocly, •
he made 13 calls•to a telephone number registered toa man who had been
identified, in..anearlier interview by A1-Attas as .the imam- or•leader,
spokesman, and.advisor 'of themosque attended, by A!,Attas in Norman,
Oklahoma. We will call thispers0n "Ahmed." A1-Attas told the Minneapolis
agentsthat he had called Ahmed to requestassistance in raising bond money.

., .-i ..The.Minneap01is FBI conducted name checks.for Ahmed in FBI..
databases and learned that a person with the same nanae,was .the suspectin
several bank robbery investigations in Memphis, Tennessee, but that he:had not
been in contact withthe FBI since 1999.. The Minneapolis. FBI sought to
determine if the Ahmed who talked to A1-Attas was the Same person-as the.
bank robbery suspect. The Oklahoma City Field Office informed the
Minneapolis FBI on September 6 that it had determinedthat the Ahmed who
was the•assistant iman of the Norman mosque wasnot the same Ahmed who.
wasthe bank robbery suspect.in Memphis. "

The MinneapolisFBI also determined that two othermen were involved
in attempting to post A1-Attas'-bond. The first was a man who we will call
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"James Smith," who :had gone to theWS offices in OklahomaCity to inquire
about A1-Attas, bond. Smith•was the imam of a local,mosque. The
Minneapolis FBIreported that he was the subject of an Oklahoma intelligefice
investigation, but it did not state the date, status, or findings of the investigationl
Oil Smith,, I13' • : _ . •

.. .. •

: In addition to Smith_ the Minneapolis FBI learned that an individual, who,
. weealt,'MohammedMohald,' had gone to the INS District Office near:.:: :

•' Minneapolis_andpaid AI-Attasi_bond on AugUst 20.!!4 According to: : :
...... :.documentsprepared in:thecase, Mohatd had:reported to:.IbIS officials-thathe: ..:.,

..was.-and.had-beenAI-Attas" roommate: for some time, and.l_hat'.he_ew:Attas": .:
travel"mgcompanion whom he called:"Shaqir" --becausethey attended:the
samemosque in Norrnan, Oklahoma,: where, they aU lived:, Mohald advised
that he had'been a Muslimsince 11970and had traveled to:a MiddleEastem

count_inthe late 1980s as part of a missionary:gToup. -tt5TheEC statedthat a
searchin ACS revealed that Mohald had an extensive criminal hiStory and was

• thesubject of a New York criminal terrorism-related inveslfigation. The EC did
,::notstate the date, status,:or findings ofthe investigation.• ..... .... - ,.. - . . • . • . • . . . . ,.... . - ... ... • . . - -.

In: the EC, Henry reported suspicions about M0hald and stated that he
....betievedthat Mohald was involved in Moussaoui's plan to commit a terrorist

act along with A1-Attas. Henry's: suspicions were based ontinconsistencies:
• suC-hasMohald stating that he was A1-Attas' roornmate, when the Minneapolis

FBI had confirmed that A1-Attas had been living ff)r approximately one:month
with Moussaoui and someone else atan address other than the one provided by

. ..

:: it3 The Oklahoma City Field Office reportedin an ECdated August 24 that A1-Attas had. . • . . . . . .. . .

spoken not only to Smith but also to an individual who we will call ?Nabu Klaalid," wtiowas :
the assistant imam to Smith. The Oklahoma City FBI reported that S,mith and Kahalidwere
the subjects of preliminary inquiries fortheir suspected involvement in aterrorist :cell.: This

•terrorist cell was not linked toA1 Qaeda. :

114This individuaI was American-born but had adoptecl a Muslim name.

115This particular missionary group is a worldwide ISlamic missionary organization .
which was founded several decades ago. As discussed be]tow, some members of this :
missionarygroup used the organization as a means and as a cover to recruit individuals to
conduct acts of terrorism and to send them to Middle Eastern countries under the guise of

•"religious training."
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Mohald. -Inaddition,.while.M0hald admitted te traveling to.a MiddIe Eastern
country in the late .1980s,.ACS records showed that.he.was issued a visa for
•that country in April 1990 under his:American name, which suggested that...
Mohaldwithheld information from the FBI about later.trips to this Middle...
Eastern country. Henry also found Mohald's explanat-ion that he had flown to
Minneapolis to post. A1,Attas' bond.so that A1-Attas c,ouldreturn to teach•
Children at the"mosque in Oklahoma to be "farfi_tched.?'!_6 ' ..... ".. ..

• .. • .: ....

•Aroundthe same time, Henry sent an.e,mail to other FBIagents involved
in the .investigation asking whether _he •should consider .getting assistance .fi:oman

-FBIpsycho!ogicalprofiler. He wrote, ."They probably have. a psych pro•file for:.
an Islamic Martyr..and could tell us if our 747 guys fit." 'According to He_, he

.contacted•an FBI field profiler in Tampa, Florida, whomHern2¢ had met: at.a.
trainingsession.. Henry .told:the .OIG that he-contacted this agent because-he
knew him and because this •agentwasan experienced international terrorisna
investigator... . : .:. . .- ..

Henry told us.that this agent pr0videdgoo, d re'interview, techniques _md •
highlighted.potential issues basedon the information I-Ienry gavehim.. For....
example, theagent, called.attention ..tothe factthat wl'rileA1-Attas ..wasinjail,: ..
"theone. call [A1-Attas].made Was.back to,the, mosque,'.:and not to any. family....
member. _Henry said that white.A1-Attas'_ parents lived in:.SaudiArabia,.A1,.
Attas had. at least one cousin.and possibly two in the UnitedStates but did not
call these relatives. _.. .. .

• .

4. Consultations with NSLU attorney Howard

Also on August 22, at FBI Headquarters SSAs Jack and Martin each
independently consulted with anNSLU attorney who ,arecall "Howard" about
the Moussaoui matter. Martin also consulted with three other NSLUattorneys_
We summarize first the role of NSLU attorneys:,specifically withrespect to
FISA requests, before discussing the consultations between Jack and Howard,
and between •Martinand Howard.

116Henry provided the names of Ahmed, Smith, and Mohald and their available
identifying information to the CIA for checks against CIA recerds. The CIA didnot report
any information about these individuals to the FBI.
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:_ : a. RoleofNSLU attorneys

" The NsLu is part of the FBl'sOffice of General Counsel in FBI '_

Headquarters: The NSLU pr0vided advice •to FBIHeadquarters and field• . .
offices on. co_terterrorism and counterintelligence matters. At•the•time of the .-

• "_. : ,,Moussaoui case, two NSLU attorneys --who we call "Susan" and "Tim"
• .... wereassignedto:!workwith.ITOS substantive units,. Other NSLU attorneys; :..:. - .. : .

including Howard,.were consultedby ITOS employees when Susan and_Tim :.-_...: "
.... • were not available. ._17Marion "Spike'"Bowman was theFBI's Deputy Generat. .- .

Counsellor National• Security Affairs and.the head of the NSLU. -, _.,._.:-. .
.... - .. ,

"Asdiscussed in Chapter Two,attomeys:ih_theNSLU described-theirrole ....
" " as givinglega!adviceto their "client," the: substanitive unitin iTOSthatwas. .-

• "'seeking the advice, but they said' it.wasup to the substantive trait todecide!h0w ,. ,
to pr0=ceediNSLUattorneys:.spent a...large amount oftime handling-.questi0riS '

•.. related!t0 FiSA, including requests for Warrants, execution of FISA orders; and
' dissemination oftheinformation collected, pursuantto FIS A . ".......... .-:..•

' .... " "' " : .:: .i i. . ..:. . _ " " "

• .i..;_;_.NSLU attorneys.usually were consultedwhen a question arosewhether .
" .... ' . _:' i "there was.sufficient information to support the FL,A request.. However;NSLU ..
?... " " att0rne)swere not ""assigned" m work:ona particul_FISArequestorto.work -
:... • _.:._'_" -_'.@..... ._ ,. . • . .

• with specific SSAs, Theconsultations :with.NSLU attorneys :typically • . :-
' consisted of oral briefings by theSSA and thelOS Who.were handling the. '

; particular FISA requesE, :In connectionWith theseconsuitations, NSLU
" attorneysdidnot normallyreceive andreview the documents prepared by the

field office orinitial drafts:of the LHM prepared by the SSA and.IOS: Tim -
told the OIG that SSAs would sometimes come back, to the',NSLU attorney
with documents toread afteran oral.briefing-when the SSA "was really serious

" " aboutsomething" " ' . _.

Afterquestioning the SSA .and IOS; and based onthe,information.. '
providedby the SSA and the IOS, .the NSLU attorney typically Would provide
verbal guidance about what was..needed to support the FISA request. Howard
told the OIG that his role was "steering [the.FBI] through the land mines and

.

1_7Howard:toldthe.OIGthat he.primarilyworkedcounterintelligencemattersbut also _..
•handledcotmterterrorismmattersas needed. Accordingto Howard,:itwas:notuncommon.
forhim to be consultedwhenTimandSusanwereunavailable.
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• helping themenhance their cases." Field offices didnot normally participate in
these consultations with the NSLUattomeys. _ _

Both NSLU attorneys and SSAs described the volUme o,ftheir work as
overwhelming. Tim stressed that the NSLU attorneys relied on theSSAs andl
IOSs for their substantive knowledge about the available intelligence on the _
FBI' s targets and terrorist organizations, and that given limited staffing NLSU
attorneys normally were unableto conduct independent research on the_ ::
substantive issues. :

• . , . . .• . .... . .. . .. .... . .

• b. Jack's consuRation with Howard
.,

• .. .

As noted above, theMirmeapolis FBI's first contactwith FBI
Headquarters was with SSA Jack.: On August 21, Jack made an appointment
with NSLU attorney Howard to discuss the Moussaouilmatter the following
morning. Jack said that even though the casewas in tlheprocess of being
reassigned to Martin inthe RFU, Jack kept _hisappointment with Howard .....

_ because he was"euri0us,' and wanted to discuss the Minneapolis FBI,sopfions
_ for obtaining autholfty to search Moussaoui_'slaptop'and other belongings,

• . .; . _.-. : . • . . . .. • .,. .. . . , . : " . ..- • . . • : . . . "

D_gthe mee_g on August 2'2;Jack orally briefed Howard on the: i :
facts', as reportedin Henry's EC. Jack didn0t 1;_rovid_:iHoward with a copy of
the EC.IAcc_rding_ to Howard'sinotesi_om:the meeting; they discussed•., , . ",_....... .. ............... .,.., . ......... _ .. •

whether there :was sufficient information to obtain either a criminal search
wa_ant or a FISA search warrant. With respect to the..FISA warrant, Howard
t01d the OIG that he adVised Jack that he did not believe that there was
sufficient information: to obtain a FISA warrant,: prim_xily bec_mse Minneapolis
lacked the necessary information to articulate a foreign:power. Howard'sn0tes

: indicate that he advised Jack that obtaining the FISA warrant also wouldbe
difficult because Moussaoui was already in custody. Howard told the OIG that
atthe time, OIPR viewed anyone in custody as a target of criminal
investigation by theFBI, even if the person was being held on administrative
charges, and therefore OIPR would question whether the FBI's "primary
purpose" was to collect intelligence information.

With respect to approaching the USAO to obtain a criminal warrant,
Howard's notes reflect that he did not believe that there was sufficient
information to obtain a criminal search warrant: Hisnotes state that he advised

Jack that a decision needed to be made quickly and that if the Minneapolis FBI
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.. decidedto pursue thecriHinal-case,, thenit wouldbe difficult to.-_aterpursue-
the FISA warrant.. Howard told the. OIG, however, .that-whether to pursuethe .
FISA.warrant or the criminal Warrant was a "judgment call" for Minneapolis to, ..
make and that he.considered the matter tobe a "work in progress:" .: . ....

Jack confirmed that he received• this advice fi'om Howard..He told the

' OIG thatHoward advised him that he.did not see evidence ofa.foreign power _.
andthat Howard contusedthat therewas noevidence of a criminal act..:Jack ..
told the OIGthat._he and Howard:.were "brainstorming" about: thepossible .ways .
.to proceed....HoWard's.notes indicate that.he told lack that !it10okedas: i.f. :- ...

Minneapolis had several "good leads" and that Minneapolis neededto follow. .

up on those.leads. " " . : ..
.

!.; .

•. " ' . 5 : .... " " " ' - " '

_ " "....... .:ic. Martin's meeting with Howard . "
• .. .. ,..: . _ . .

. Asnoted above, on August 20 theMoussaoui Case was transferred from
Josephto. the RFU and assigned-to Martin and Robin: Onapproximately:
August 22; Martin and Robin consulted withHoward forlegal advice on

....::_,-M_eapolis" chances forobtaining.aFiSA warrant. 1!8 ' ': .... .:. .

: .g_in-.saidthat whenhe began.explaining to Howardthe factsofthe " . :_:
--MiaUssaoui matter, HoWard said that.he was aware of the matter already .. ..

..:.:.::becausehehadrecently been consultedby Jack. ' According to.Martin, Howard .-. :
pulled out notes from his conversation.withJack and began reading them back ....
to -him:and Robin. .- '. _... ... . ..

-- HoWard said he remembered having a:"briefconversation" with Martin. _.
Ho:Wardsaidthathe recalled that he was on his.way to a"rneetinganddidnot

•- havetime.tOdiscuss the issue in detail at that time. He said that. he asked '.
Martin if the MinneapolisFBI had followed up on specific items, and lVlartin ..
indicated that he did not believe, so,. Howard reiterated the same advice to '
Martin as he told Jack- that he did not believe that there was sufficient.
evidence to fie Moussaoui.to a foreign power andtherefore, a FISA warrant was
not possible absent further investigation.by Minneapolis. "

/

118Martin told the OIGthat Tim and Susan, the two NSLU attorneys who usually..
worked on ITOS matters full time, must have been.unavailable at the time.
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.Martin told the OIG thathe recalledHoward:advising himthat therewas
not sufficient evidence to support a link to a foreign power. •Like Jack, Martin
did not provide Howard with a copy of the 26-page EC, although Martin had
the documentwith him.

: _ d. •Howard's e-maill exchangewRh Rowley
. . . : • .." - . :. : ". . ..

After his meeting with:Martin and Robin, Howard sentan e-mail dated
August 22 to Minneapolis CDC Rowley In the e-mail, he asked whether she
had been asked for her "assessment of [Minneapolis' ] chances of getting a
[criminal] warrant" for Moussaoui's computer. How_xd told t]heOIG thathe,,

• did thisbecause he wanted to make sure that the CDC was ,'engaged in•the ....
thought process.', He stated that the decision on whiclh type of warrant to seek
was the.field office,s decision, and hewanted to lmake sure that the CDC was
"part of the processi"

:.. , .. . ...

In an e,mail :response later the Isame day, Rowley wrotei "Although I
.... think there's adecentchance:ofbeingabte.togeta judge to.siam a.criminal. .-

-search warrant, ::ourUSAO seems;to ha.re an evenhigher standard much .ofthe.
•time, so rather.than risk it, I advised that theyshould trythe ot]her route."• . . . . .: •., . '._.. .." .'. !' _ • . . " . ,:. ,,_ .: • • . .,. . ,... .. : .. .. ... .... .. .. . .... • . ..

Rowleyt01dthe OIG that inretr0spect she wishedthat she :hadmade it clear in
her e-mail that she befieved that, in fact, therelwas sufficient evidence to
support probable Caiag6for a criminai warr_t. ........ _ ...... :', .. . . • . . . , , .' '. .. ,- , . ." .

Howard told the OIG that he recalled having the following reaction to
Rowley's e-mail: "Good Lord, Coleen, we don't use FISA because wedon't
have probable cause for a criminal warrant. Thatplays fight into the hands of
those people who •think FISA issubterfuge.'" Howard did not respond to:the •
e,mail, nor did he andRowley discuss the matter on the telephone.

5. French information about Moussaouii

Aroundthesame time that Martinconsulted with Howard, the:
Minneapolis FBI obtained additional information about Moussaoui fromffLe
French government. As noted above, because Moussaoui had ,enteredthe
United States with a French passport, Henry •had sent a lead to the FBI's Paris
•Legat to obtain any relevant information on Moussaoui from the French
authorities. On August22, the FBI's Paxis Legat reported to the Minneapolis
FBI and FBI Headquarters that the French government had reported that
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Moussaoui waspu_ortedly associated with a m_m.whowasbom in France and -
died•in 2000 in Chechnya fighting, with "the Mujahideen..,' We call...this,person.•--

L ' . .."Anmay. ''119The _:egat s.EC .stated that while in Chechnya,.Amnay worked••.::.
for Emir A1,K.hattab Ibn (Ibn Khattab):, the leader of a group of Chechen
rebels.12° According tO the.EC, the French authorities, after Amnay's death,:. "

... had interviewed a person who we calI '.!Tufii_'" whohad kmo.wnAmnay. 1.21 ,.

That person stated that Anmay wa s,recruited to go to Chechnya by Moussaoui : "
and that. Moussa0ui was "thedangerous one?' ._

> " " ..-i'.- .., ". . . _ ... .: _ ..... ... ' . .. .....

: 6. Ma_inadvises Minneapolis FBI 1thatFrench :infOrmation is -_
' : not Sufficient toconneCt MoussaoUi ton fi_reign power

• ;.,. , • ...

AfterMartin received and reviewed the Fren_chinfonmtion, he stiff did :..,
not believe there was sufficient information to.identify a foreign power in the. "

• Minneapolis FISArequest. Martin discussed the French information.withGary. :
and stated that itprovided Iittle help t0 Minneapol:is in connecting Moussaoui

• :to a foreign power. 'Martin explained that Ibn Khattab and the Chechen rebel-. " .•..:..
" . _ _,.

. ._:._?_.groupheied were not....an.identified.. . terrorist0rganization.., .qjary. s .note,';.ofthe
conversation indicate that Martin expIainedthat Mi_eapoliS needed:evidence

':i,!inkingMoussaoui to a.'.,reCognized';foreign power,: " ' " ....: " " " .: ._ -.
.: ....... ;_.._.

.... Martin told the OIG th.atby."recognized,' he meant a-.foreign power that
previousiy had been pled beforetheFISA Court. lVlartin told the.OIG that he :
believedthat the Chechen rebels .hadnever previously been pledto the FISA

• . •

:• . .......

.

li9:We do not use Amnay's real name .because the FBI considers, that information to be .
classified... .. . '. :..- -. . .

_20As discussed in Chapter Three, after the collapse of the Soviet union in 1991
Chechen. separatists both.Islamic and.non-Islamic i- have sought independence for. -
Chechnya from Russia.- The Russian army has fought two guerilla wars in.Checlmya to
prevent its independence, resulting in tens of thousands of Chechens and Russians-killed or
wounded. In many Islamic countries, support for the.Checl)en cause is widespread. Ibn
Khattab was a Jordanian-bom Islamic extremist and.leader of a large.group Of Chechen
rebels that had.many successes in clashes with Russian forces; Hewas kil!ed in April 2002.

_za:We do not use Tufitri's real name because the.FBI considers that information to be
classified.
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Court as a foreign power, m. Rather, Mar[indescribed[ the situation in :::_
Chechnya'as dissidentsengaged in a"civilwar." He acknowledged, however,:
that it may have been possible to develop[he• intelligence to support the
position that Khattab'S• Chechen rebels were a•terrorist group. But he said•that
•he was not•aware of any insurgency/rebelgroup ever being pled as•a forei_
power. _2_ .

' In addition, Martin stated that even if the Inteliigence Community had
: developed the intelligence that Khattab's Chechen rebels were a terrorist

organization and could therefore constitute a fOreign power under FISA, this
• . - . . . . . ' . • ; . - ... • . . . _

could notbe comPleted in a short time, which Was what the FBIbelieved at the
:time was necessary in the Moussaoui case. Martin said he therefore advised :

theMinneap01is FBI :that, to obtain a FISA warrant, it needed 1:odevelop
information linking Moussaoui to arecognized or previously-pied, identifiable•

foreign power. 1z4
. ..

.:

• .. . .

. • ' .. . • .. " • • ,.. " . . . . f : . . . . ' . . .
. . t.

.... 122:WefoUnd that at the time FBi Headquarters wasoperatingunder aperception that ;:.... • .':. _ :... . :." .

oIPR Was overly conservative in its approach:to :theFBI'sFISA applications because :i/. . . : . .,. _ ._. • - . . _ _ .. . . .. -... • .. • . .- . -.

OIPR's standard for probable cause was too high andbecauseOIPRwas not interestedin _- . . . . . . . • . . _'. • . .

.... pleading ',new!' foreign powers - foreign powers that had not pre,ciously been pled_to-the
FISA CourL_ We discuss thispercepfion ofOIPR's cofiservatism and how .itaffected FBI

• .-. ..... - . .. . . .... - . . ..

Headquarters' handling of the Moussaoui investigati0nin _e analysis sectionbelow;

123Martin suggested to the OIG that the reason that groups engaged in a civil war 'were
not pied as terrorist organizations under FISAwas because they were not "hostile', to the
United States or working against U.S. interests. When asked•wheflaer it was•a requirement•

under FISA for a terrorist organizatio n to be hostile to U.S. interests to ftdfill the foreign
powerrequirement, Martin said [ha[he did not know whether this was a legal requirement,
but that he believed that it was assumed in the statute based on •theterrorist organizations
that had been pursued by the government. ...

124Martin told the OIG that at that time he had had only one other case in which he
adviseda field office that it was not going to be ableto obtain a FISA w_xrant. He said that•

the•field office wanted to pursue a FISA warranttargeted at an organization that it believed
to be a terrorist organization that constituted a foreign power..As discussed above, aforeign
power or an agent of a foreign power may be the target of a FISAwarrant. Martin said that

' this potential targethad never before been pied as aforeign power. He said that he
consulted with anNSLU attorney, who informed him of the intelligence information that the
field office would have to establish in order to successfially obtain a FISA warrant with the
organization listed aS a foreign power. Martin stated that he•informed the field office of this
(continued)
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• . Robin, also.told the OIG that. shedid not believe that the French ... .i. ,.
• • information.veassufficient to .connect Moussaoui .toa foreign power.. She..said..
•. :. _- .that she.understood that the. Chechenrebels.had never been.pled .as a foreign

' power.to the FISA Court. and that the Intelligence Community had. never..--.
developedsufficient intelligence that the .conflict JinChechnya was more than..a..

._ .civilwar. In one case.she.was familiar with,, she tmderstood that the FB.lhad_,.
.- _ previously attempted to obtaina.FISA warrant using Khattab and the..(2hechen

rebels.as.the foreignpoveerbut that it was., ..mineddowrF by OIPR. lzs:.She
stated that "building a foreign power,' was "not an.overnight_ thing" and.would ...
have .required months to"collect the required intethgence information, ashad

: " been Ithe case. when. oneparficular terrorist _oup was first put forth as.a.foreign • ., .

. .. power.. .. .- . . .. • .. . • . ... [. .• • , .:- • ..
• ; . • : _ . : ... ....

..." .._ " ..... Gary told the OIG that duringthe conversation.between.himand. Martin. ....
" 'on August 22about the French informafion,_heraisedwith Martin the issue of _, ..

., .themandatory notificationof the.Criminal Division when there was a -....... . .. • _ .:. . . . : • ._ .. . . . .. . • .- !

• " -reasonable indicationof a crime; as set forth:in Deputy Attorney GeneraI .. ...
.._omPson:s August 6 memorandum; WNch Charles.had faxed to.Gary: ' • - .

" .. According t0Gary; Martinsaid' that he:Idid:not seeany evidence0fa fedemI. .. "
;.. . - . : .,. • • . . ... • .

': . .fe!qny, that theFISA.t0ute Wag.easier;_;and thatgoing, the:;cfiminal route first.. _- ."
would be re!evant t0whether they were able:to obtain a FISA warrant'. Gary's
notes indicate thatM_in stated,. "Don't see .federal_crime." Gaff toldthe OIG.

" . he deferred to Martin but faxed_him a copy of the Thompson memorandum..• . . .
... . ..

.. .

,. (continued) :._:: . . . ,. .... ..
advice, and the. field office did not insist thatthe information it.had was sufficient fora FISA
warrant.

_25Robinwas mistakenaboutthatFISA.The FISA requestfor that targetwas initially
draftedbyan FBI fieldofficefor a terroristorganizationthatwasbasedin NorthernAfrica.
The targetwas a well-knownleaderof a worldwidecharitableorganizationthatwasknown

" forprovidingfinancingto Muslim:causesaroundtheworht,includingbutnot limitedtoIbn
Khattab. TheFISArequestwas givento an.analyst in FBIHeadquarters,whowas.askedto
preparethe FISArequestUsinga differentforeignpowerthan theterroristorganization.
based,in NorthernAfrica. Severalmonthslater,afllerthe :field.officedevelopedinformation
linkingthetarget directlytoa particularterroristgroupleader,the analystpreparedaFISA
requestusinghis groupas the foreignpower.
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'Martintold the OIGthat he did.not remember a specific conversation
with Gary about whether there was probable cause to obtain, a search warrant.
However, he saidthat he recalled., a conversation: in wNch he asked Gary.,. "
"What w0uld.the crime be?". Martin toldthe OIG he believed that.the ..: _ .
Minneapolis FBI did nothave any evidence.of a crime: and only had"gut.. • ....
feelings? _ .. . _:.....-.

•i. " " • •
..

" 7. Robin's research.to link Moussaoui to recognized foreign.

' pow "t ..... ion,_ :•.. eror terrorls orgamzat : '

. Robin. conducted additionalresearch :on lVloussaoUito tryto bolster
Moussaoui's connection to a recognized foreignpower.. Robin. sought to .find:a
direct link between Moussaoui or any of the other names or organizations that

-. had surfacedin the-investigation, and foreign :powers that:she.was aware-had ..
previously been pled to the FISACourt..... : '.... '. ' . .,. : .-

° According to Robin"the Moussaoui FISA request was different frOm the
typical FISA.request because.the Minneapolis FBI had not conducted-a !engthy

........._..: .invesfigafi.On_onMoussaoui.before hewas-.arr6stedii_::AS:a:.resultiRobinsaid:,-t.he• . : ' • .... . . . . : . • : . . :. . .... • .. • . . .. .,

:.. " -. FBt:-lacked. information ab0ut:Moussaouithat Wouldhave.beengathered if.the..... . ... :.. . .. . . ...... : .. ., • ..

' FBihadconductedphysicalsurve!Uance and.ttash.covers and,0btainedphone:
records, and financial records, Which was how. inte!!igcmce investigati0nsl ' "
typically.proceeded before a.FISA warrantwas requested? 26 Moreover,.. '
MinneaPolis was. seeking an emergency FiSAwarrant, which naeant that tllere

.. was little time to develop more information to support the FISA request...

Robin ran .thenames of Moussaoui, A1-Attas, andthe individuals who
had been: identified as connected .to A1-Attas.in ACS and another computer '
system.that contained intelligence reports from throughout the intelligence ......_.....

• 126 Financial and telephone records could be obtained, prior to a FIS.A, through, the use
of a National. SecufityLetter (NSL), which did:not require approval of a court before ..
issuance by the FBI. At the time of the Moussaoui investigation, the process for obtairfing_
NSLs, which involved the signatures of several officials at FBI Headquarters and in the
NSLU, took several months. Delay in obtaining NSLs has long been ide.ntified as a
significant problem in counterintelligence andcounterterrorism investigations. Underthe "
Patriot Act, the FBI was given authority to delegate authority for _obtaini:ngNSLs to the field
to speed.up .theprocess. .
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community. She saidshe d_dnot findany evidence linking, any of these _= _: :
•individuals to a foreign power.: Shesaid she:also researched themissionaff =,: :
group: that Mohaldhad said that he had been a pm_iof to determine whether that
,organization had any connections to terrorism or::had formed the basis for:the: :,:: ....
connection toaforeign p0werinany previousFISA application. Accordingm:
Robin, itwas not until severalmonths after September I1 thatindividu_l ! ,
members:ofthis:missionary group were pied as targets ofa FISAapplication: -
and Were described: as facilitators and recruiters fi_ra particular terrorist::
organization:._27 ": ...... , =......... . ,, ... .. . . . . . _..: ... ._. - ....

..... •• : . . .

...... •- . ?. -. • _ i : - . :_- .. _ . - .. _:5. ..-......-. . . : .. • • ?: • "..... .'.: . "

' In addition, Robin researched the name Ibn I(hattab,the Chechen rebel '="." :- " .: ! • :" i'..- -..":: . • . .'_.: ... " _ " : ' , . .... :. .. . • .... : :. -. . '- ...... " ...... .....

leader: Robin said she Was not attempting to fmdlinformation to sUpport using
Khattab and his rebel group as the foreign power t_ecause, according toRobin;
there was ins_ficient intelligence to tink his group:t0 an_laingmorethana :.... ..... . ' . . . . . ]. . :- .

civil war. Shesaid that she was aware of a recent FISA application:in which:; :_;_
thesubjeet had strong ties to Ibn _attab, bm that the Chechen rebels werenot
pied as the foreign power in thatcase: Robin told the OIG that she researched,

_ : Ibn.Klaattab to dete_ne whether he:had closefies to other terrorist groups that..',-,. _.._._) . • . . .

_ :had previously been: pied asforeign:powers before the FISA Court, but she did: _" . . . . . ... . .

::f._.._ " .... .. . . . .. - ., ... ., . . . .... ......

not findany, Robin said that she was aware that tlheFBI's WashingtonPield;_ . ....._. .... ..... ,

i_: Office had an:open: investigation of Khattab but that it was not an: active ,
in _:_tigati n . ... . ..:. .

-..i.....-; . _.. .... '.. -... = :- .
Oneof the documents that Robin retrieved in her search using the name

Ibn Khattab was the Phoenix EC, which we described inChapter Three of this
report, The:-author of the EC, Special Agent Kenneth-WilIiiams, mentioned Ibn ..
Khattab when describing his interview of _esubject of an FBI investigation "

..who had a picture of Khattab .and a.picture of Usama BinLaden 0n-the wall Of
his apartment-where the interview Was conducted. Williams stated his belief
that there werean "'inordinate number" of persons of interest to the FBI::who.. '
'.als0Were receiving training in aviation,related fields'ofstudy and that there..

. , ,
• . .. . .

..

127Even prior to the September 11 attacks, .however, there was intelligence information

showing that some members of this missionary group were using, the',.organization as a
means, and as a cover to recruit individuals to.conduct acts of terrorism and to send•them to..

two Middle Eastern countries under the guise of"religious; training.'"
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was apossibility that Bin Laden was,coordinating._ effort to train people in...
the U.S. in order to conduct terrorist activity in the furore. _28.

..

_: ACS records show that Robin printed the Phoenix EC:on August 22.
Robin told the OiG that her usual practice was toread the documents thatshe
printed, but she said she did not have a reeollection of reading thePhoenix EC
at the time. _ : " • .

. .

Robindid not provide the EC toanyone elseor discuss its.contents with.
anyone, including Martin orthe Minneapolis FBI. Robin told the OIG that ....
when she read the Phoenix EC after the Joint Intelligence Committee Inquiry
staff informed her that ACS showedthat " .... ' " .... '. shehad pnnted the EC,. she concluded

"i thltnothing in the EC would:havebol:stered Moussaoui'sc0nnection, to.a:
... ..foreign p6wer for FISA. She also assertedlthat thePhoeniX EC's repoNngof

....information:, ab0ut:individuals who were of interest to the FBI " thai:theywere :
Middle Eastem andwere in flightschool was not si_iificant at the_time "-
because.there werethousands of Middle Eastern men i_ U.S. flight schoolsat--

•-the.time: _:-::_,i,...:..,. .....'.............. ::: . . .
• . .. , : •

-: , " '" ':i"..": '-. '.- : " • "" : . . • : ; .... . " .. - ' " . .. . .';: " . '... - • .. :... . • . . . . . .

•- : !" :., _;_..-8.:-......MartinandR0bin_consuRiwithNSLU, attorm;yTim- • _ •-..._.
..... . .... . ..

: " Ar0undAu_ust 23,Don.directedMartinandRol_intoconsult with
another NSLU-atiomey, Tim," ;aboutthe Moussaouica,;e, According to Martin,
Don thought that Tim should be consultedbecause he handled countertetrorism..

matters .fulltime and therefore may havehad more expertise thanHoward.
• . : , . .. . • . ...

Martin orallybriefed Tim On the facts, of the Moussaoui case butdidnot
pr0videhim with any. of the documentation. None of..theparticipants in the

. mee_g recalled .specifically what facts were discussed., Tim took a few notes
about the Conversation .in his calendar, and the"notes reflecttha(TimWas told "
that Moussaoui Was an Arab who was in flight school and who had encouraged
a friend of his to fight for the Muslim cause in Chectmya. Tim. saidthat he did
not recall discussing with Martin andRobin the Chechen rebel:_ as a possible
foreign power. Tim added that it wasthe role of the SSA and IOS, not the

• . ,

128The Phoenix EC did not contain any references to Moussaoui, to-any of the
individuals, who surfaced in the Moussaouiinvestigation, or to anyone associated with.
Oklahoma or Minnesota.
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NSLU attomey, to identify, the foreign power based on.ltheir analysis of the
available intelligence. He also. suggested.that the reason that. theChechen .... -. : .

:_.rebels were.not• discussed, as a foreign power-was because, at.the time, .they .-
were viewedas.participants in a civil war, not as a terrorist organization_. Tim
told the OIG:that. While in theory theChechen rebels'_c0uld have been. a.foreign ..
power;because ,'anything 'could be a foreign power," it was his unders!!._dir_g _
•that this didnot happen in practice:before:: September. 1I,2001. He added-_at: :.
-even if the Chechen rebelswere Considered a foreignpower _d_ FISA,._thei:_i• " .
FBI still would, have had to show.that Moussaoui was an agent of that fOreign: :-

..

,.power. : ... .. ,: . ' • _-:.._,
. . :

..,- Both-Martin:and Tim told theOIG thatTim's advice_was that. the .. •.....
MinneaP01isFBI lacked: sufficientevidence ofa foreign:power toobtain a :-:

•FISA warrant. Tim advised Martin _thatMilmeapolis'would have:to collect_: .. ' "
more info_ation supporting Moussaoui,s.connecfion toa foreignpoweri.n..;. i ..:._.:. "• ..

order to:obtain a FISAwarrant. " ' ." -.. ' . ._,... • -._...
• . ..: . •

Tim. told the OIG thatMartin's "attitude"in presentir.,gthe case.was that.

" '.:i""he digit think [Minneapolis].should getthie FISA" but that Minneapolis.:... ....

: " "wanted:oneY According to Tim, heWas very busy.with alaother matter at the .
: i":;_.fimeandadviSedMartin:that if thepr0ject needed_or e attention, Martin ..- ..

......._:.w0uldhave to seeanother NSLUattorney. ' " " "....
"- " ' • i :

: Tim told. the OIG that he did not read the PhoenixEC until some time• .

afterSeptember 1I With regard.to whether"it Would have ihadan.impacton his
legal advice, Tim stated, "I can't tell you it would ihave been enough fora .
FISA.". He also-stated that the Phoenix EC would not have provided sufficient
information toconnect MousSaouito a foreignpowei'. But.Tim said. that,ifhe -.

•had known about the Phoenix EC; he would.have taken it to an attorneyin: _ "
OIPR to. discuss the Moussaouimatter inperson, which he said was .consistent-.
with how he had acted in the past. He said that while "all Middle Eastern. " "
pilots" trained in the United States, the.Phoenix EC would have provided a.
theory toattempt to connect Moussaoui to a foreign power under FISA: 129'

.. . .

' 129We also aske d Howard whether he had read the Phoenix. EC since September 11 and.
if so, whetherit would have made a difference, to him in•his. analysis of Whether.the
Minneapolis FBI had enough information to.obtain a FISA.warrant: Howard said ihat he ..
only recently had read the Phoenix EC, but that if he had seen the Phoenix EC at the time;, it
(continued)
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9. •.Martin••tells•.Minneapolis •RsF[SA request wai_not an
.,

emergency •

•On August 24, Martin and Gary discussed: the optionsfor the
Minneapolis FBI in pursuing a FISA warrant for Moussaoui. Martin asserted
that the Moussaoui situation did not qualify as an emergency, which required
information that an"imminent actor terrorism": Was about t0 takeplac e, andhe
added the FISA request lacked sufficient evidence of a connection tO a known

" ., ' _ ' .- " .... : " :. ' _ - " " , i ;.:i : " "

foreign power.130 .....
• , . . .

Gary's notes from the conversation indicate that Martin stated that
Minneapolis could write a Letterhead Memor_dum(LHM)for the FISA
request, have its CDCapprove it, and that Martin would try topushit "up [the]_
food chain" at FBI Headquarters. However, according to Gary" s notes, Martin.- (. ... : . . - : . . • ... . .. . : . . . , . :.. - ... . . . ,• .

advised him :that the:FISA request could "take a:few months" to complete, that
- . . :.. .- , . . . • ... • " ....

there were ,'100s of these FISA requests," and that the FBIhad to pfioritize
them. _3i Thenotes also indicate that Martin said that he had showed the FISA

• . • .
• . . : . ..

.

(continued) .... ..... : '
would ha,_e-"made a :difference inthe pucker factor," and he would havecaUed Rowley,in
Minneapolis and discussed the importance of tracking down the available: leadsto find out•, . - . . • _." . . : .: : : . . , ..

as much information about Moussaoui as possible. However, Howard said he believed that
the Phoenix EC "would nothave made a difference inthe probable cause equation asfit
applie[d] to MoussaouiY He explainedthat the problem with the Moussaoui casewas the
lack of a connection to a foreign power and nothing he read in l_e PhoeNix EC contributed
to that issue.

130As discussed in Chapter TWO,the SSAs and NSLU attorneys wehaterviewed told us'

that what rose to the level of an expedited FISA request: depended on what the field.office
and ITOSmanagement deemed to be an immediate priority, but the final decision w.ouldbe• .. : .... _ • • , . • ,. ...

made by the ITOS SectionChief, Michael Rolince.. According to these witnesses, in the ••
summer of 2001 expedited FISA requests normally inw)lved reports of a suspected.
imminent attack or other imminent danger. • '

.... .

|31.Rolince.and others told the.OIG thatthere were always more FISA requests than
ITOS resourcesand OIPR attorneys to complete all of them and have them heard before the
FISA Court in the amount of time desired by the field office. Polince stated thathe
instituted a policy that only the Section Chief was permitted to determine: what constituted a
priority andwould be pushed to OIPR. He saidthat this arose outof the OIPR Counsel
expresSingtohim that his attorneys werebeing called by SSAs and analysts making
demands about what cases were priorities and had to be completed for presentafionto the
FISA Court. As a result ofRolince's policy, field officernanagers would call Rolince to
(continued)
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requestt0 an NSLU attorney and that officewas r_ot suppol_ive of the ' :
licafion .....app . ............. ' ,........ " . " J, : .. i.: • .: •

•

" Gaff's notes also indicate that Martin told Garythat" 1-1-1/2 yearsago
we :could :have rammed this through., Martin told the OIGthat he d_dnot _

" remember making this statementbut that hebelieveshe was referring, t0 the "

. montlig after: the bombing oftlae U.s.Si:::Coiein Yemen, whichtook place i_:
October 2000. Martin said that after an act of terrorism or some other Crisis

•._.: -. . . . .. . . ..

si_afion, asignificant amount of intelligence information is developed, which ....
' leads to m0reFISAs being obtained in a Shorter amoUnt of timel OIPR:

Counsel James Baker told the OIG that around the millennium in late 1999 and
_. early 2000 the goVernment 'had a.-heightenedconcem: about:_terrofistattaeks and!. . _
. was _',aggressive'_in _itspursuit of FISA wa_ants;andthe FISA Court "went __

alongwiththem,,' approving asignificant n_ber_ofFISA Warrants in less : .....
thana month. ..._ , : ... • .

. " " ' • '-". • • ., - . i_ "

Gary toldthe OIG that because he was newto counterterr0rism matters, ..
herelied onthe advice that he received:from Mart_[n._ '

" :' ..'. _. ". '_ : ' "" ' " " " : " .. ' ;-':' " ! i: .' ' '

. .. . -

..... " lO.-Martinseeks_iinformation,from FZ_. _ ....
• .,... : . _. , ... ,. :. .

_,:.,._4.: DUring this.sametime period,Martininitiated additional-requests for._!. .. .

+_._information::aboUtMousgaoui. Martin: :advised:the Federal Aviation
•:Administration (FAA)representative at FBI Headquarters about the Moussaoui

investigation and pr0videdhim with a copy ofHem'y's 26-page EC. The F_
. - . . ..-.. .... : . . • . . . y . .. . •

employee checked FAA databases for infomaation aboutMouSsaoui and _
obtained records indicating thathe had registered for a studentpilot's " ,,
certificate atthe flight school in Norman, Oklahoma. The FAA employee" :.

..... . , . • . . • . . : . • ... • .. -. .. . . . . o . .

e-mailed this info_ation, to the Minneapolis FBI _mdtheRFU. : •.i.• • .... •

• . . .

... . . . . .

. .

(continued) • ' •
assert their opinion that their case shoutd be prioritized over others. Rolince explained that
FISA renewals were generally of a higher priority than initiation of FISAs because with
renewal requests theFBI was faced with the likelihood ofnotbeing able to.renew the FISA
if the previous FISAwarrant order lapsed. He also stated fiaat al Qaeda FISA requests Were
generally the priority, although there were times when another foreis_a power was the
priority for a certain period.of time because of a specific set of circumstances. . "
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According to the FAA employee, he, Martin, anitRobin met with Don .....
when the Moussaoui matter first came •tothe R£U, and they discussed what the::

" t "

FBI could tell the FAA about M0ussaoui. The FAA employee stated that they •
decided that since Moussaoui and Al:Attas werein custody andno other
individuals were known to be working with them, the Mirmeapolis FBI would
continue its inveStigation, but the_FBI wouldnot advise the FAA about the:
investigation at that.point. . ..... ' :.• . ', , • .

. . : •

1!. MinneaPolisFBI seeks assistance frona the ellA and Lond0_
: Legat ' - " :• . .• .: • . .

• . ., .

_ August 24, after the Minneapolis FBI was,toldby Martin that the '' .. -. : ..... :'_' " . " " ' :'. " ' " ._ . " " i ' : "

French. info_ation was not sufficient to link Moussaoui to a fi3reignpower, ..........
the Mi_eapolis FBIsought assistance ffom0_er agencies to connect _, ....

, .

Moussaoui to al Qaeda or another foreign power. . . ....

Henry e'mailed .an.FBI manager detailed to the:CIA.to ask him .to. . ..
determine whether the CIA hadany information linking Moussaoui.to.a:foreign •
•power.. A CIA counterterrorism employee e-mailed _te FBI manager detailed .....

•. to the C_,.who :forwarded_the_messageto::Hem_;.:thal:!.-Ibn._attab.was:"a _ ' . ..-,.....
.... close buddywith Bin Laden fr0mtheir ear!ier fightingdays and that the CIA

emp!0yee._silinterpretationof the:French information _Vlasi/thatM0USsa0ui was a
"recruiter forKhattab..,,. Henry responded bye-mailto tlie FBI detailee and-
asked him.to forward thee-mail :,tothe CiA emplOYee."inthis e-mail, Hemry
asked .the CIA employee if she had anY additional:information.connecting.ibn.

Ktiattab t0..a!Qaeda '"other.thantheir PaStassociation.' _ He aisowrote, ,.'We,re
" trying to.Close thewiggle room for FBIHQ:to. claim that_there's no connection

.. . .. • .. . . . . :.." . : . .. ":!. . : ': . . ... . .. . ... . . . .

to a foreign power.,, ...Henry did:notreceive any response from the cIAto his.
request for additional information linking Moussaoui to _aforeign power, -
According to the CIA employee, the CIA had no further':informafion on any
links between Moussaoui.and terrorists, and this information was
communicated to the FBI.

Also on August 24,.Henry e-mailed the FBI manager detailed to the CIA,
_ _ f"_r ° :_ . ..who we call b alg,. with names, telephone numbers;, and other information

obtained from A1-Attas' address book. Henry requested that Craigask the CIA
to run traces on the informationl Henry noted in the e-mail that he also.was '
going to sendcopies of all .of the documents found in A1-Attas' possession.
Henry wrote that there were many more domestic telephone nunabers in the
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information :obtained from: A1-Attas, and Henry had included only the foreign.: .
information inthe e'mail.

Also: on August 24, the same day thatHenry was exchanging e,mails
" With the:CIA employeeaboutobtaining information t0 connect Moussaoui:to a -

-foreign power, a CIA manager who was workingin ITOS at FBI Headquarters '
as a,'consultant" on intelligence,issues e-rnailed Don about the Moussaoui '. - ....:.: "• . . . • _ , . . . - . ... • .

: case: TheCIA manager asked:whe_ker leads_had been Sent out to obtain. ....• . .. ... .. . . . . : .. . . . . :. . .. . , . ....

" .. additionalbiographicalinformation, inizluding anyoverseas numbers, 'and:::_. _ .
'- whether.theFBIi!had obtained photographs and could provide them to!the.CIA. ....

:Martin responded to .the.e-mail and provided: an update stating thatrequests for
... ' informationandphot0graphs .already had. been sent 'to the:appropriate foreign .• . . . • . .. . . ... . . ,, :.'. . • . -. : :."

.- . intelligence agencies and to the.CIA, and that the Mirmeapolls FBlhad sent •
: telephone numbers andaddresses from Moussaoui's and A1-Attas':':pocket

litter" to the CIA.132Martin concluded:the e-mailby writin_g,,'[p]leasebear in
mind that there is n___Qindication that either of these two had ptans fornefarious

:i .activity as Was apparently indicated inan earlier communication." (Emphasis
• . , . • . ,.

in, original;): .• .
• , . , . ..

• " Also onAugust 24, Henry'e'mailed the FBI's London ALAT, providing
...._himiwithanupdateon the Moussaoui investigation and asking for assistance in

establishingthatMoussa0ui was.acting onbe!aalfofa foreign power. Although
the London ALAT contacted'the British, autl_Oritiestwice in writing, made• .... .. .. . - . . . ..... , •

several teleph0ne Calls, and indicatedlthe urgency 0fthe Moussaoui: matter,: the
British government did notprovide theFBI any infol-rnation about Moussaoui
until September 12. We discuss.the information and the ALAT's efforts to
obtain thisinformationfrom the :Britishauthorities in section J below.

..

In additionto contactingthe CIA and the London:Legat: directly, Henry
contacted another FBI Headquartersemployee who worked on intelligence
matters and whowe call "Carol." In an August 24 e-mail, Henryrepol_edthe
CIA employee's statement :that there was an association bel_een K.hattab and

• , . " , . . - , .

Bin Laden. Henry asked CarOl for her assistance in establishing a connection
between Moussaoui and a known terrorist organization, such as al Qaeda.

- .
. • .. . .. . .

..

132"Pocket litter" is a term used to describe the contenlfs of the pockets of a person who
is takeninto custody and searched. •
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Hem_.wrote .that•the RFU had determined that •Minneapolis did not have .-.......
sufficient evidence of a.criminal violation for a criminal search warrant and.. "

(-1
.that Minneapolis also lacked sufficient evideneeto obtain a FIoA warrant. He •

" noted that the RFU had advisedMinneapolis that "because. Ibn Khatab [sic]has
not yet been established to be a memberof a named•group; that Moussaoui is.

..' not acting .at the direction of a foreign power," He ad,ded,.,'I disagree,.,but .that__:
doesn't matter.'.' He•also.e-mailed :Carol acopy ofhis26,page EC about the .-

... -Moussa0ui investigation. _Henry toldthe: OIG that he.did not. receive any • •
•information from Caroluntil September 10, when she sent him, an.e-mail
inquiring whetherhe..had.been able to obtain a warrant., ii

.. :. . • ... . .. .: . . : • • ", , .. .

• .... 12, Minneapolis preparesemergency FlISArequest '_
.. - . . . . : . . .. . • . -. • .. • / .: . .: . . .. .

.... ' On. the moming of Saturday, August 25, Henry: completedthe-..
Minneapolis FBI's .formalFISA request, which consisted of a 6,page LHM, .-
and e-mailed it to FBI Headquarters. The.LHMstated that the Mirmeapolis
FBI was requesting a FISA search warrant on an.emergency basis and that:

" .MinneaPOlis "wish[ed] to emphasizethe .urgency of.this matter in reminding
... recipients that Moussaoui is in INS Custody.pending deportation,'" " " ....

.... " " _..i " '.."/ .-.;.". " :. ....:'." ;": • i ._ • " • .... -" . ":"". 'i.... :i"/ ":. i::: " :'" ' • .......

...... •..",TheLHM:.s_arizedHe_.'s. 26+-pageEC,including.the statements _ ..
.. : received, from the flight school representatives, thatMoussa0ui...was:arrested as _ . ..

an overstay on his visa,_andthat deportation was.pending, andfllathe was:in. .-• , . , • . . . .. • ._. . .. , .. .

•. possessionoftwo knives-when he.was .arrested.•.The LHM also summarized ..
A1-Attas, statements about Moussaoui's radical Islamic fundamentalist beliefs,
including.that Moussaoui believed. _at itwas acceptable to kill civilians.w!ho.
harmMuslims, "The LHMnoted inconsistencies in.Moussaoui's statements:, .. • ..

" . such _as .hiS unconvincing explanation for. the large s_ns of money in his.. .-
" possession.whi!e he-was in the United States and.his inability to. convincingly.

explain, the reasons for his recent trip to Pakistan: With respect.to information
linking Moussaoui to a foreign power, the LHM contained three paragraphs.i
The LHM included, the •information provided by French authorities. The LHM
also included the statement from the CIA employee that Ibn Khattabwas

"known t0 be an associate of UsamaBin Laden from past shared involvement
in combat."

Both Gary and Henry told the OIG that they.believed that based on the
information they provided in the LHM, the Minneapolis FBI.could support that
Moussaoui was connected to Ibn Khattab and that because Khattab was

,
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, .. connected to Usama:BinLaden, alQaedacouldbe used as theforeign power in..
the FISA application..-

.. Martin told the OIG, however, that he:believedthe information.provided . - •
.by .the Minneapolis FBI to support a link between Ibn Khattab and Bin Laden
was notsufficient_ tosupporta FISA request. Accordingt0 Martin, it was::..:.- •
"common knowledge'that _therewas a."purported:!' link between .Khattaband: --.

:. Bin. Laden. But he said that the most recent intelligence indicated that Khattab ._. _
"_- and Bin Laden were:not connected: . "::_:/- . .

Robin.told the OIG that she believed"thattryingto link Moussaoui to al

_. Qaeda byarguing thatMoussaoui was"linked t0 Khattab;and: Khattab was -_
: linkedt0Bin Laden, was "t0i_ far remmred''to bbtain aFISA Warrant. She . "':. ..

:. stated that based on"intelligence:information_,"itwas known that Khattab: and '
" Bin Laden..were "contemporaries" but Were not C0,nnected to.each.otheri She

said that-Khattab was not working for Bin Laden. -
.... .

• . .... .... .. .. .

_. ..... . 13.. Dispute: between Minneapolis a.nd Martinr _.: ,., • : .. . .. . . " • . .

•. _. .:.".:"Around this time, Gary andHenry werebecoming increasingly;frustrated
.. _ with theadvice from.Martinthatthey:taCkedSuffii:ient information li_ng
" 'Mogssaouil to-a :foreign power:.. On Monday, Augus:t:27, in-a telephone call:. •

"be_eenMartin and Gary, the.tension surfaced: " ' ' -.....
. . .. ... .

• .Acd0rding to Gary's notesofthe::conversation, Martin told them that
"what you have done.is couched:it :insuch a way that people get spun up.'i." • " . .. • ii .. • " -. .. ... . " . . - - . " " . " - . -.

Gary told the OIG that after Martin made this.statement, Gary said "good', and
then. stated that Minneapolis wastrying to keePMoussaoui.from crashing: an .
•airplane into the.World Trade Center. Gary's note,s of the ,conversation.-..
indicate-that Gary. stated; "'we want:to makesure he doesn't, get control, of an
airplane• and crash it into the. [World Trade Center] or something like that."
According to Gary's notes, Martin responded•by stating that Minneapolisdid •
not have the evidence tosupp0rtthatMoussaoui was a terrorist. Gary's notes
indicate that Martin also stated, "You have aguy interested in this type: of .•
aircraft. That is it.'.' ' '

Martin told the OIG that he did not recall making any statement about
Minneapolis getting "spun up" about the Moussaoui investigation. When
asked whether he spoke with Minneapolis about whether they were
overreacting, Martin stated that he "could have." ]Martin told the OIG that:he
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•never heard Gary make a statement that he thought that Moussaoui wasgoing
to hijack an ai_lane and crash it intothe World Trade Center. He saidthatthe
firsttime that he heard that:statementwas in October 2001 at a meeting in FBI
HeadquartersinvolvingseveralMinneapolis age,nts and FBI Headquarters
employees •to •.discussthe Moussaoui investigation. He said that during the
meeting Gary made a reference to having made this statementto Martin some
time in August 2001, but that Martin hadneverbefore he_d Gaa'ymake the
statement.. ...... "._. :

. .• . .

Gary,s notes also.indicate that.,the Minneapolis F'BI asked Martin
whether the FISA request, which had been e-mailed on Saturday, August 25, .....
had been.presentedto Section. Chief.Rolince for approval as :anemergency ...
FISA:. Martin istated that it had not been.presented to.Rolince. • . ". . .. . .

.. : .:. .

.. Gary's frustration With Martin can.be seen in an-e,mail.Gary sent to-.
Martin on August 27 after their.telephorie conve,rsation. In the e, mail, Gary
advised. Martin to contact the CIA.employee for more information about

Khattaband.his-connectionsltoBinLaden!n:order.to support.the foreign power
. .. portionof.the:FIS Aapplication..-Martinrespondedinan e-mail onAugu.. st 28

" that FBI Headquarters had the•latest information on Ibn..._- attab.andChectmya,
.. . "asthi's. programis administered, by our unit," and..thatthe matter had been ....

"discussed with the.CIA employee. Martin alSo wrote, "I'.need to ask. you. guys '
'to do me a favor. In the future, please contact and passinfo to me and allow
meto talk:with[an FBI detailee to the. CIA] and [the CIA]. Things work much.
better when:Our agencies are communicating HQ to HQ-."133 " " .:. . _-

' :

..... Martin's. e-mail was forwarded to Craig, theFBI detailee-to the CIA with.
' whom theMirmeapolis FBI had been.comm.un.icafing, •Craig respondedwith an• • ..... . . .. • - . • . . . .. •

e-mail to Gary, Martin, and Don,. which :stated thatCraig definitely agreed that
•

• ., .

133Martin told.the OIG that normally contacts with. other agencies are-made by the- . - . . . . . :

SSAs at FBI Headquarters.. He stated that he was concerned about the Minneapolis I?'BI
commtmicating directly, with the CIA because it was "not conducive to good information
floW" and that FBI Headquarters needed to be "apprised of what's going on." He..also"
asserted, that since FBI Headquarters was responsible for putting the FISArequest together,

•it was necessary for FBI Headquarters to ensure.that it had all of the available information _
from outside agencies, and that this was more likely to ,occur when the agencies were
Communicating at the Headquarters level. "
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it was :Critical for FBI field offices to:deal directly With FBI Headquarters in
order to ensure that FBI Headquarters was "in the loop up front." He added:
thatin this instance hehad been in t0uchwith Don at the initiation of the case ,,
and that Don had asked the CIA to move quickly and without a formal request. . • . . ; ) ":" ...:. . . ..- ;.. ., . _ ; ...., • . . • . .. .

f0rinformation in the form of a teletype from FBI Headquarters. _CraigWrote

: ii thatit was for this reas0nthat he hadbeen dealing, directly with the
• _: Minneapolis office butalsocoordinafing With FBI Headquarters. :craig also ....
.... wrote that the CIA had yet t0receive aiteletype from tlaeFBi about file matter; _

which hedescribed as "the6nly real, official corm_Unication between [thetwo
• agencieS]:." Craig also noted in a separate paragraph to GarythatFBI _:

Headquarters "ha[d] astrong;handle on the Chectien issue" and that:the;IOSsat ,
_ FB1 Headquarters were ,'well cOnnected" to,theCIA if they "require id]'_ _!__ __
..... anything new."• . ] . . ... .... . . ..... .. : " , .. .,..

:- ., • - . • . . .. - .

• . . . .. .

.... He_ told the OIGthat he was frustrated with the advice that the _
Minneapolis FBIwas receiVing from FBI Headquarters and that he expressed

.... thisin a conversation with Martin. Henry said he told Martin that he disagreed
with Don's arguments for not pursuing the criminal warrant. He told t]heOIG

:__:ithat he:iiadsaid to Martin: _ : _ ,....... . . . .

" . _.: i, : :::i : _: " ...... " : .......... • "

.::_.!, . ...if you're not going to advance this the FISA route, orif
•... you don't-believe we.have-enough for a FISA, I shudder to think

:""_....... -and:that's: allI got Out. And .[Martin] cut me off andsaid, you.
-.. .... Will not question the unitchief and you will :not questionme.

" We've been.,through a lot. We know what's going on. You will
not question us. And that could be the mantra for FBI
Supervisors _• • . , .:.. . . .. .". . ... • ....... . .

.. /_ • ..... . :... . • .

14. Minneapolis contacts RFU UnR Chief
.... .. _. . : - ..

Because of Gary's andHenry's frustrations in dealing with Martin, Gary
..

i told the OIG that he approachedRoy, the Minneapolis Ac6ng SAC, and asked
Royto call Don to "find lout what [Martin]'s problem was." _34On August 27;

... ..

!34As discussed above, Roy was named the Ac,ting SAC on August 3, 2001, mad
remained in this position until December 2001. Prior to being named the Acting SAC, he
was one of two Minneapolis. ASACs. -
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Gary and R0y together placed acall to Donto discussthe Moussaoui FISA i
• r

request: _

_ Accordingto Gary, Don was "imrnediatelydefensive" and asked Martin
tojOin the call. Gary's notes of the conversation do not indicate that Martin's
performance was discussed.

: , :. • • ... : : . ,• . . .. • . . ,.

Garytoldthe OIG, and hisnotes re,flect, thatMartin and Don discussed ...._
the lack:ofa foreign power and stressed that more direct connections were
neededto establish the required link. Gary told the 0IGthathe recalied, asking

"whatis the mechanism" to address the Moussaoui situati0n.i Hesaid that he
asked Martin and Don if"they won't let us go criminal' ,'and if there was
insufficient information for a FISA; "what can wedo?,' ..... ,: : :

Gary's notes indicate that he was advised that if Moussaoui could notbe:_.
connected toa terrorist organization, there was "no mechanism to address on a

, .. • .. • -- . • ,. .. , . • •

case-by,case basis." Gary's notes a!so reflect that the question, "What is Izeing
• done to address theloop-hole (if he isn't part of a known group)?" was asked.

Garytold theOIG thatheposed this_quesfion. The reply is no_ed in quotation
_ markS as "Thatisn't something for you to wo_¢ about."! 35 Gary told theOIG

.... : that he recalled that Don gave:thisreply: Don, ihowever; told _/heOIG thathe
did not make this statement. _ _ ' " _ _ ...... ..

-.:,, .,.._...:.:.. .... :.. , .. _.: ,: ..... .. ,'.-: : .... :. :'. .... , . -.. .
" "'_" _"' ..... Z" ; ...... ':: _ ............. : ........... ........... " :....... ....... : " " '_ ,: " "

' Gary'snotes alsoindicate that either Don orMarfinstated!that another
NSLU attorney- Susan- would review the matter andwould, give it a"g0od

. .. . .

. '_ .... ..., ... . ....

•, . .

135Because FISA warrants are permitted Olfly for fi_reign powers or agents of foreign. .. , .

powers, the "lone wolf' terrorist who is not acting on behalf of any foreign govemmenlt or
terrorist organization is not covered by the FtSA statute. In 2002, abill was introduced in
the United States Senate to amend FISA's definition of"foreig_a power,' to include,any
person, other than a United States person, or group that is engaged inintemational terrorism
or activities in preparation therefor." The intent of the amendment was to allow a FISA.
warrant to.be issued after Showing that a person, is engaging in or preparing to engage in ....

:international terrorism, regardless of whether that person also is an agent of a foreign power:
The bill was referred to the JudiCiary Committee, and the Senate Intellige,nce Committee
held a hearing on the bill on July 31, 2002. There was no writ_teni'eport, and the bill Was not
reported to the full Senate. On :January 9, 2003,, the billwas reintroduced and was approved
by the Judiciary Committee on March 11.2003,, Itwas approwsd by the Senate in May
2003. A similarbill has been introduced in the House cffRepresentatives.
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faith review." Gary told the OIG •that,Don gave this assunmce. Accordingto
Gary, Don alsoadvised the Minneapolis FBI that it was necessary to attempt to
confirm that the information received from the French related to the:same _:

Moussaoui the INS had in custody.i _ ......
. . .. . ., ..

• Roy;told the OIG that: he recalled having theteiephone cal_ but saidhe
• : didnot recal!:thesubstanceofthe conversation. Hetold the OIG, however,...., .. , . .... . • . • . : ,, . . . • . . . .... .. . . . .... ./...

that he recalled_that at some•point hespoke tODon about lVlartinand expressed .....
.... his belief that Martin was "hmdering,' the:processor " ,, ., ,, i...... trying to submanne .....

....... Minneapolis, case ..... .. . ._ .. :

...... _ ° " : . " " " . . : " : • " " :. .- . _:':'-i: ' • : _.
.. ,... .. :., . : .. . "

• _........Don told the OIG-that he recalled.speaking on.the telephone with Roy; •
•. ...,.andGary anddiscussing the foreignpower issue, He_saidthat-his.resp0nseto: .... ..

the disagreement was tohave Susan,another NSLU attorney-weigh_in on_ _ _
the merits oftheFISA request. Don assertedthat at•no time did Roy or_anyone ......

• else from Minneapolis raiseany concerns to him about how Martin, Robin; or
• • ... • . -. . , . ' _ .. . . .. . . . .. . • . : .. . ....: ' -.

.. .

anyoneelseat:FBI Headquarters washandlmgthecase, _:, ,
• . . ...? . . .

_' : Martin also toldthe O!G that he did not recall the specificsofthis •
• :'_:teleph0ne:conversation. However, with respect to the issue Of enSuringi!the
• i identity of M0ussaoui, he stated that •his concemwas that the Minneap0fis FBI

_ :_ practice "due diligenCe,'and ensure that the inforrnafi0n that the FBI had:
_receivedwas for the same person, Martin told the:OIG that he was aware that
the name"Moussaoui" had resulted in multiple hits in'the FBI's Computer• • . .. .

' ' .,;; • " " .: .'i_ • ' ...

• SYStemwhen the Minneapolis FBI had first CheckcdMoussaoul s name.
:. • .. . ., " ..

-..: As a result.of this concern, after the.telephone conversation With.Don and
•Martin, Gary directedan agenton the Minneapolis counteIterrorism' squad:to .... ...
contact the FBI's Paris ALAT to obtain:informati0n,about .the numberof _:"
persons with the name Zacarias Moussaoui in France 'by checking the _ .:.._-..
telephone books for thename Zacarias Moussaoui. In an e-mail later ithatday.. ', . : . . . . ... . • .

to the Pang _AT, the Minneapolis agent wrote, "In an effortto demonstrate
the probability, which we.believe is low, can you determine just how many
Zacarius :[sic]Moussaoui's [Sic] are listed in .the white pages inFrance, i[sic],
The ALAT replied by e-mail that he could check the white pages for Paris :but
hemight not be able tocheck the whitepages for all_,ofFrance. Heatso wrote,
that he wasmeeting with theFrench authorities the.next day and was expecting
thereto provide additional information that would. "confirm Moussaoui's ••
identity."
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.:On;August 30:,the ALAT provided additional in:formation, obtainedfrom•
the Frenchauthofifies that confirmedMoussaoui'sidentitytolV[inneapolis and •
FBI Headquarters. This information is discussed in Section F, 20 below.

• .

Henry told the OIG that he thought that Martin's sugge_tion that the
Minneapolis FBI do more to confirm that Moussaoui was the same Moussaoui
as reported by theFrench was "another arbitraryroadb]Lock.,' Hesaid that he

: believed that they Should trust the professionalism of theFrencti, although he
: also Saidihathe was not aware of the specific information that theFrench

auth0ritieswere relying on to assert that the Moussaouiin custody was the :_ _'

same Moussaoui asin their report, :..... • . .... . ., : .

Rolince told the OIG thatsome time in August 2001;Don stopped briefly
•at his office to:give _ma ',heads up":ona •case in the Minneapolis Field .
Officei Rolince saidthat the conversation lasted approximately 20 seconds. --_
R01ince :saidhe did not recall if Donmentioned the name Moussaoui: 0r not. _
According tORolince, Don indicated there was :anissue with a FISAand_ :_
Rolince might receivea call ffomFBI management in Mirm,eapo!is. Rotince
said Dont01dhim: the subject of the :investigation was in jail on :an:immigration:• ...._ .. .... :. . . . . . .: , .-......-- .. • . . ... ..:,.. .. ..- . . • -..?_ . . ,,... .

• chargeand the logical leads had beensent out. Rolince told the OiG he did not: • . - . . '... . ' .. " . - -- . .- - " . . : " ' .. _ . • .i _"-.-.. .: ' ' - " - . • '?. i _ " " " " "

receive any/_er details from Donabout the issue in M_eapolis, but this• - • '. • "'. ..... " .... " . : . . " .... -i ._ "

type of heads up wasnot atypical. Rolince statedthat he,received this type of:• . i . , _ ! .... '". .... ." "_" .' " " ': • " " ./': ''..: :' _ " " '

brief notification asoften as 10,15 times:a week from his subordinates about
potential contacts from the field .... _ ....

Rolince told the OIG that he never received a telephone_call or other
contact from the Minneapolis FBI about the Moussaoui matter. He said that he
did notraise the limited information he received from l)on about:the ....• ..

.... Moussaoui investigation with anyone else:in the FBI..
. .

15. Martin,and Robin's co_su!tation with NSLU _Lttorneysusan

After the call with MinneapolisonAugust 27,_Martin and Robinmet
withNSLU attorney Susan to discuss •theMoussaoui FISA requ.est. Martin_
told the OIG that he orally briefedSusan about the factsofthe case. Hedid not •
provide her with any of the documentation that had been•generated, such as the
26-pageEC or the 6-pageLHM, although he had the documents withhimat
the meeting. Martin toldthe OIG that while he didnot recall specifically what
was discussed with Susan, he recalled that she did not believe thatthere was
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sufficientevidenceOf a connecfionto a foreign power. Martin added that.he _
recalled informingSusan of thefacts that related •to the issue ofthe foreign. --:-...
power,.which was..the:information received from .tJheFrench authorities!.. ._

According tO Susan, the meeting lastedapproximately 45 minutes. She-: -
said shewas made aware of a handful of other facts,: such as that MOussaoui -- .

' wasan _ab, was in flight school and had been asking some weird questions,:i _:
and hadpaid cash for flightschool.: ...... '

• • .

: _ SuSan told the 0IG that:martin and Robin downplayed the Khattab _ .....
• information to heri Shestated, however, that she believed the evidence0f a : :

link between Moussaoui and Khattab was:_ery ,tangential", since:it was:based,.... . . . . : .... ... . .. . . . . • ..' .:"

. -.- on-the statement of Tufitri.who had no direc,t knowledge, of a connection.-.._ ..:. _---
betw..een.Moussaoui and Khattab. Inaddition, Susan told the OIG that .based. " ..

.. On herexp, eriences in tTOS, the Chechen rebels would not have been. accepted..._,'-
' by OlPRas a-foreignpower. -Susan told the:OIGthat basedon thefacts!that..-

" .she waspresented, she t01d:Martin:arld Rob:in that:the_FISA request lackedthe:
•

' necessary,connection ofMoussaoui toa foreign power. .: -.

' ..... .:.".i'i.i.i,i:Susan told the OIGthat attempting to argue:.ilthatKha!Itabwas. part.of.a[.,,. :
: ' Qaeda was.not feasible, :because-at:ithefimetheFBI's position.wasthat Khattab. -

•: " ':dldnot:take.directionfrom Bin. Laden but rather.Was'theleader Oftherebels in .-
:. -.. - .. , ' • ,, . , - : . . • . .. . . ..-. . ,- .

' --..Chechnya..She.said that it was her Understanding atthe time that the CIAand .
: . _ , .- . . • "..:- . : . .. . • • .

•the:FBIdid not agree :about.Khattab's role and:relationship to Bin.Laden, !36 "
• • Susanalsostated that in .her experience it would.not have been .feasible Ito:get-!..._:-

an emergency FISA through OIPRif a new foreign powerthat had never been• .. • _ . -.. . • .:•

" pled before was presented. .... . : . . . .. ...
:. Susan told the OIG -that she asked Martin:and Robin whether the FBIhad

•' .anyinformation::indicating anyone: was sending people totlhe_Uni.ted States for..
-flight training, 'but that she was told no. She said. that.Robin did notmention
the Phoenix EC .to her. Martin .t01dthe OIG..that he did not recall any:such

136The FBI IOSs we interviewed told the OIG that the:CIA, not the FBI, collected
intelligence information on the chechen rebels and Khattab. According to the IOS whowas
responsible for targetsin Chechnya, by the spring of 2001 both the C2IAand. the FBI took the
position that Khattab did not take direction from Bin Laden.
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questionfromSusan./Robin also toldthe OIG that Susan never broughtlu p the
issue of whether Middle Easternerswere training in U.S. flight schools. _

We asked Susan whether she had read the Phoenix. EC since
September 11 and whether it would have made a diffe,rence toher opinion
about the Moussaoui FISA request. Susan said that she first read the Phoenix
EC severalmonths after September 11. She said that if she hadread the
Phoenix EC at the time, she would have been cioncemedenoughabout,
Moussaoui tobring the matter to an OIPR attorney's attention. According: to
Susan, she sometimes called OIPR attorneys "to bouncethings Off' them,
rather than sending over a formal FISA request, and would ask them: "where do
you think we are?" Susan added that the MoussaoUi case still w0uld have had
"the same:foreign power issues" but that the Phoenix ECwould have

. .. . ....... : : .

"influenced" her. ;:
. . .

Susan also told theOIG that shehad notbeen aware at the time of her

meeting with Martin and Robin that the 1VIinneapolisI_BI"hadprepared a _
tengthy E C about :the Moussaoui, case. She stated :that she thought :thatthecase
"was evolving" as she spoke to Ma_n andRobin and thatshedid not realize:
that documentation had beenprePared. _S hesaid_she belieVedthat Martinhad _,
received oral briefings from Minneapolis. She said that she first becameaware
of He_?s::EC inNovembel_ 200L H0we_er, s:hesaidthat if she had read it:,
bef0rethe meeting with Martin and Robin, itwould nothavechanged her ...........
opinionabout the Moussaoui FISA request. Shesaid she recalled thirddng that
Martin had represented the facts as set forth in the EC. Susan :stated that she

probably received an oral briefing because Minneapolis was seeking an
.... emergency FISA and needed an answer quickly, She said that _ere was ....

nothing unusual about receiving an 0ral briefing in,that situation. Susan told
the OIG that she didnot know at the time that Martin ihadalready consulted
with Howard and Tim about the same case. ...

After the consultation with Susan onAugust 27, Don instructed Martinto
have the matter reviewed again by the head of NSLU, Spike Bowman, because
of the level of concern raised by the Minneapolis FBI about Moussaoui and the
FISA request, Martin arranged for a meeting with Bowman the next afternoon,
August 28.
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.. •16,.. Martin's :edits to:Minneapolis' _ISA requ_est .....

".... Priort0 the meetingwith Bowman, Martin began reviewing-and editing: "
the Minneapolis FBI's 6-page LHM;. in casethe FISA request_was approve d by
Bowman. Martin e,mailed an •edited draft of theLHM to:Garyand stated that
he :had_made some refinements and wanted comments frora Minneapolis .... ._

.. Martin:,.noted_.thathe.hadremovedthe paragTaphrefleeting that.aClA . • '. ..........
..... 'employee.had stated.that-Khattab was.anassociateof Bin Laden, but that • .- --.• -..:::

' Martin would "addthe foreign power info re A1-Khattab_fBL later, when we
.. .j • ... ._ . _ .. , .,- .. . • , .: . . . , . . . .. _,. : • . . ... .

.... get an [at!omey] to buy this argument.".... ....: _

lengthy.:..._.:: . : _..'. _:Gary responded with a e,mail setting forth.his;concerns about.. _..-..._-...,..-
::. '..:.Martin'Sedits.,:.. First, Gary expressed concern.about the removal.of the, ' • •

:: ' statement:connecting Khattab toBin Laden.: Gary::wrote, ":It seems thatwe :are : :::
.... setting,:this up for :failure if we don't have the foreigni power connecti0n fimaly ':

.... established for theinitialreview.,' Gary alsoraised quesfionsabout the::• :
'. followingmadebyMartin:: --... __...: _.... :: .-.. ... " ..•

_[i :;:::_ • Change from the statement aboutMoussaoui "preparing himseff :
to fight" to a statementthat.MoussaouiandA1-Attas "train

.. +..._. .... . • ...... . .. • . - . . . • . . ..... . , . :.:_ .. ,-

_ ".... -.;._[_!il._"i-_._" :., ./together in defensive tactics.." G_ "_ote,-:"During the interview - :-..": .-
.: ......" neither A1-Attas.nor [Moussaoui]. used .the .term 'defensive ,..

._:..,...:_-.:: ..'-...,.tactics.' I think that softens our argumentand misrepresents the.
•" ' ;.:.:- .. statements of-M-Attas." ..... " ..
-i : . ( " '

:: _° Change to.the statement "A1-Attas Wasalso ai_kedffhe had ever
heard Moussaoui make a •planto kill thosewho harm Muslims

.... and in so doing become a martyr himself. A1--Attasadmitted that
•. :.i-" "hemayhave heard him do.so,.but th,at because it is not!nhis own
' .. " •heart to carry out.acts of this nature, he claimed that he kept . -. •

......... ...himself from actually hearing and understandimg." Martin
•" changed this section to read,,'A1-Attas Was also askedif

Moussaoui has a plan to kill those.who, harm lVluslimsand orto
martyr himself while conducting anact of terrorism: A1-Attas

" indicated that MouSsaoui :may ihaveSuch a plan,but :that he does .-
" " not know for Certain if this is the case;." Gary acknowledged that
i .... Martin had changedthe statement based :ona previous t61eph0ne '

conversation with Gary, but Gary wrote "now that I see it in print,
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I think we •might be misstating A1-Attas"response" to the
•question ....

• Change from the statement that"Moussaoui was unableto give a
: convincing explanation for hispaying:$830Ofor 747,400 ._, ,

: _ training', to "Moussaouiw0uld[sic] give.,an expl_mation for his
paying $8,300 in:cash for :747-700 flight :simulation training.", .
After noting that Martinhad left out the"not," Gary stated thathe

.... : did not 'think that this statement was accurate because Moussaoui

gave an explanation "but it was notconvineingY

.... • Change fromthe statement that Moussac;ui hadno convincing
explanation for the large:sums of money known to have been in ....

.... his possessionduring his fime in the United States'" to :-

"MouSSaouiwould notexptain the,,large sums of money known to
have been in his possession:duringhistimein the,,United States:,'
Gary noted here again that Moussaoui had offeredanexplanation

: :::: butthat"his explanation: fell, short." . ......
. '. • .... • -.. . . .:.: . • . . .

• :change from thestatement_:that':'Tufitri ,_tated:that Moussaoui. . • . , . . , . . . ..

• .....was 'the dangerous one' " to TUfiti5 "described him as being
..... _ dangerousY Gary pointedout that Tufitfi "didnot describe him

i : ' as being dangerous in genera!terms, Tutitrispecifically referred
•to him as 'the dangerous one.'" Gary added, "tthink this is

• significant- and it accurately reflects the information as it was
provided:by [the French authorities].: _

Martin responded by e,mail to Garythe same•day. With regard to Gary's
concerns about the foreign power information, Martin explained that Robha •
would bepulling together the information required for the fOreign power
section oftheFISA: application and that it would be added to tJheLHM once it
was ready to be:sent to OIPR. Martin added, "Don't worry about this part.."

.. ...

' Martin also wrote that he wouldmake Some of the'changes requested by
Garyl, For example, with respect to the "would not give an explanation"
comment, Martinchanged the text to "did notgive a logical explanation."
With respect to Gary's concern about Moussaoui's inability to explain the
source of income, Martin wrote, "I added words to•cover your point."
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'Martin declined: to make •.some.ofthe other changes:irequestedby. Gary '
andoffered explanations, for his edits... With respect to the •'"defensive tactics',

. change, Martinwrote, "We don't•needto, provide verbatim answers-to .. "
.. . [interview questions]. I think theway I've :setit out here i,_accurate." With
. respect tothe question put.to Al'Attas about Whether hehad heard Moussaoui

make a plan to kill people whoharm Muslims, Martinwrote that hedidno_' _ -':: .. ::. ' . . . ,.. ,. . .. . . . ... . . . :', ....: • . .... -. ... ., ... • . .....

• believe how it had;been _tten made sense and that,,'the way it reads in [my]

:." _a_,.... ..:.s:fine_i'_: " With respect .t0 the "dangerous one"' comment,Martm. _ote"that...
.... •-WhatWas in. the p_a_aph was adequate,. .. . : .:.,...:..::.... _... •. ...

.

..... Atthe end of the e-mail, Martin wrote:, "I tried to tiglaen-up the :language
andrnake it more concise. There'snot necessarily anything wrongwith [flae• _.;",. ' ' ' i " ' • '" • ,: ' ' . • • ' ' -. " . ' ' . " " ' " .. ' - " " .. .. . . :• ..

LHM]. :,-Pmjust _g.to make anadjustment for our new targeted, audience :" • .
. . :. :_ .... . . ': : " : : " " " ' _' ..... .' " - .... :_": • :i: / " " " ' .... "

'.: .-.. :- ' ........"..Gary told!:theOIG that hebelieved M_in's-edits "softened":the FBi's. : "
• : .poSition:. He saidthat: he questioned whyMartin had taken:outthe, foreign...i'.:. " ..

•power information when it was:legally required to:obtain the FISA Warrant;--" :....:. •
and claimed he Was given:"no real explanatiion" for why Martin omitted:the.:." .. ' -. ::" • : i .... - " ' .... ..- . .. ' ' • " ._, . ':. "

: foreign power information. Henry told the OIG tliat he believed that Martin':'s• . . • . .. .. , ,._.... . ...... . .... , :-. . . _. ::...::..- . • . . . . .. .. . "... . .'. .. •

.. edits, appeared to.be "dumbing [the LHM] do_'.'::imd.that.: the edits :"w0uld.i ... : • .. . : .. . ::., .. .. . ,. :.-. . : -. ..-.. _., _-.- .:..:. ,. ...... ... .,... .. . . .. . -._ . .-.. .......

....+-::_-.definitelycause .[theFISArequest] to fail," ... ..... . :
. . . .

" .:.._._:.: In response, Martin told the OIG while he believed _tat the LHM :was
generally well-written, the. tlareeI-paragraphs for the;foreignpowe r section of the
LHM were:not adequate..to establish the foreign power, element , and he "
intended, along with Robin, to c9mpfle a ,real" foreign power section when.an

" NSLU attomeygave approval tomove forward withthe FISA request, .Martin
said that handling the reques t thisway was common and.denied that he Was

_ attempting to i"torpedo" the case. • : .

Robin .also.told.the OIG that, as they didwith other cases, she.and Martin .
were preparing tO create a new foreign power section •for the Moussaoui_LHM
that would be comprehensive. She said.that: Martin,s edits were normal.and :
that the changes were designed to create"a.logical, intelligent package .that we
thought would get to court" andto makethe LHM less "inflammatory." She
explained :that by "inflammatory" she •meant that the Minneapolis LHM:was:
not focused,, but rather used terms that were geared toward getting someone?s
attention without providing any evidentiary support. Robin asserted that :
Martin was streamlining thedocument and adding the "buzzwords" that he..
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knew from experience OIPRwould require in order to get the package to the
FISA CouP. Robin stated that the RFU wanted FISA reqUests to get OIPR's
attention butdid not want the RFU to seem like "maniacs."..

17..ConsuRation with NSLU Chief $pike.Bowma,,:

On theaftemoonofAugust 28, Martin and Robinmet with Bowman to
discuss the MoussaouiFISA request, Don told the O]_Gthat he"had planned _to
attend the meeting but that on his way to Bowman,s office he yeas calledinto a
meeting with Section ChiefRolince No one from Minneapolis wasasked to
participate in the meeting. _ : _

.. .. ". j ..... • • ..: : _'

Bowman told:theOIG that it was "quite unusual" for hirn to be consulted •
:abouta particular FiSA request. Hesaid that:italso was'unusual for the field
office to:be so adamant that it had sufficient evidenceto Obtain.a F!SAwan:ant
and f0rthe Headquarters SSA to be as adamant that t!mFISA warrant was not
suffiei_tly supported. : . ...... ....

.... _'M_ orally briefed BoWman_about:the facts of the MousSaoui Case but:

did notprovide_himwith any of the documentation that :hehad With him. _ _....
•Robin:,told the OIG that.she thought that Bowman was very familiar with the- " .
facts because he had been briefed bYother attorneys who hadbeen involved in
the matter.

.... , .

":Martin said that Bowman advised that eve,n if everyone.were to agee that
•the Chechen rebels could be pled as a foreign power; the Minneapolis FBI,

lacked sufficient evidencetoeStab!ish thatMoussaoui' was an agent of that
foreign power. Martin toldthe OIG that Bowman said that TUfitri stating that
Moussaoui toldAmnayhow.to serve Allah by fighting with the Chechen rebels

" ..didnot meet the standard of an agent ofa foreign power.

• According to Bowman, Martin conveyedthe opinionthat he did not
believe there was sufficient information for a FISA. Bowman said he was
aware that Moussaoui was a French citizen who had overstayed his visa,, that
he was a bad flight school student who paid in cash andwho coutd not
satisfactorily explain how he was being supported in tlheUnited:States, that he
was asking odd questions about the airplane (suchas whether you could open
the doors during flight), that hewas more interested in learning how to take off
and land the airplane than flying it, that he was traveling :with a friend who did
not seem to share his interest in aviation, and that the ]French authorities had

. ,
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reported that Tufitri was.blaming Moussaoui-for recruitingAmnay to fightin. .
Chechnya on behalf of the rebelsthere.... _ ...... ' -.

Bowman told the OIG that he did not believe, based upon the facts, that .
there was sufficient evidence ofa link to a tbreign power. He said that he.was
awarethat the Minneapolis FBI wanted to argue, that because.there was some " ..

• . :. .. ,

• connection between Moussaoui ...and"_attab.. .... and...because.._ .. .there...was. a:. .....
relationship between _attab and Bin Laden; Moussaoui was an agentof al _• " • "" " " " _ • '_ " ' " . " " / . " - ' :. - "

Qaeda: Bowman said that it"was his.tmderstandingthat it was:Common...._._.._... • '
knowledge that Khattab andBin Laden had "som,e kind .of re!ationship,'.,._butin ... "
-his•opini0nthis wasn0t_a close enough link. to.argue that Moussaoui was an. •..
agent:ofal.Qaeda. Bo_an... alsostatedthatone Muslim enco_aging another: " - "
Muslim tofightinaMuslim_ cause Wasnot suffici,_t tomeetthe requirements • 'i ._
of an agent Ofa foreign power under FISA. t37 " " • _.:...-.:-. .:. '

-' • ......... ' "ii. :""": _: • • '". '" .,. .... "..... " " " '"" " " ..... .:. "

•' Weasked.Bowmanwhether he had read thePhoenix ECand whether it ,...i:.... '
•" . would have made :adifference inhis, advice. .Bowman stated that beread.the....:.. ' _ .-:.....

..i . " .Phoenix. EC only:after. Sep.tember 11,but that he believed forse,ceral: reasons.it .
" ._:_!:._:wouldnot havemade any difference if.he-had read itat the:time.. He.asserted..: ... . . _... , .... • . . .. , .. ... . ,: . • . . . .. .. .

._.. .::.:..that.the Phoenix .ECwas,aroutineco_unicafion.pointing_out what a.field.. .:. ....... -..
.... " officebelievedwas an "anomaly" and-that it wasnot an "alarmist"

communication. In addition,-he said that the Phoenix EC did not connect any
.-. . . -..

" of the people referenced in the! Moussaoui case with any foreign power. He
said that it did not "associate Moussaoui With anything."

•

•.. After meeting.with BoWman,inan e'mail to Gary. and Acting SAC Roy,.
Martin informed the Minneapolis FBIof BoWman's opinion that there was..
insufficient evidence"of aconnecfion to a foreign power..- Martinwrote:

. . .

We just left.a meeting W/Spike Bowman,. #.1.in NSLU.. He says .
wehave even less than I thought. Apparently, even ifwecould
show. that.the ZM that recruited :[theperson] in Franceis the one

,37As discussed in Chapter Two, the legislative history ofFISA provides that to meet
.. the-definiti0n of an agentof a foreign power, there must. be "_inexus between the individual..

.. • and .the foreign power that suggests that the person, is likely to do theb'idding oftheforeign .
power" and that there must bea "knowing cormectioff' belween.the individual and the.
foreign.P0wer..._
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:you_have locked upin INS detention, we Still don't have a
connection to a foreign power. • We would need intel to indicate _
the guy was actually a part of the group, an integral part of the
•movement or organization, andnot just an individual

[redacted]."

• In the e'mail,Martin advisedGary to call himto discuss the ne×t course of
action. R0yresponded by e-mail and wrote, "Thanks for your help •and: : :::
continued support

" 7, ' .- . . -. . .
•. • • . .

- _. • • .. . _

•Gary;s notes indicate that Martin and Gary also spoke 0n the telephon e
aftertheBowman meeting andMartinexplained that:the FBI needed more ....
informationlinking Moussaoui to a foreign power, The notes state that Martin
toldGary, "we need [Moussaoui] to be an hategral pm_tofa tenrorist "
organization. "_38The notes also indicate that Martin conveyed thatmore,

intelligence informationwas needed on "how heis acting on behalfofa _
foreignpower."; The notes state: _"Bottom Line-You don't have a foreign

_ powery?_e-notesats0_State_at Marfinadvise dG_Ytoensurethat _
Moussaoui Was enteredon a _atch list _andthat:the FBI's Paris Legat was :: _.-- .,... . ,; -._., . . • . . . .. .. .. . . . _ • .

..... contacted about deportafionarrangements forMoussaoui (which we discuss_ •
below). ' _ ._."

._.... . :: . .......:.. -...:. . .. "i ...... ,.. .. . : ... , . . _ . -

_:__:_::_18_:,Ad ditional info rmation about At-Attas an d M[oussaoui

, a. Minneapolis FBI explores use of undercover officer in
Moussaoui' s jail cel_ '. .

In ane'mail from Gary to Royon August 29, Gary wrote that heand
Henry were ,explo15ng the feasibility'•' of inserting an undercover officer Who•
spoke Arabic in Moussaoui'sjail cell "in an attempt to elicit from Moussaoui

138Bowman toldthe OIG that Martin•accurately conveyed his advice that even
assuming that there was a•foreign power to which•the F'BI could attempt to connect •
Moussaoui, the Minneapolis FBI lacked sufficient evidence to •establish that Moussaoui was
acting as anagent on behalf of a foreign power. He•stated, however, that Martin's
interpretation of his advice that agency law requires a showing that thetarget was an
"integral:part" of the terrorist organization was not eon'ect. He opined that the agency
standard required a showing that the target was "serving the interest" of the foreign power.
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..: .. the:nameof (or deseriptiveiinformationwhieh:woUldidenttify)_.the: recognized:
• "" " .... " t _'

foreign power •with whomhe asalagned. .Gary told the OIG that Roy,. CharIes, " ..
and. Rowley all •were.consulted about,thisidea; and al!.of l_hemstated thatthey •
did not see any limitations that would prevent this from Occurring. G_ :noted
in the e-maiI that the Minneapolis FBI did not know yet whether the use•of the "
undercover officerfor the proposed operation had been approved. '

• .: _.i._:•.i Roy.!provided the information about.using an:undercover officer: toiDon ....
•. inan e-mail in. Which he._ote; "_" ,........ : i n_,.useof the[undercover officer]: is,also i . ,:

" exploratory as we do.notw_ttoleave any stoneunmmedipfior to., • _:: :..
• , : _ [Moussa0ui's] release." Don responded in an e-maiI and wrote, "Let us look ....-_

....-.. , .into:thisasa p. DONOT go forward with the [undercover officer] until we :.: "
: . . : • weigh in:.:.):?',Roy ' i d "_ . reple ,.. We were. only been. [sic].expl0fing thepossibility_

of the .[undercover officer], we areby no means ready togo forward withit.
Th_ pointmay bemoot-because itseems the deportationto France is a more

• _ iike!y0utcome and it may be more timely.,' _• . .. -.• .....• ..

.... . Don. told.the OtG.:that:_hediscuSsed:the issue with an :employee detailed :
: -?::_,toITOSi.with expertise in this areaand that the employee stated that the idea: ::

: ,: was ,'ridiculous'! and that itcould not be done. Don said that having an i,::: .....•- . . • . .. • . : . . . :..... .. . .- ..... . ! . :. :. . • . • _,, , . • ... • . . ,.. ... • . . :

• uladercoverempl0yee involved with:something in which information could be
obtained that might be used in a criminal: proceeding was problematic since,the ," ' ' • " . "" .- ". - • ..- .'! - " .. : " '" i _. . •

undercover officer wouldnot be in aposifion to testify. According to Don; he..

• conveyedlthis information to Royl and Minneapolis did not pursue this idea _
_er. .... :. i ._ i:

• ) " ..... b, TranslatiOns of recorded conversation.between Ai-Attas
and "Ahmed" and AI-Attas' will

.

With regard to A1Attas, Henry asked an Arabic speaker who was not
employed by the FBI to translate A1-Attas' will, and to translateand transcribe
the tape of a 9-minute conversation between A1.Attas and the individuaI we
call "Ahmed," the imam from AI-Attas' mosque whom At-Attascalled while
he was in custody: According to an e,mail from Gary to Roy on.August 29_ the
translationby the translator statedAhmed had said on:the tape, "I heardyou
guys Wanteditogo on Jihad?' Gary,s e-mail also stated that the translator _
reported that A1-Attas immediately responded on the tape, ',Don'ttalk about
that now." In addition, Gary's e-mail stated that the translator informed the
Minneapolis FBI that Ahmed became very upset when he he,ard that
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Moussaoui was going to be deported;: Gary' s e,mail added that, accordingto
the translator, the translation of the will that A1-Attashad with him stated that
"death isnear" and that "those who participate in Jihad can expect to see
God ,,139" ' ;u

On August 29, Roy transmitted the information from the!will to Don by
e-mail, stating,:"I obtained some additional information this aftemoon andI am
forwarding_ that to you. Please understand that this is.only preliminary and we
realize the interpretation was not done by a certified linguist." Roy did notask
that Don do anythingin particular with the information.

Don respondedby e'maii, writing, "The 'will' is interesting, The Jil!ad
comment doesn't concem me by itself in that tiffs word canmean many things
in various muslim [Sic] cultures and is frequently taken out of context." Don
told the OIG that the term "jihad" often was used and had marly different
meanings.

19. Failure to reconsider seeldng a criminalwarrant
J

•' After Marfinconveyedto :the Minneapolis FBIthat FBI Headquarters '
" believed that the FISA warrant was not feasible, the Minneapolis FBI and FBI

Headquarters began taking steps to finalize Moussaoui,'s deportation. Yet, .....
neither FBIoHeadquarters nor the Minneapolis FBI reconsidered the criminal
search warrant issue or trying to contact the Minneapolis U.S. Attorney's
Office (USAO) about a criminal search warrant, even after the:legaldecision
was .made that insufficient evidence existed to obtain a FISA warrant. Initially,
as noted above, the decision was made notto seek a criminal warrant, inpart
because if a criminal warrant was not obtained, this would violate the "smell.
test" and jeopardize the chances of obtaining a FISA warrant. Oncethe FISA

139The will and the tape also were sent to the FBI's Chicago 'Field ()ffice for translation
and transcription by an FBI linguist, which was completed around September 6,2001. The
Chicago .translation of the tape was the same as that of the initial .translator: "Sheikh do not
talk about it nowl Do not talk aboutit now sheikh.'.' The Chicago translation said the Will

stated that "death has approached" and expressed A1,Attas' hope that "Allah will award him
with paradise and keep him with the prophets, martyrs and pious.". Henry forwarded these
translations to FBI Headquarters in an e-mail dated September 6, .2001, with a lead that...

stated "For information."
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warrant was ruledto beunobtainable becmase:of the foreil_ power ....... :
requirement, the smelI test was no longer an issue..Yet, no one sought to,
attempt to obtain a criminal warrant, or:apparently even discussed this issue.

Don told the OIG that he didnot know why he, Martin, orthe :
Minneapolis agents did not raise the issue again about Seeking a criminal:
search warrant, once a decision was made not to pursue the FISA wan,ant; He :
:suggested that it did not happenbecause no Onethoughtto raise the matter :

_ again. Don saidthat looking back0n the matter nLow_hewished that there had
been a discussion about seeking a criminal wa_ant 0nee the FISA route was ,
exhausted. Martin told theOIG that ifthe.Minneapolis FBI believed that.ithad • . ..

- _ sufficient evidence.to obtaina., criminal searchw_rrant, then the Minneapolis . ..,.

FBI should.have raised the issue. - c _. ..- ,. .H.- said,.however, that he did not believe, that
there was sufficient evidence ofa crime 'to obtain a criminal search warrant.-• . , . .,

When Henry wasasked Why he .did not propose seeking a crimifiai - :
warrant once 'the FISA route was exhausted, lhe responded, "I never thought

: • ' . . i _ -. .- . _ " . . . . "about, t...: He stated that.he ._could have done.that but it didnot occur to
....

[him].." Ga_ toldthe .OIG.that.hedi d not.pursue acriminal search.warrant.
-..because FBI Headquarters,would not. obtam.ttierequisite authorization from....
•the, Department of Justice.. Rowley.told the OIG.that she .didnot know why a..

• . . , • _I:.:,criminalwarrant was.not sought once.theFISA route was e,xhausted.-._,he .
....noted.that.she did not have a -leadership .role in the case and she. felt that the

,people .who were involvedknew what they were doing. "

20. Additional French information received about Moussaoui

On August:30, the FBI'sParis ALAT provided additi,0nal French
information to the Minneapolis FBI and FBI Headquarters about M0ussa0ui.
The ALAT's report included information from a person who we call "Idir"
who knew Moussaoui:_4° Idir confirmed the relationship between Moussaoui
and Amnay. Upon learning of Amnay's death, Idir had accused Moussaoui of
causing the death. Idir explained that Moussaoui had become aradical
fundamentalist and that he had brought Amnay to these beliefs. He said that

t40 We do not use Idir's real name because the FBI considers that information to be
classified.
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Moussaoui and Amnay"were inseparable, one wasthe head and the other was.:
the armed hand of the same monster." Anmayistates that whenMoussaoui had
come to his community, Idir hadwarned the local Muslim community of the
moral danger Moussaoui posed to young Muslims and that Moussaoui was
"driven from at risk urban areas by his coreligionists for propagating
hismessage of intolerance and hatred."

The report from the Paris ALAT also stated that Idir recalled that
M0ussaoui had traveled to Kuwait, Turkey, and Afghanistan. Idirsaid
Moussaouiwas a "strategist" who waspotentiallyvery dangerous ar_dwas
devoted to Wahabbism, the Saudi Arabian sect of the Isiamicreligion adhered
to by Bin Laden. Idir also described Moussaoui as "extremely cynical" and"a
cold stubborn man, capable of nurtu15ng a plan over several months, or even
years and of cOmmitting himself to this task in allelements of his life." The
date of birth Idir provided for Moussaoui was the same as the one in
Moussaoui's passport, whichhad been seized uponhis arrest in Minneapolis.

The Paris ALAT's report also stated that the A_,AT had required with the
Frenchauthorities about deporting Moussaouito France and that theFrench
•authorities _ere interested inpursuing the matter. In the lead portion of the
EC, the Paris ALAT wrote a lead for the Minneapolis FBI that stated, "With
FBIHQ concurrence and assistance; advise Legat Paris of interest in further
exploring the possibility of deporting 0Vloussaoui] by U,S. law enforcement
escort to France as described in the text of this EC." ']'he lead for the RFU was
a "read and clear" lead.

Gary's notes indicate that Martin brought this ne,w information to Gary's
attentionin a telephone call on August 30. In addition, Martin advised him that
the French government would be able to hold 1V[oussaouifor several days with
his property quarantined. The notes reflect that Martin told Gary that the
French authorities were "very interested in Moussaoui" and that they wanted:..

him "escorted to France" and his "property quarantined." Gary's notes also
indicate that Martin advised Gary that the French terrorism•statutes would
allow the French to hold Moussaoui for "several days to deternaine what `he's
up to."
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G. DeportatJonplans • • :
• ..

• Martin and the Minneapolis FBI coordinatedwith the INS to finalize
•plans for Moussaoui's deportation. Under the law, Moussaoui could be
deported to either France, his coun_l Ofcitizenship, or England, hiscountry of
last residence. The French advised that they could hold Moussaoui and search
his.belongings, and on approximately August 30, it Was decided todepOrt
Moussaoui to France. ' " :

During the deportation planning, the Minneapolis FBI and the FBI Paris
_ATrequested pehnission from FBI Headquarterso for Henry_ and aniNS :
agentt0 accompany Moussa0ui to France in order to brief French authorities
and to assis t in evaluating the information obtained in the search. Mimaeapolis
Acting SAC Roy wrote in an AUguSt30 e:mail to Don that the French:
authorities were requiring that Moussaouibe accompanied by a law .

enforcement Officer from theUnitedStates and that Moussaoui's property :be
kept separate from him. Roy wrote, "If possible, we would like the
Minneapolis agents to bepresent while the exploitation of the computer is

_ conducted so we canact immediately on any infol_mation Obtained."
.. . . .- .- . _.. " .. • .... . :

Don initially was opposed t0 sendingFBI agentsto escort Moussaoui.
_: He sent a reply e-mailto Roy on Augaast31 statingthat he believed that the
:::-,deportationof Moussaoui should "remain an INS issue:" (Emphasis in

original.) Don wrote:in the e-mail the Minneapolis FBI should ensure that the
FAA was involved and noted thatFAA sky marshalswere armed.

Section Chief Rolince told:the OIa that he also was initially opposed to
sending a Minneapolis agent with Moussaoui to:France. He said that at first he
though.tit was unnecessary because, based on his past experience, the agent
would have accompanied Moussaoui in an attempt to obtain information. He
said that hechanged his mindwhen it later was explained to him that the
Minneapolis agent was going to accompany Moussaoui as part of an overall
strategy to ensure that Minneapolis obtained all of the information from the
search and further investigation. = :

Roy replied by e-mail to Don a few minutes later and asked whether.
Don's e-mail meant that FBI Headquarters would not support a Minneapolis
agent accompanying Moussaoui to France. Gary also provided: additional
information to Don, suchas that the French authofitiesprefi_red that anFBI
agent accompany Moussaoui to France and that Martin had informed the

k k
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Minneapolis FBI that FAA sky marshals would notbetraveling with
MoussaoUi. _4_

Donreplied by e-mail three hours later, stating that he could not discuss.
the matter at .the moment but would call Roy the following week. Don added
that he did not believe 'that .the FBI,would beturning over the case to the
French authoritiesby not sending an FBI agent to escortMoussaouil He-added
that the FBI's Paris ALAT would be present for the search and had been
involved with the Moussaoui investigation from the beginning.

•. On September 4, Don, Martin, and Roy.received _ e-mail from. the Paris
ALAT in which he stated that.he wanted to confirm thedeportation plans. He
wrote that it was hisunderstanding that. the proposal wasto send. Moussaoui to •
Paris with an INS escort and the FBI caseagent. The ALAT noted that "[t]his
would fit nicely with what the French.have requested'"_and that the agents _
would need to .stay in France a couple of days to assist with brJieflng the.French
authorities andto obtain the results of the searchby the French authorities..
•Martm.replied by e-mail that Don "still [held] the posJition that[Moussaoui]...
will be eseortedbyINS, and that no FBI personnel is.needed.', Martin.also, _.....
wrote that because the case .had been opened on!ly.two weeks and because the...
interviews were well documented, the ALAT and.tile French authorities.should

• .

be able.to-handle the case without the FBI.-sending the case agent.. ...: _- :- : . . • . .... : . .. . . .... . . . .... .. . . .

... .....2 ....................... • ...... ........ ?. ..... ............... '.......... , . •

The Paris ALAT responded by e-mail to.Don, proViding his opinion on
whether a Minneapolis agent should accompany Mou,;saouito France. The
ALAT stated that he did not feel that he was in a position to adequately answer
some :qUestionsthat could be raised about the FBI's investigation of
Moussaoui,: such as other investigation conducted of which theALAT was
unaware, and questions about•Moussaoui's personalit3r for purposes of
•approachinghim in an interview. He wrote that he therefore believed that an .

•. agent from Minneapolis or FBI Headquarters should accompany MoussaoUi.

Don responded to the ALAT's e-mail the same Clay..He ,_0te, "Do we
need to fly FBI agents all over the. world to conduct basic investigation. [sic] I
don't like the idea of [a Minneapolis FBI agent] 'escorting' this guy .... This is

•141Martin's e-mail about the FAA stated, "[The FA_] did :notindicalfe a desire to escort
the guy, and indicated the INS escort would suffice."
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not thatcomplicated. Itmay be to [sic] !ate, but in the future I would like [the
ALAT] to handle.such matters." . ..

The next day, September 5, Henry e,mailedMartin about a meeting:he
had"with the :INS supervisor who wasgoingto be.responsible for sending
Moussaoui to France. Henry explainedthat the _S supervisor had raised a ..
number .ofissues about the deportation, of Moussaoui and recommended that ....
the FBI request that the INS transport.Moussaoui on a govemment aircraft.(a
Justice.Prisoner Alien Transportation System (JPATS) fligtat).. Martin . _...
responded to thise-mail by stating thathe, w0uld discuss the issue with the.INS
supervis0r.assigned to the RFU. Martin.also.:forwarded the e-mail to Don ....

Don replied the next day, September 6, writing, ,Isn't a JPATS flight
.. awful expensive for a guy SUSPECTED of being up.to no good??? Again; I"m

of the belief that we consider that a FAA sky marshal(s) be:present on the
....

flight.," • ......

According to Gary, he repeatedlyasked ROy toraisethe issue at a higher
:_.:leVel at the FBI regarding Minneapolis agents accompanying Moussaoui to. • - .- : .... . . • - ' i. . -. -. ,.. - . • "

France, Accordingto Gary, Roy was waiting fora call.back from Don, _and
.....:because Don had not given Minneapolis adefinite ''_-''no, Roy was hesitant togo

up the chain of command. : . "
i "

: According to.Roy, he didnot hear from Don about the deportation issue,
When Don still had not responded by Monday, September 10,.Roy sent another
e-mail to Don asking whether he had given consideration to a Minneapolis FBI
agent.escorting Moussaoui. ..... ' _.,-.

Don replied by e-mail a few hours later statingthat FBI Headquarters
decided to concur with a Minneapolis; agent accompanyingMoussaoui to
France. ,

Gary also told the OIG that.he had si_ggestedat some point that Roy ".go
up". the chain of command about Minneapolis" FISA request, but thatRoy did
not. Gary told the OIG that he believed that Roy was "not aggressive enough"
because he did not appeal to anyone in uppermanagement at..FBI
Headquarters, but that Roy.may have decided to focus on the deportation issue
and "drop" the FISA issue. Gary. told the OIG that he believed that part ofthe
reason that Roy.did not contact anyone above Don about the MoussaouJi FISA
request was because he was an acting SAC, and also possibly because Roy did

..-
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not have any intemational terrorism expenence. Gary' also said that Gary _
himself was "on a learning curve tOO,"and that if he hadmore experience; he
would have sought assistance from someone above Don•with •trying to get FB1
Headquarters to submit•the MoussaouiFISA request t00IPR.

..

Roy responded to this issue by stating that he did not go above Don
because, before the September 11 attacks, there •wasno apparent "urgency" to
the Moussaoui matter, and he believed that the Minneap01is FBI had:taken the •
matter through the appropriatechannels, since the head of the NSLU also had
givenhis opinion on the FISA request. Roy added that shortly after Bowman's
opinion was received, the deportation plan was in plac,e and that plan was
going to result in Moussaoui's belongings being searclhed, which was what:
Minneapolis was attempting to achieve. •

. .

H. Dissemination of information about Moassa0ui

On August 28, Don received an e-mail from the _FBI detailee to the CIA
whowecall Craig, which indicated that the CIA hadnotyet received a formal
cornmunication from the FBI about the FBI,s requests in the Moussa0ui
investigation. Don e,mailedMartin and Robin on August 31 to request that
they prepare a "comprehensive teletype" to the CIA aboutMoussaoui. Don
wrote thatthey shoUld pass to the CIA all inf0rmation., suchas biographical
informafion:;pocket_ti_er, _and telephone numbers, and formally ask for traces
on all of the information even though the requests already had been made
informally. Don noted that the information needed to be in "formal channels"
and instructed Martin and Robin to include the Minneapolis FBIand ••
appropriate Legat offices on the teletype so that the offices would know what
FBI Headquarters was•doing. Martin replied that he had spoken to Craig aboutL
the lack of a formal request and that Martin had begun preparing a teletype, but •
that he had not yet completed it.

On the same day, in an e-mail from Don to Roy Jinwhich Don
recommended that FAA skymarshals be used to escort Moussaoui when he
was deported to France, Donwrote that he "would also suggest that
[Minneapolis] ensure FAA is on board (figuratively and literally). FAA needs
to know that FBI suspects that your subject may have been up to no good
which included his desire to obtain 747 pilot training."' Roy responded in an e-
mail that theMinneapolis FBI wasworking on an LHM and would disseminate

• it to the FAA in Minneapolis as soon as possible.
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Henry told :theOIG that he began drafting an LHM tO the F_ and that
he thought it was important to inform the FAA that Minneapolis believed that
Moussaoui wanted to seize control of an airplane and that he might be released
soon after he was back in France. Henry prepared a 7,page LHM in which he
summariZed the FBI's investigation, including whatthe FBI had Ieamed from
the flight scho0Iempioyees about Moussaoui and his interestin and abiti_ to.:
use the mOde control panel. .... _" "e =• Henry noted; Whtl it is not known if his
physical trainingand studyof marfialarts are also cormectedto this plan, such
preparations are consistent with facilitating the vi[olent takeover Of a
commercial aircraft." ' _ :• .

.. . .. .
:... , . • .

Henry also included a section atthe end of t:heLHM labeled "threat
assessment" in which he wrote:

" . : .., . . " . ..

• , Minneapolis believes that:Moussaoui, A1-Attas, and others
_ not yet known were engaged in preparing to seize: a Boeing

747-400 in commissionofa terrorist act. AsMoussaoui denied
requests-for consent to :search hisbelongings, andwasarrested

,::!: : _ before sufficient evidenceofcr]minal_acfivity was:tevealed;:it is
.... _ not knownhow far advanced, were hisplansto do so:.

• .. .• ..

::_: Henry wrote:that theFrench authorities were planning toreceive Moussaoui
....- into custody when hewas deported and would Search hisbeiongings, but that it

wasnot ,known whether he couldbe detained over the long term. Henry added
•that "most significantly" it was unknown whether !iheFrench authorities would
be able to retain Moussaoui'sproperty indefinitely, including the flight ,
manuals and "materials believed-to be.contained on his laptop which pertain to.
his plan." Henrywrote that if the materials were returned to Moussaoui andhe
was released, "Moussaoui mayhave the ability to continue with his plan to
utilize a 747-400 for his own ends." Henry added:,•"As the details of his plan
are not yet fully known, •itcannot be determined if M0ussaoui has sufficient
knowledge of the 747-400 to attemptto exec,ute the seizure of such an aircraft
if he becomes•free •todo so in the furore."

On September 4, Gary discussed this LHM with Martin. According to
Gary's notes of theconversation, Martin told himnot ito provide the LHM to
the FAA because FBI Headquarters was issuing a teletype fiaat day to all•::
agencies. Martin instructed Gary to provide the local FAA office withacopy
of the teletype once it was received in Minneapolis. •
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Martin's 11,pageteletype was issued on. September 4._Itwas •addressed
to the. FBI Mirmeapolis and oklahoma. City.offices, six FBI. Legat offices,, the
CIA, FAA, Department of state,. INS, U.S. Secret Service, and U.S. Customs _-
Service. The teletype consisted of a surrmaary portion and the details ofthe
Moussaoui investigationi In•the summary portion of the telety'pe, Martin _ote
that Moussaoui had been.detained on a visa waiver:overstay vMation after he
was brought to the attenti0nofthe FBI by instructors at the Minneapolis flight
school, who.had, become suspicious .of him because• he was taMng flight .... ..
simulation training for a 747-400. aircraft. The. tele_,e stated, that this training
is normally given to airline pilots, and that Moussaoui had no prior experience
and 'had paid $8,300 in cash for the course. The telet3._peincluded the
information receivedfrom the French aUthorities about Moussaoui, including
that he adhered to radical Islamic fundamentalist beliefs and.he had recruited a

person to join the.jiha d against Russian tbrces in Chechnya, It:also included
the later information received from the. French, such as.the description ofhim
as "full of.hatred and intolerance and completely deve,ted.to the Wahabite

..: " cause" and thathe was "'considered to .bepotentially .very.dangerous because of
-hisbeliefs and the nature ofhis..character." •The,'teletype added.that Moussaoui
had traveled, to Pakistan for two .months prior.to his arrival in the United ..States
and that "it is noted that Islamicextremists Often use Pakistan as a transit point
en route to receiving training at terrorist campsin Afghanistan2'

•.. ...:. ..... i ........... __..!...... '.... . .... :.. ....i ,.:.. :,2 .......... :.-i .. -. ....... :;. : .. "...... . • , _ " :

-After the summaryportion of the teletype:, Martin includedspecifics from
_ .

the investigation, most of which were.taken from the .,.6-page.EC prepared by
Henry at the initiation ofthe investigation.. Unlike the LHM Henry had

..prepared to give to the FAA, however, the teletype did not containa threat
assessment or.any indication that the Minneapolis FBI belieVed that
Moussaoui, A1-Attas, and.others not yet.lmown were e,ngagediin preparing to
seize an airplane in commission.ofa terrorist act.

On September 5, Henry and an INS agent provided Marfin,steletype to
the FAA office in Minneapolis and briefed FAA employees on the threat that
the Minneapolis FBI believed Moussaoui posed. Hemy told the OIG that
while the teletype contained mostof the facts of the investigation,, it lacked.
conclusions and analysis-and.had "no statement of opinion asto the threat that
this represents,"

Martin told the OIGthat at the time that he was preparing the teletype, he
was not aware that the Minneapolis FBI was preparing: an LHM to provide to
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the local FAA office. Hestated that he discussed to:whom to address his. .

teletype with the IOS atFBI Headquarters who prepared tele_es for the FBI
when it disseminated threat information, and he al[so discussed the contents of
the teletype with an FAA employee detailed toFBI Headquarters. Martin told
the OIG_that :heincluded in the teletype what he believed was supported by the
facts of the investigation. He assertedthat Minneapolis had a "gut feeling,' that:
M0ussaoui was "up tono good," but did not have intelligence information of
an ong0ingplot or plan to hijack an airplane, .

,.

Don told the OIG that the FBI used teletypes to disseminate facts
gathered from an inVestigation and to disseminate information about threats.
He said thatMartin's tele_e was a compilation o,fthe facts and did not
"speculate as to what Moussaouiwas up to." Don said that the FBI anticipated
that the recipient agencies would provide the FBI with their reactions to the
teletype or information that was relevant to the teletype.

. .

I. September 11 attacks

....._+: On September 10, He_ received an e'rnail fromCarol, the FBI
._ Headquarters employee whomhe had contacted for moreinformation about

:,_Khattab's connections to A1 Qaeda. She askedwhether Henry had ever
....received anythingthat he Could use:in support of a search warrant for
Moussaoui's belongings. Henry responded that the RFU had determined that

. : • :., • .. . .'_. -.. .. . . . ..., . ... . . • .-. • ,

Minneapolis had insufficient evidence to pursue either a FISA ora criminal
warrant. He noted that Minneapolis "did notpursue this fi:trtherbecause [FBI
Headquarters has] directed that this isan iNS matl:er." He addedthat he
"strongly disagree[d].,' He also Wrot_ that Moussaoui was being deported to
France and that his "big fear" was that Moussaoui wouldbe released following
his deportation. He concluded by thanking Carol :forher assistance.

Carol responded a few minutes later by e-mail in which she wrote,
"Thanks for the update. Very sorry that this matter was handled the way it was,
but you fought the good fight. God Help [sic] us all if the next terrorist :
incident involves the same type of plane."

On the morning of September 11, at 8.:34 a.rn. Eastern Standard Time,
| "_Martin sent an e-mail toGary finalizing plans for Moussac ul s deportation,

which the FBI believed would occur within several days. Just 12 minutes later,
the first hijacked airplane hit the northtower of the World Trade Center.
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After the first airplanehit, Martin tried to call MinneapolJls ASAC
Charles butreached Rowley instead. •According.to Rowley, she told Martil_ '
that it was essential to get a criminal search wan:ant for Moussaoui's
belongings. Rowley said that Martin instructed her that Minneapolis should •
not take any action without FBI Headquarters approvati because it could have
•animpact on matters of which she was not .aware. In her May20, 2002,_tetter.
to the..FBI.Director, Rowley wrote that in:this conversation wit'.hMartin. she had
said "in light of what just happened inNew York., it would .have to be the " '
'hugestcoincidence' at this point if Moussaoui.was not involv_.;dwith the
terrorists." Rowley wrote that Martin replied "something tothe effect thatI
hadused-the fight term 'coincidence' and thatthis was.probably all just.a:
coincidence." Rowley told. the. OIG that she agreed.to follow Martin's -...
directive not :to immediately seek.a criminal warrant, and she was told that.FBI
Headquarters would call-her back.

• Martin told the OIG that he recalled that there was a lot of confusion

when he spoke to Rowley. Martin said that he did not.recall making the
statement about'a coincidence toRowleY , .He explained to the OIG thathe did

not feelcomfortable givinglegal advice about seeking; a criminal warrant, so
he went to the NSLU attorney who we call Tim, who advised that the
Minneapolis FBI should seek the criminal search warrant.-

•While Rowley was waiting for a return call from FBI Headquarters,
Minneapolis ASAC Charleswas on the telephone with Don. Because Acting
SAC Roy was out of the office, Charles was responsible for the Minneapolis
office andhad called FBI Headquarters immediately after the first airplane hit

.the World TradeCenter. Charles had reached Don and asked ]himfor _".

permission to seek a criminal search warrant forMoussaoui's belongings.
According to Charles, Don responded that he still did not believe that there was
enough evidence to support a criminal search warrant. Charles stated that,,
during the course of this conversation the Pentagonwas hit by another hijacked
airplane, and that Don then told Charlesto go to the USAO for a criminal"
warrant.

Don confirmed that he spoke to Charles on the morning of September 11.
He asserted that he immediately told Charles that the Minneapolis FBI could
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Seek a eriminai warrant. 142.Don told the OIG that:itwas a brief conversation:
. that lasted severai seconds at the most.

' .Once Don authorized contact between, the Minneapolis FBI and: the:
Minneapolis USAO, Henry.and Rowley went to the USA() toobtain a criminal
search warrant for Moussaoui's belongings., They consulted with several _

" "._ senior Assistant UnitedStates Attorneys; and.drafted an affidavit in sUpportof "
the search warrant. The affidavit stated that there,,wasprobabie causeto
believe-that the Iaptop computer,and other items seized from MouSsaoui would.
contain evidence of a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 32--destruction.of aircraft or "

•. aircraft.facilities. The affidavit contained much of the information.reported in . •
.,-. Henry.,s 26-page EC-about Moussaoui's.interactions with the flight, school and: •

interviews with the Mirmeapolis FBI, as well: as the infornaation from A1-Attas' _
- ' will andffom the.transcribed conversation of Al-ttttas.while he was in custody:.

The affidavit also included information .about the .September 11 attacks 0n.the.. _ ..
World Trade Center and the Pentagon. The search warranlt wasgranted that • •
day. ,.. . - .,..

-_;:_.::"_ . .TheFBI searched Moussaoui}s.belongings.t]hatwere.being held at the
- ' ..": INS .offices in..Minnesota, including:.,the .laptop .computer, asSociated ,computer • .

::_-_.,software such as-diskettes,, spir_dbound notebooks',, clothes, and a.cellular _
•..telephone.. The return.from the sear.ch warrant stated that the following items,

among other things,.were.fo ..._d: a pair of shin guards; a NIorthwest.Airlines'-
" 747 cockpit operating manual; two 747 training videos; seven spiral netebooks

.containing-handwritten-notes about aviation;, aMicrosoft flight.simulator book;:
a PowerPoint compact disc; a cell phone;_binoculars; headphones; a slcutlcap;-.a-
cassette recorder; European coins; eyeglasses; disposable razors; and.several..

documents, including financial records; blank checks, and identificationpapers.
from France. : '

/

Moussaoui's belongings did not reveal anytlhing that specifically provided
a warning or an indication of an imminent terrorist attack. There were no plans,
correspondence, or names or addresses in his computer or notebooks that linked
him directly to the September 11 terrorist attacks. However, information was

.

142The 1.995Proceduresprovidedthat the FBIcould godirectlyto theUSAOwithout
obtainingpermissionfromtheCriminalDivisionif"exigent circumstances"werepresent.
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obtained in the search that, through further traces,, was used by the g0vemment
to-indict Moussaoui for conspiring in the September 11 terrorist plot. .

J, Information received from British authorities on September 12'
and 13

on september 11, after the attacks, theLondon Legat again requested
information about Moussaoui fr0mthe B_tish. According:to British reports
that the FBI reviewed on September 12 _md.13, Moussaoui had attended.an al
Qaeda training camp in Afghanistan.

' . . . . . . ' . . . • . . .-. .

' .It is not.clear.why the information from the British: was not provided to
the FBtuntil after September.tl .The FBI'sALAT in London first contacted:'
the British .authorities by.telephone and in awfitten commtmicafion dated-.
August 2.1. The ALAT.summarized the status of the FBI's investigation of.
Moussaoui,. provided-a, document describing, the results of the :investigation at
that time,, and asked for traces to.be conducted on Moussaoui':,md ali ofthe
individuals listed in his communication _mdin _menclosed document.

• . .

The ALAT .told the OIGthat he:had had severatmeefings.andtelephone
cails with :the.British authorities.in .which Moussaoui was .discussed.. He said: ."
that the. British were.welt aware-ofthe importance of.the:matter. In addition, .he
said that:on September 5 beprovided the British with the additional infommtion
aboutMoussaoui that the FBI had.received ffomthel._'rench: authorities... The
ALAT told the OIG that he did not know why the British authorities failed:to
provide the information about Moussaoui sooner. However, he. said that..10 to 15
daysto respond to a request for information from the FBI was :normal.. • "

..

K. Moussaoui's indictment

On December 11,2001, Moussaoui was indicted[by a grandjury on six
•conspiracy counts directly related to the September 11 attacks,, He is still ,.
awaiting trial. 143 " _ "

143On July•22, 2002, A1-Attas pied guilty to making false statements to federal
investigators. He was sentenced on October 22, 2002, to time served.

i
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III. OIG Analysis ' '
-. ' . ..: . . ..

we concluded that therewere Significant problems J[nhow the FBI .
handled the Moussaoui case, In our view, these problems were attributableto
both systemic issues in how the FBI handled intelligence and counterterrorism
issues at the time, as well as to individual failings on thepart of some ofthe i
individuals_involved in the M6ussaoui: case,. :

.. . ... . _ . •
, .;

. • . .-

A.. No intentionalmisconduct
:.

At the outset of our analysis, we believe it iisimportantto state that we.
did:notconc ludethat any FBI employee committed intentional miscondUCt,or

_that anyone attempted to. deliberately"."sabotage" the.Minneapolis FBI'srequest
'for a.FISA warrant, as Rowley Wrote in her letter tOFBI DirectorMueller...For

" example, Rowley argued that.Martin editedthe initial FISA requestsUbmitted ..
bythe Minneapolis FBI and. omitted, infomlafion to"deIiberatety further

.undercut the FISA effort." Rowley also suggested"that as part of the alleged
sabotage, FBI Headquarters.personnel failed to make Minneapolis aware of _he

....Phoenix EC • • .... • :_.: :. .,_Z-":' : " • ' : ' _ • • ". -...... . . . .
...= .... . . . ... ..... .

::: As we discuss below, we believe thatRowley's letter raisedsignificant
: _!:_::problems in the way the Moussaoui investigation was handled; and we criticize
.......:_someof the actions of FBI employees. Her letter also alludedto broader

problems that existed :inhow the FBI handled intelligence matters andFISA
requests. But contrary to her assertions, we found no evidence, and wedo:not

: : believe, that any FBIemployee deliberately sabotaged theMoussaoui F:ISA
" " requestor committedintentionalmisconduct. -: . . :

. • .

•B. ' .Probable .cause was nat clear

Rowley: asserted in her letter that FBI Headquarters inappropriately failed
to seek aFISA warrant even though probable cause for the FISA became clear
when the FBI received the French information that Moussaoui had.recruited.:

someone to.fight in Chechnya on behalf of the rebel forces ledby Ibn Khattab. "
As we.discuss below, in our view the standards that the FBi[.applied.towards
FiSA requests before September 11 were unduly conservative, .and FBI
Headquarters did not fully or appropriately analyze the French information, as
well as other pieces of information regarding Mou,;saoui, for how it could be
used in the FISA process or in connection with obtaining a criminal warrant.
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But according to the prevailing FBt and DOJ practices at the time,: it was
not clear that the French information, or other availableinformation; was
sufficient to obtain awarrant from the FISA Cot_.-PtLorto September H,.
200!, the Chechen rebels Iedby Khattab hadnot been clesignated by the State.
Department as a foreign terrorist organization. FBI m_magers and attorneys we
interviewed told us that they believed that.the Chec.hen rebelshad not been •
pleaded as a foreign power before the FISA Court previous!y. In addition, they.
stated that while it may have been theoretically possible to use the Chechen .
rebels as a new foreign power in FISA applications to the FISA Court,. FBI
Headquarters was operating under the belief that OIPR wouldnot plead a .-
foreign! power in aFISA request that hadnot previously beenpled. In addition,
several FBiwimesses stated that .the intelligence at thetime suggested that.,
Khattab andthe Chechen.rebels were involved only in a civil war and were 'not .
interested in harming U.S. interests, and they believed this assessment would. '
have caused OIPR.not to support using the.Chechen rebels as a foreign power
in a FISA application, •The FBI wimesses, stated, that even .if the CIA had
evidence thatwould have"supported articulating, the Claeehen rebels as a • •

foreign power for a FISA application, "building" a new foreign power fora. .
..FISA application was a process that took several months.to complete,, and the.
Moussa0ui FISA .warrant was needed, more.quickly because he:was .about to..be
deported. • _ , .:

The Minneapolis FBI believed that the foreignpower connection was
also established because Moussaoui was connected to Khattab, who was linked
to Usama Bin Laden. Yet,•severaI FBI employees •weinterviewed•stated that
while there was some association between Khat_ab andBin Laden, •the latest

...

intelligence information indicated Khattab was not p_rt of the al Qaeda
organization, and that Khattab did not take direction from Bin Laden.

In an effort to•examine whether probable cause 'was clear with regard tO
the Minneapolis FBI's request for a FISA warrant, we asked JamesBaker, the
current head of OIPR, to review the documentation inthe Moussaoui
investigation and provide us with his assessment as to,whether there was a
sufficient connection between Moussaoui and a foreign power to support a
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FISA warrant. _44•He•opined that the case for aFISA warrant was "not a slam.
dunk" and that there were "no Conclusively damning •facts'" to establish the
necessary connection to a foreign power. However, he said that, while he
couldnot say conclusively howhe would have responded if he had been asked
to review the Moussaoui matter in August 2001, he thought it might have been
possibleto argue that Moussaoui and the other individuals who had surfaced in
the investigation were operating as anal Qaeda ceil in the United States.
Alternatively, he said that it was possible toargue that Moussaoui, A1-Attas,
and the other individuals who surfacedin the investigation were their own .
small, unnamed foreign power, since theFISA legMative history provides that
a foreign power can be a group as small as two individuals.

• . .,. , . .... • . . : : .. .... -

Baker statedthat if the request for aF!SA warrant hadbeenpresented to- ;: . . . , . . . , , . . _. . . • . . .

OIPR for_consideration in August 200.1 he would ihave "asked lots of.... :..,:'" . :. ' . • . . • ..,_': .... : • .. . •

questions" about it. Hesaidthat he would have been concerned about such a:. .;. . .

FISA application because the Minneapolis FBI hadat first ,wanted to go:t0 the
U.S. Attorney's Office to seek a criminal search warrant, and he believed this

....., would have raised questions withthe FISA Court that the FBI Was trying touse
-.._ FISA to pursue a criminal investigafi_m. He said that'in order to'obtaina FISA

i!iii.i warr_t; OIPRlikely would have reCommended a Wailbetween the two
'_ ....investigations:: : ' : '

-.> • , . . •

Baker's analysisconfirmed our view fl_at,con_ary to Rowley,s-:

° .allegations, the Minneapolis FBI did nothave acompletely clear case fixa.• _ .... . . .. - . : . .... _ : ,

FISA warrant in theMoussaoui case that wouldhavebeen easily approved had
the FBI andO!PR sought one from the FISA Court. Given the standards and
prevailing practices at the time, FBI HeadqUarters' assessment thatit could not
establish Moussaoui's connection to a foreign power with OIPR or the FISA

" Court was not completely offbase, asalleged by the Minneapolis FBI. Nor do
we believe that FBI Headquarters' failure to seek a FISA warrant was a result
of any intent to "sabotage" the Moussaoui case. But, as we discuss below, we

144As statedpreviously,BakerjoinedOIPRin October1996andbecamethe Deputy
Counselin.1998. In May2001,he wasnamedActingCotmsel_andin January2002he
becamethe:Counsel.Beforeweshowedhimthe document,;,Bakerhad notpreviously
reviewedthe Moussaouiinformation.

..
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believe the FBI Headquarters' handling of the Moussaoui request and other
FISA requests was unduly conSe_ative and probIematie in various ways.

C. Problems in the FBI's handling of tile Moussaoui investigatio:n

Thehandling of the Moussaoui case highlighted that the Department's
narrow interpretation of the "purpose" requirementunder FISA before
September t I, 200 I, was a severe impediment to obtaining FISAwarrants.
•We also question how the FBI examined the •interaction between a potential
criminal case and an intelligence case in the context of the Moussaoui
investigation. •

We believe the FBI did not carefully consider its options at the outset of
the Moussaouiinvestigation, and it inexplicably failed to consider whetherit
should seek a criminal warrant•once the decision was made that a•FISA warrant

should not be sought. Moreover, it •did not adequately disseminate, within or
outside the FBI, •the information from the Minneapolis FBI about the potential
threat posed by M0ussaoui.

..

The Department,s interpretation of FISA was conservative prior to
•September 11 for a variety of reasons. This conservative interpretation was)
exacerbated in the Moussaoui caseby the fact that many•of the FBI's decisions
were informed0nly by vehat•FBI Headquarters or NSLU attomeys sensed
might be flie:i:eiicfi0iaofOiPR 0r the FiSAcourt. There was no clear body of
law to guide the FBI, and neither OIPR, the NSLU, nor FBI management made
clear the policies and practices to guide individual •FBI employees or

•supervisors on FISA applications: Many decisions appear to have been macle
based onprior feedback from OIPR, rather than clear guidance. Aswe discuss
below, this lack 0f guidance resulted in frequent misunderstandings about the
possibilities under FISA or the appropriate standards to guide decisions
regarding intelligence and criminal investigations.

1. Initial evaluation of the request for a I?ISA warrant

a. Prevailing standards

As discussed in Chapter Two, •the•FISA statute requires that "the
purpose" of a FISA •warrant be to obtain foreign intelligence inibrmation.
However, courts and the Department for many years us.ed•the standard of
whether the "primary purpose" ofthe FISA request was to obtain intelligence
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information. Under this standard, the Department and the ]?BI analyZed each
case -todetermine whether the goal of an investigation was tOgather
intelligence ortopursue a crimina! investigation. In 1995, theDepartnaent _,

• {;¢_ _ .developed written Procedures, calledthe 1.)95 Procedures,,' designed to :
ensure,adherence tothis "primary purpose" standard.: The impetus for the:t 995
Procedures was OIPR's concern that the lack of procedures had permittedthe,
FBIand the Criminal Division to work so closely together :inthe Amescase :,
that:the FISA Court would believe that the purpose ofthe FISA warrant was :to
gatherinformafion,for the criminal case, rather than the intelligence _

' investigation, :. _

The Department's interpretation of the prima_ purpose standard; and the
widespread perception within the FBI that the FISA Court _mdOIPR :Wouldnot :
permit criminal:investigative activity when an inteIligence investigation was
opened,impeded the MirmeapOlis FBI's ability even to consult with ........
prosecutors toassess whether probable cause existed to obtain a criminal
search warrant. After Moussaoui's arrest on immigration ciharges,the

. " .. *_. . .¢ . • . _,,_.Minneapolis FBI wanted to search Moussaoul s belongmg_todeterminehis
plans:and to prevent him from committing a terrorist act. The FBI age_tts'

:.: objectives were broad- to deter any criminatactivities, tOprotectnati0nal
security by whatever means available, and to obtaha any intelligence on ....• • .

:_"_Moussaoui's plans. These:objectives could not be easily categorized as either
criminal or intelligence. _ :

..

Unfortunately, under the prevailing standards, at the time, consultation :

and coordinati0nwith the:prosecutors :inthelocal U.S. Attorney's Office _was:
difficult;and itdid not occur in theMoussaoui case. The Minneapolis agents
opened the Moussaoui case as an intelligence investigation. As a result,, they
could not contact the USAO for guidance and advice on the criminal
investigation or thepossibility of obtaining a criminal searclh warrant without
approval from the Criminal Division and notice to OIPR. Once the FBI's
intelligence case was opened, FBI Headqual_Iershacl to send a memorandurn to
the Criminal Division to receive permission to contact the USAO to discuss a
criminal warrant.

• ...

The Minneapolis FBIinitially made contact with the USAO, but then did
not pursue any substantive conversations because of these prohibitions. _

. Conversely, if the Minneapolis FBI had opened the case as a criminal
investigation, or consulted with the USAO or the Criminal Division attomeys
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about a cri_nal case, thatpossibly.would have affected its ability to obtain a
: FISA warrant because of concerns aboutthe "smell test..'" According to OIPR

Counsel Baker, even the fact that that Minneapolis FBI had written in its ,
26-page EC that it•wanted permission to go to the USAO•would have been
something that •concerned him and may have affected the Moussaoui FISA
request.

1

At the initial stages of a terrorism investigation, it is often unclear and
difficult to know how to proceed. In this case, the Miimeap01is agents were not
able to seek advice directly f-romthe Minneapolis USAO, which was probably
in the best position to assess whether there was sufficient evidence to obtain a
criminal warrant from the local court. Although Rowley assumed that the
Minneapolis USAO would nothave supported the requestfor a criminal ....
warrant because she believed ithad anunduly high standard of probable cause,
this was only aguess. The .Minneapolis USAO disputes her claim and stated
that itsnormal practice was to work with the FBI to obtain a warrant. Yet,
whether or not this assessment was accurate, the system resulted in uninformed
decisions because it did not allow agents to consult wil_hprosec,utors at an early
stage, absent permission from the Criminal Division. _4:5, -

• .. .- . .,. ..- -,

This problemwas addressed in October 2001, when the Patriot Act
changed, the requirement frorn"the purpose" (for. obtaining foreign
intelligence)-to"a significant purpose," and specifically permi_Ied such
consultations. As a result, direct consultations amongthe intelligence
investigators and the criminal investigators and prosecutors can occur
immediately. We agree with the statement: of former Associate Deputy
Attorney General David Kris, who testified before Congress on September 10,
2002: .".

We need all of Ourbest people, intelligence, and law
enforcement alike, working together to neutralize the threat. In
some cases, the best protection is prosecution- like the recent

145Ill addition, as discussed in Chapter Two criminal investigations had to be segregated
from intelligence investigations; and information collected in the intelligence investigation
that related to the criminal.investigation had to be passed "over the wall', to the agents
handling the criminal investigation. We discuss some of the preblems created by •this
system in Chapter Five.
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prosecution of Robert Hanssen for espionage. In other cases,.,
prosecutionis.a.bad idea, and another method -such as -
recruitment ,is .called for. Sometimes you need to use both

methods.. But we can't make arational decision until[ everyone •
is aliowedto sit down together and brainstorm about what to do. .-

(Emphasis in original.): _ : :_:
• , ,

' " " b. Inadequate evaRuation ofwhether, to ]proceed:as a.:
" . : criminal:or intel]figence matter: : :

,.

Given the effect that consulting with: the USAO had on a potential FISA "
application, the options in the MoussaOui case needed to be:evaluated.carefully
before malting the initialdecision whether toproceed criminally or as an .....
intelligenceinvestigation under FISA. This was :especially true because:the
M0ussaoui casewas unusual for the FBI. Ordinarily, theFBI spent: months
collecting intelligence information: in suppo_ 0fa ]O'ISA:request, However, in
this casethe FBI did.not have.time because Moussaoui was about robe •
deported .........

. ,

' i Therefore,. itwaS even more important for the FBI to carefully consider
...." -theevidence beforeit, the likely outcome of seeking a criminal warrant:,
: .including an assessment of probable cause for acriminal search warrant, and:-

the potential for obtaining additional information that could connect Moussaoui
to a f0reign power under the FISA standards.at the time.

Unfortunately, thiscarefulor thorough analy,fis did:not occur. After
initially opening the Moussaouimatter as an intell_gence investigation, the.. .
Minneapolis FBI agents requested FBI Headquarters to seek permission, from
the Criminal Division toapproach the USAOto.discuss a criminal warrant.

: Because of its relative, inexperience in handling c0unterterrorism
•investigations, the MinneapolisFBI did not appreciate the adverse impactthat
seeking a criminal warrant c0uld have on the intelligence investigation2
Therefore, as an initial matter it did not fully consider'.the is:sues and outcomes
in pursuing the Moussaoui case as an intelligence investigation or criminal
investigation. By the same token, itdid not receive sufficient guidance or..
assistance from FBI Headquarters., partly because of the Strained relations
between the Minneapolis Field Office.and the RFU, which we discuss below.

. .
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Another opporttmity for a thorough assessment of the ease arose when
• ..... Chief Don. I)onthe Minneapolis case agent, Henty, consulted with RFU Unit ' ....

advised Henry thathe didnot believe that there was sufficient information to
obtain• a criminal search warrant and •that failing to obtain a criminal search
warrant would _prevent•the•Minneapolis FBI froxn obtaining a FISA search
-warrant. Henry' s recollection is that Dondirectly told him that he could not
•open a criminal case. According to Henry, Don also asserted thatprobable
cause for a criminal• search warrant was"shaky." After his:conversation with
Don, Henry wrote on the paperwork that-had been previoiasly prepared to open
the criminal case: "Not opened per instructions of [Unit Chief Don].,'

Don totdthe OIG, on the other hand, thathe did notgive such a direct
• instruction and that at no time did he tell Minneapolis that they could not • • ,

pursue the matter criminally. He said that based[ on hi,,;knowledge of the case,
he did not belie,ce there was criminal predication for a criminal search wan'ant
and that he voiced this•opinion to the Minneap0]tis FBI about the lack of
•criminal predication. He said he also advised Minneapolis that if obtaining the
criminal warrant failed, the FBI would not be ableto pttrsuethe FISA warrant.
Don said he suggested the case agent consult with the ]Minneapolis CDC,
Coleen Rowley, about whether she belieVedthat probable cause for a•criminal
search warrant was present because he believed that it Wasthe• role of the CDC
to make such assessments.•_According to•Don, hie stated, "you t_ys need to•go
back to your CDC, you need to discuss it withyour CDC, and get back to me
and tell me your position." AS we discuss below, HeroT did consult with
Rowley, who said she recommended the avenue with:the best chance of
success, which she believed was seeking a FISA warrant instead of a criminal
warrant. ..

-

While it is impossible to be certain of What exactly was said in the
discussion between Don andHenry, or whether FBI Headquarters made clear it
would refuse permission to seek a erirodnal warrant, it is clear that the decision
on whether to pursue a criminal or intelligence case was made without full
consultation or adequate analYSiS. Based on this conversationand•other
contacts with Martin and Don in the following days, MinneapOlis believed that
FBI Headquarters would not support itsrequest to seek a criminal warrant and
that a FISA request was the only viable option availabl[e. It therefore pursued
that option. But no one carefully considered at an early stage whether this was
likely to be a viable option under the prevailing FISA standards.
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We do not believe that Don'sresponse toilet's initial+contact was
adequate. Donshould have weighed the possibilil_ of obtaining a criminaI
warrant with what would be gained from the intelligence investigation and the
problems in obtaining a FiSA warrant, :WhiteDon believed_that the :
Minneapolis FBI lackedsufficient information to 'warrant pursuing a criminal
investigation and that the intelligence investigation was therefore the only
option available, this judgment was made too quickly and ,without adequate
consideration of Whether the evidencesuggested that the FBI was likely ever
going to be able t0i under the prevailing vieW of FISA requirements at the time,
sufficiently cormect Moussaoui to a foreign power' for a FISA warrant.

: •

•We also believe that Donshould have ensured that Henry discUs,;ed the
matter fully with RFU SSA Martin and an NSLU attorney, taking into ;::
consideration the potential of the criminal investigztion and the potential of the
FISAroute, including theproblems that would have to be overcome,• before

•reaching the decision on whieh route to take. While it was the field:office's
prerogative to decide how to pursue an investigation, the role of FBI

_....._-_Headquarters was to:ensure that these, decisions, were made,,with full .
_..,..::.information and adequate analysis from the substantive experts.inFBI
• :Headquarters. Yet, t_s.never occurred, partly because.of Headquarters, :

•. dismissal .of the.Minneapoiis FBI'S assessment of the. threat posed by .. +
"Moussaoui,-Partly because of strained relationsbetween the RFU and the..
Minneapolis FBi, and partly because. FBI Headquarters approached this case
like other cases, where there was:time to investigate further and Obtainmore
evidence to .suppo.rt:the FISA warrant. In this case,,howewer, Moussaoui was• . , : .

going .to be deported quickly, and there was little time to c(mduct an
..... investigation to obtain sufficient evidence to link Moussaoui to.a recognized

. .foreign power.

From our review, early on the RFU appears to .have discounted the
concerns ofthe Minneapolis FBt about Moussaoui. Don madMartin believed
that Minneapolis was overreacting and couching facts in _t "inflammatory"
way to get People."spun up" about someone who was only "suspected" of -
beinga terrorist, The RFU downplayed and undersold the field office's .:.
concerns about Moussaoui, even-writing "that there is n__gqindication that either
[Moussaoui or Al'Attas] had plans for nefarious activity." In response tothe •
Minneapolis FBI's concern that it wanted "to make sure M,oussaoui doesn't get
control of an airplane 'to crash it into the [World Trade Center] or something
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like that," Martin dismissed thispossibility, stating "You have a guy interested

in this:type of aircraft, That is it." As we discuss below, we believe that the
RFU did not fully consider with an open mind the evidence against Moussaoui
and examine in a collaborative fashion with Minneapolis howto best pursue its:

investigation. Rather, it quickly and inappropriately dismissed Minneapolis'
information as incomplete and its concerns as far-fetche&

However, it is also importantto note that another potential oppommity

for a thorough evaluation of both the criminal and intelligence investigations
arose when Henry consulted with RoWley, the Minneapolis CDC. When

Hem'y approached Rowley at Don's suggestion to discuss whether Minneapolis
should seek a criminal warrant: or a FISA warrant, Rowley correctly advised

Henry about the existence of thesmell test and the adverse effect that seeking a
criminal warrant could have on the intelligence :investigation. Heradvice

that Henry instead seek a FISA warrant- was based on her concerns that the
USAO would not approve a request for a criminal warrant bec_mse she
believed it usedastandard higher than probable cause Rowley toldthe OIG

that she gave the advice that she believed would optimize the Minneapolis .... ....
FBI's chances of being able to search Moussaoui's belongings: She did not,
however, adequately assess or discuss withHenry whether a F][SA warrant
would even be feasible in this case, given the need to connect Moussaoui to a

foreign power. . . ' -: :

Rowley acknowledged to the OIG that her experience ancl knowledge of
FISA were not extensive, 146 We believe that she should have recognized the
need for a more thorough examination of the potential ofboththe criminaland

, ..

146When we questioned Rowley about the basis for her be]fiefthat probable cause for a
FISA warrant was "clear" when the information from the Frenc,h Wasreceived, her
responses indicated that she did not fully understand the statutory requirements of FISA.
She believed that sufficient information existed to obtain a FISA warrant because she
believed the French information indicated that there was probable cause to believe that
Moussaoui was engaged in terrorist activities. Rowley failed to consider whether there was
probable cause to believe that Moussaoui wasan agent acting for or on behalf of a foreign
power. She further Statedher belief that the foreignpower COl_aectioncould be made •toBin
Laden because Moussaoui shared similar philosophy and goals with Bin :Ladenand:was
linked to Khattab, who also held radical Islamic beliefs. These statements revealed a lack of
a full understanding of agency principles under the existing FISA requirements.
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intelligence options, including the likelihood of obtaining a FISA warrant' i:
withina matter of several days, and at a minimum consulted with an NSLD

•

attorney.. .

2. Failure to reconsider criminal warrant

'" we found iteven: more troubling that:after theFBI Headquarters : "
conclusion " based uponNSLU advice that Moussaoui d:idnot havea -
sufficient conneCtion to a recognized foreign power for a FISA warrant, no one
reconsidered whether to _:to..0btain' a criminal warrant.-As far as we could
•det_ne,neither FBI Headquarters nor the Minneapolis FBI initiated any _-..

.. .discussion about pursuing the criminal warrantafter NSLUUnit Chief',. -- " "
• .Bowman opined that a FISA warrant, wasnot feasible: Afl:erthe FISA Warrant

: .was mledouti, the"smell, test,.' was n0._!ongera consideration. The FBI could.,....
have.consulted, with the.Minnesota USAO: at that point to determine whether.it.
believedthere was sufficient probable cause tOobtain a :criminal. search...

•warrant, If the Minnesota USAO-.agreed,,.one.cou!d ihave been sought. Ifithe...
: gr_...... ..-USAO..disa eed, this consultation would have had noimpact on aFISA. ....
-.;_ " ;A .: .,_ " • " ' " " " . " ' - , • " • " , . • " :

_. warrant,, since one was no. longer being sought.: . ......-...

_ " ".... ' _.;Weasked Don, Henry, Rowley,Gary, and Martin _wtiya criminal warrant
:_ was notconsidered after the FiSAroute was exhausted.. Don, Henry, and

Rowley told the OIG that they didn°t know why this was not done.- Donsaid
that looking back on the .matter now, he wished it :hadbeen discussed: Gary •

-- told"the OIG that he didnot seekto pursue it again becausehe believed FBI. ,
•Headquarters wasnot willing to support obtaining the requisite permission to
approach theUSAO. Martin toldthe OIGthat because Minneapolis believed.
that there was sufficient .evidence to suppor_ obtaining a criminal:warrant; it ,.
was up to the field Office to initiate pursuit of the criminal warrant, -.._-:

We found it puzzling, and:troubling, that no one discussed pursuing this
optiOn. it also showed thatthe FBI never fully ewfluated the potential of the
criminal. investigation versus the FISA investigation. Instead, the FBI ]pursued
the case as an either/or proposition, without evaluating the potential of each
approach. _ " ....... '

-.

We also do not agree with Martin that it was Minneapolis' responsibility
None to consider this option. In our view, his position reflects.the breakdown
in communication between Headquarters and the field, and.also shows a
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troublinglack of initiative and acceptance of responsibilitY by FBI ,
Headquarters. While we cannot saywhether arequest for a criminal warrant
would have been successful, it should have been reconsidered.

3. Conservatism with respect to FISA

The•handling ofthe Moussaoui case also ihighlighted the•conservatism of
the Department andthe FBI at the time with regard tothe use of FISA_ At,the
time of the••Moussaoui investigafionthere was awidespread perception in the•
FBI that OIPR was excessively restrictive in its:approach to obtaining FISAs.
The perception was that OIPR would not plead ',new" foreign powers-foreign
powers lthat had not previously been pled to the F/SA Court - and that OIPR :
required more support to go forveard than the probable cause thatwhat was
required by the FISA statute. This perception caused the FB!tobe less
aggressive in pursuit of FISA warrants thatdid not fit the standard pattern.

This perception was discussedinthe May 20001report of' the Attorney
General's Review Team (AGRT)that was established to review the FBI and

.... the Department's handling of the WenHO;LeeFCI investigations _andFISA_ •
application. The report stated that in interviews"With FBIpersonnel, "a _....

•consistent theme that has emerged has been the FBi's substantial frustration
with What it perceives to be OIPR'S general lackof aggressiveness in the
handling_of:FISA applications/' _e AGRT concluded that OI[PRwas too
conservative in itshandling of the Lee FISA applicationand t_:ee factors
suggested that theFBI's general complaint.of undueconservatism hadmerit.
First, theAGRT found that OIPR had never had a FISA application turned- ,
downby the FISACourt and that "this record suggests the use of 'PC+'
[probable cause plus], an insistence on a bit more than the Iaw requires."
Second, the AGRT asserted that while some disputes between agents and
lawyers were to be expected, the fact that the complaiiats about OIPR came
from all levels within the FBI as well as the frequency and••theintensity of the
complaints suggested that this concern wasnot arising out of t]aenormal
tension between agents and lawyers. Third, the AGRT stated that OIPR
applied too conservative• an •approach to •theLee;application, which suggested it
did so aCross the board because of the significance of and attel_ttionreceived ••
within OIPR by the Lee application.

We heard similar complaints from FBI Headquarters managers and
NSLU attorneys that OIPR was too conservative. FB][ employees made two
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arguments in SUpportof thiS:assertion, First, FBI employe,essaidthat OIPR
required more than what FBI empI0yeesbelieved was necessary under FISA to
get a FISA warrant. One former unit chief told the OIG that OIPR's standard
for .probable causewas "too high.,' The folmer head of NSLU told the OIG
that OIPR attomeys often asked for details about:th e investigation that: were not
related to the :issue of probable cause. He asserted that, by comparison,::
:Title III applications were "far cleanerand far more succ_Lct', than the FISA
applications, As an example of OIPR's conservatism, another NSLU attorney
asserted to the OIG the fact that in:FISA:applications involving ap_icu!ar
terrorist organization as the foreign power, OIPR !required a substantial number

•:: of pages worth offactsto support theassertion thatit was a terrorist _ ::
organization, despite the fact that this terrorist organization was designated as a. . _ . : ." • • . ..:., .. . • , . . .. • .. - . . .... . . • ., - . . . • . • . ....

. foreign terr0fist organization bythe State Deparunent. _47...... . ......_ ....

•.._ "!SecOnd,:FBI employees told the OIG that they believed that OIPRwas :::
•not aggressive :.in.its Use ofFiSA. They assertedflaat OIPRwas not interested '....

in pleading "new". foreignpowers - foreign powers that had not previously . .. "
:,_:_..-:_,beenpted,:to the FISA Court.. FBI employees,told the OIG that with respect to

each potential target, they had:to identify which terrorist "box" the target fit
:.::,into, and. thatOIPR was primarily interested in using, a particular terrorist: "

organization as the box and pleading it:as the foreign power. FBI personnel •
::_.,_explained to the OIG that while terrorist groups were at one time recognizabl_e :

as a collection of individuals,belonging to an organization witha well-defined
. . "b-x" . .co.and structure and could easily be.placed in a terrorist, 0 , this Was no

.longer :thecase by the mid,90s:. Instead, terrorists were often Islamic . ........
extre .rnistswho were notnecessarily affiliatedwith any specific terrorist group
and who received support from or shared the same goals with several different
groups. To address this change in terrorism, the FBI proposedto OIPRin 19.97
and again in 2000 creating a new foreign power -'which. they called the .
"International Jihad Movement" =.that would target these kinds of terrorists.
According to FB1 employees, the FBI presented it.,;position to OIPR onseveral
occasions, but OiPR was not receptive to thi[sidea... By thesummer of 2001,

-

...

147 At therequestof theFBI, in 200.1thisinformationwas eventuallyrevised_nd
shortenedsubstantially.
, ..
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however, OIPR had agreed to review documentation tile FB! compiled in
support of creating the new foreign power.

James Baker, the Counsel.of OIPR, acknowledged that OIPR had this •
reputation •,but he did not believe thatit was accurate. Hestated•that significant
changes had occurred before September 11,2001, as well as in the past few
years. He said that at the time of the millennium (year 2000), t])e threat of
terrorist attacks was high and OIPR was very aggressive in its ttseofnew
theories of probable cause, which the FISA Court approved. Hesaid that OIPR

• attomeys•- _ their oversight role •asked a lot of questions ofthe FBI and ,did
not automatically approve FISA applications, causing some frustrations in the

• FBI. He .also statedthat another source for theperception of O!PR within the
• FBI wasthe factthat field offices had no contact with OlPR,and as a result •

were not aware of the work that OIPR contributed to bolstering the FISA
package.: But he said that the FBI generally brought meritorious cases to OIPR
and that he instructed his staff to be advocates for each application and•to "pull

r_ _).148

the thing together and see if itcan ny.. With respectltothenew foreign _
power suggested by theFBI, Baker toldtheOIG that the FBI was requested.
repeatedly by OIPR to draft a memorandum setting forth the evidence

. sUpporting the existence of this new foreign power, but the:FBI did!not present
anydocumentation to OIPR concerning this theory until after September 1l,
2001 ..... .......

In our review, it was clear tous thatthe perceptionsabout: OIPRaffected
how aggressively FBI Headquarters handled requests fiat FISA warrants from
the field. As wediscuss below, the FBI was hesitant to plead new foreign
powers orto plead unnamed foreign powers in FISA applications. Most FBI:

• . .

148The OIPRDeputyCounsel, Margaret Skelly-Nolen, also told the OIGthat she,
believed that the FBI's criticism of OIPR had been "unfair." She stated that OIPR learned

what FISA Court judges wou!dand wouldnot approve based on their comments and
questions in court sessions invoMng FISA•applications. She stated that obtaining FISA
orders in counterterrorism cases was "harder" than in the traditional espionage cases,
although she acknowledged that not all of the attorneys in OIPR were "equally aggressive."
However, she also described OIPR as "proactive" and the FISA Court as "responsive" to the
needs of the government. She added that the FBI knew "how to press" OI_PRwhen the FBI
really wanted a FISA warrant to go through. She stated that what she tried[ to dowith FISA
requests was determine what was the most accurate and expeditious way to plead the case.
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°.

employees weinterviewed didnot even consider the possibility of pleading
unnamed foreign powers, and many did not even lmow that itwas possible.: In
addition, an ongoing OPR investigation about errors..in FISA applications
•increased thecaution with which the FBI approached FISA.

. -.. ...

• .• .

a. Failureto plead:new foreign powers

As_discussed above, the government generaUy sought FISAs for subjects
that had previously been approvedby theFISA Co_:. As a result, at the time _
oftheMoussaoui :investigation,...... the FBI did not ;routinely tl_ to plead "new" :__
foreignpowersor otherwiseseek to use the FISA statute creatively. FBI.
Headquarters SSAs, IOSs, andNSLU attorneys evaluated cases and gave
advice :tothe field offices based upon what they thought would get:a FISA
package through OIPRand to: the FISA Court, not based upon what mayhave
been legally possible under FISA. They therefore focused 0n"recognized" :

•' foreignpowers -those that hadpreviously been pied to the:FISA Court, and
•- sought evidence of direct links between the target and the foreign power,..If the• . , . .. • . . . . .. .. . .. . . , . ": . .

.........case fell.0utsidethoseparameters_ the FBI was not..usually ag_essive or:
:_. creative inanalyzing the possibilities under FISA. OIPR CounselBaker
• confirmed thatprior toSeptemberl 1 itwasfarleasier to show that someone
•- was a member of an established groupthat was engagedin international
• terroriSm, such as al Quaeda. in reviewing.the Mc,ussaoui case, he stated that •

although itwas theoretically possible to allege a connection between
• Moussaouiand the Chechen rebels.(because of Moussaoui:'s recruitment of

Anmay to go to Chechnya), itwould have been far easier to use al Quaeda as
the foreign power if sufficient information couldbe developed to support such
a connection. ..

One NSLU attorney told us that, by the surmner of 2001, most of the FBI
concerns were not necessarily about the legal sufficiency of the FISA request,
but rather whether, as a practical matter, intbnnatiLon could be presented to
OIPR. in such a way to get approval for presentatie,n to the FISA Court.
Several ITOS employees told us that because of the resistance to pleading new
or unnamed foreign powers, a pa_icular terrorist organization therefore was
being used asa generic terrorist group in cases where there were doubts about
ties: to a specific group. Several ana!ysts told us that even if the link to this
particular terrorist organization was tangential and the subject appeared to be
more closely aligned with other individuals or to be operating alone, they
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would stilltry to link the potential target to this particular terrorist group in
order to obtain FISA Court approval

Reflecting this view, Marti n and Don advised Minneapo]tis that a
"recognized foreign power" was required in order to obtain a FISA warrant.
The French information about Moussaoui showed a potential link between
Moussaoui and Khattab's group of rebels in Chechnya. While Martin, Robin,
and theNSLU attomeys were aware that the Chechen rebels could in theo_
constitute a terrorist organization and therefore be a fbreign power under FISA,
they did notbelieve this was a viable option. Their advice to t_heMinneapolis
FBI that it needed to,link Moussaoui to a "recognized foreign power" was
based on their understanding that the Chechen rebels had not been pled to the
FISA Court previously, the belief that the intelligence was lacking to support
pleading that the Chechenrebels were a terroris,t organization, and their

• concern thatit would take months to builtd a case fora new foreign power.

FBI employees pointed out that ewm if they couldget a new foreign
p0werapproved by the Department and before the FISA Court, it was still
significantly fasterand easier to pleadan already:_aeCePtedforeign power' For
foreign P0wers that had been pledbefore the FISA Court, the FBI couldu,ie•

previously drafted FISA applications, which contained language that ali'eady
had been scrutinized and accepted. This approach reqUired using the available
language on the foreign power and filling in the',indMdual facts of a case. It
required less research and time to develop a persuasivepackage for OIPR and
the FISA Court, In contrast, pleading a new foreign power required making a
persuasive argument that would require several levels ofapproval from within
the FBI and OIPR. This was •atime consuming process, with an uncertain
outcome,

In the Moussaoui case, the available evid_mce showed a much more
likely link between Moussaoui and Khattab and[the C,lhechen rebels rather than
a link toal Quaedal While the FBI's belief about the ]Likefihoodof success with
OIPR and the time it would have taken to plead a new foreign power were
important considerations, this potential option was never explored by FBI
Headquarters. Most important, no one discussed it with OIPR, despite the
Minneapolis FBI's strong belief that Moussaoui was dangerous and its strong
desire to seek all legitimate means to obtain acc,ess to his computer and other
belongings.
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. b..,, Failure-toconsider pleading unnamed or unknown . .
.... •terrorist groups as a foreign, power . •

The FBI could have sought topIead that Moussaoui was.linked,to an
"unnamed" foreign power. The legislative history of FISA states that an:
individual cannotbe a foreign power, but that "[w]here two or three individuals
are associated with one another, itmight beargued that _ey :are an.:., i .:"
'association' or an -'entity," which, if theproper showing is made could be .... .
considered a 'foreign .power."." OIPRCounselBaker.t01d us that based on this,
legislative-history he.believed that a foreignpower.could be as small as _..o.
people, He also told us that:the foreign power does not necessariiyneed to

• havean agreed upon name or.needto.be widely tmown. _ ' " "..
. . .. . .

" :No .one at :theFBI involved in this case considered trying to plead : • . :.
Moussaouias an:agent of an unnamed, newforeignpower.. If they had; it.
•might have beenpossible to.plead Moussaoui as an agent of an unnamed " '

: terrorist group composed ofM0ussaouiand a group operating in Oklahoma,
such asA1-Attas, the persons who helped A1Atta,; get out ofjail, andthe

:.-'_ persons from whom Moussaoui indicated.he received money. :.. . . . . :
• ..

"' . . Septemberl.' 1'_provided the. impetus for the.Department and-the FBI t0_be.
far more aggressivein theuseof FISA. Based upon OIG interviews, and . ....

_• review of documents, we determined.that"the Department has shown a great
degree of flexibility in pleading foreign powers since September 11.. ...

. .. , •.... - . . , ,i •

" We recognize itis not readily.apparentthat trying to plead Moussaoui as
an agent of an unnamed foreign power.would have succeeded had it .been

' pursued. •But no one at the FBI even considered tiffsoption, despite
• Minneapolis' adamant concerns about Moussaoui. Moreover, no one even

consulted with OIPR about this option, or any other option, to see what could
be accomplished to Support the Minneapolis FBI' s investigationl _

c. Ongoing DOJ OPR investigation..

We believe that the FISA Court reprimand of the FB][and an ongoing
DOJ OPR investigation ofhow FISAs were handled contributed to the FBI's
conservatism in seeking FISA requests. As discussed in Clhapter Two, in •
September 2000, OIPR notified the FISA Court of errors in approximately 75
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__.......FISA app!ieations.'49 In November 2000,:_heOffiqe:_!f the Depu_ Att0mey
General referred the matter to DOJ OPR, and DOJ OPR opened an
investigation.

Beginning in October 2000, the FISA Court began :torequire alI
Department personnelwho received FISA information in cases involvingthe
terrorist group that had been the subject of the majority of the ,errors to certify
that they understood "that und_ 'wall' procedures FISA information was not
to be shared with criminal prosecutors without the CouP's approval."
Everyone who reviewed, such FISA-derived information was required to si_ ....
the certification stating that they were aware of the FISA Court Orderand :!_at
the information could not be•disseminated to criminal investigators Without
•prior approval of the Court. After being notified of additional errors in FISA
applications in March2001, the FISA Court bannedoneFBl SSA from: .
appearing before it. DOJ OPR was asked by the Attorney General to expand
its investigation to include a review of these additional errors in FISA
applications. • ..• ..

We heard differing opinions within .theFBl about hoWthe DOJ OPR-
investigation affected FBI employees. !5°Mart.in told us that there Was.,a big
push foraccuracy,' with-new procedures being implemented and that.there,:
"were concerns that yoUjust never .know when an.OPR is going to be opened ._
up on you." However, he :said that the matter did not significantly impact his

work. Don. said that ITOS SSAs were upset about the:DOJ OPR investigation ...
and were Concerned that the investigation would harm their Careers and their
ability to get other jobswithin the FBI after their stint in ITOS,. But Don " •

..

149As discussed in Chapter Two, a significant nurnber of lheerrors concerned •
inaccurate information in FISA applications about the "wall" procedures that had been put
into effect to separate criminal investigations from intelligence investigations.

150In her May 21, 2002, letter to the Director, Rowley wrote: "Our best real guess [for
why Headquartersacted as it did in the Moussaoui matter].., iisthat, in inost cases,
avoidance of all 'unnecessary' actions/decision by FBIHQ managers (and maybe to some
extent field managers as well)has, in recent years, been seen as the safest FBI career

course." She said that FBI officials who made decisions• or took actions that turned out to be
mistaken saw "their careers plummet and end. This has in turn resulted :in•aclimate of fear
which has chilled aggressive FBI law enforcement action/decisions."
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' asserted thathe did not believe the OPR investigationhadi."chilled": the efforts.
of the FBI..Robin' stated that, While theiOPR investigatiort caused FB!. "
employees tobe.more careful.about accur:acy, she:did not :feelit had created
any timidity in the .useof FISA warrants:. • ,.

Other ITOS personnel believed that the OPR investigation and the
increased scrutiny bythe FISA Court had a bigger impact on FISA
applications. One SSA who formerly.wasassigned toITOS told us that, after
the revelation of FISA application.eiTors, there was a climate of fearmld ,._-,
reluctance in.ITOS. He stated that.in 2000 and early 2001,:alIITOS. S.SAs _.
were-aware that they.would be held.,accountable figrany:.mistakes.made.in:"-.
FISA applications, even mistakes, by field offices .that-the_.SAs..oversaw..-He
added that, because the SSA.position in. ITOS is.temporary, mdst SSAs are,.-
planning to be pr0m0ted to aposition ina. field of.rice...This w0uldbe difficult -
if an agent hadbeen disciplined or was under .investigation:.. He said that agents
were concerned that.their ability to be promoted wouidbe adversely, affected-
by anyinvestigation into. their actionsi. • .. " • .. - .

..,-.,:_i._ In addition, OIPR perSonnel.Saidthatthe OPRinvestigation impactedthe
._.-. FBI's work on FISAs. The.OIPR Deputy Counsel[ told us that the OPR :

• " investigation causedrepercussiOns.tl'mtaffected.ttie entire t)r0Cess.. Shesaid
.- that theFBI all0wed a number of FISAs toexpirebecause agents were ..

concemedthat they would find. themselves_.'_der investigation or banned by._
the FISA.Court for errors in applications. She.said.that she had heard, agents
comment that they are "not going to be another. [the.agent who was.banned by
the FISACourt]." -.... ' . . .-

We.believe .that the atmosphere in the FBI was affected by the OI?R. :.
investigation and the FISA Court ban.of the SSA. The added procedural ....

' requirements, .concerns about individual!iability, _mdthe increasedscrutiny of
information in a FISA request.likely .caused agents to be more careful and
sometimes become apprehensive about pursuing an unusual.case or acase
where allthe facts were not immediately ascertainable.

, We also believe thatthis atmosphere affected Martin's approach to FISA
applications, including the Moussaoui matte,r. IncLed, in an e-mail on June 12,
2001, Martin cautioned Henry about the rules related to FISA with regaxd to
minimizing an intercepted conversation in another intelligence case: •
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Whileyou folks may perceive me as being too. critJicalat-.

times,I need to be certain that I am representing: facts_and.issues •
•properly to DOJ and the Coua. There are a few .folks looking
for scalps these days. I'm only trying to keep yours and mine
from beingremoved...

, • _ . •

, .. i

D. Assessment Ofprobable cause
• • :' • • , ' " " " ' " i " • • . .. ' " "

FBI Headquarters also did not analyzethe facts :intheir totali_ and too
•readily discounted individual facts when assessing the:Minneapolis FBI'.s
concemsabout Moussaoui. The.standard for probable.cause is the-same for .

.. both FISA warrants and criminal-warrants,-The Supreme CouJ_ defined
probable cause: ih Illinois v. Gates, 462 U,S. 213,236-38 (1983), as whether,
given the "totality ofthe circumstances" there is a "fair probability" that ....
contraband orevidence of a crime will be found in aparticular place. The
Supreme Court emphasized that "only the probability, and not a prima facie
showing, of criminal activity is the standard ofprobable cause," This standard

allows for drawing reasonable inferences from the facts and does not require
direct evidence. : ....

...

Yet, .we found that the RFU and _e NSLU tended to view::the facts of the:
Moussaoui case individually rather than consider the totality of those facts:.
They evaluated the Moussaoui investigation for direct evidence of Moussaoui's
links toa foreign power, particularly al Qaeda. While the perception at FBI •
Headquarters may have been that this was what was required by OIPR, FISA
required only "probable cause,' that a targetwas an agent of a foreign power.

For example, in evaluating Moussaoui's potential links to alQaeda,
Martin and Robin focused on the intelligence indicating that Khattab was no
longer believed to be a part of the al Qaeda orgrmization and did not take
direction from Bin Laden. Although Martin and Rob_tnwere correct that the
FBI lacked sufficient information to tie Moussaoui directly to al•Qaeda, •itdoes
not appear that either of them evaluated the totality of the evidence for facts
thatwould allow for reasonable inferences that there were sufficient indirect

• .

connections to al Qaeda. ..

An example of information that could have been considered in support of
the FISArequest was the telephone conversation between A1-Attas and the
Oklahoma imam while A1-Attas was incarcerated. In that conversation the
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imam stated to AI-Attas, "I heardyou guys wanted •to•goon Jihad." AI,Attas
immediately responded, "Don't talk about that•now.,'/Don stated in an e-mail
to Minneapolis:. "The Jihad comment doesn't concern me by itself in that this
word can mean many things in various muslim [sic] ctilture,s and is frequently
taken out of context." Don .toldus that he saw the use of the term "jihad'.'.all
the time and there are always questions.about what the term really means. Yet,
while the term may be open to interpretation, it is a signific,ant comment that in
context should have been givengreater weight in c,onsideri;ng whether there
was probable cause tobelieve M0ussaoui was. cormected to, a terrorist group.
Baker told us that ,'_hewouldhave tiedbells andwlhistles, tothe jihad comment

FISAapplic on " "........in a ati . :
' • • .i .... _ ., '- .:. ."-. ' ' ' " " . " , , .

, Don alsodiscounted A1-Attas': will. Hestate:din an e-mail that the will
• was "interesting,'.' but he told the OIG thatit is not unconmaonfor Mustims to

•'- have. awill. However,: aspointed out in the criminal search warrant 'obtained
after the.September l:l.attacks, the will wasin a mailing envelope :as.though it
was ready to be sent to relatives. , .... . •

• We believe that the RFU failedto appreciate the signJ[ficance:ofthese
-.

.... individual facts and failedto analyze their effect on. the totality of the
_:,..:-,.circumstances.-: Instead,. ittreated each fact individually and tooreadily _

......discountedtheir significance. The end result of this approach was that all of:
the facts werenever fully considered in.their totality or fully presented to
anyone for a legal sufficiency review - whether by the NSLU or OIPR.

•
• , • . . .. .... . : : , . :

E. Conflict between Minneapolis andFBl Headquarters

Many of the problems that arose in the handling of the Moussaoui case
also were affected by strainedrelations between theMinneap01is FBI andthe
RFU. Prior conflicts with the RFU led the Minneapolis FBI agents to mistrust
the judgment of the RFU, and Martin in particular. The Mi:rmeapolisFBI
thought that the RFU was "raising the bar," 'wasnot aggressive, and acted out
of an abundance of caution. The MinneaPolis agents also thought that the RFU
did not support the field adequately, undervalued the Moussaoui case, and
undermined their efforts: Minneapolis therefore was skeptical of the advice
from Headquarters and attempted to bypass Headquarters to obtain relevant
assistance and evidence from other agencies,
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By the same token,:the RFU n_stnisted the Minneapolis FBI based on
experience in prior matters and believed _at in the Moussaoui ease
Minneapolis was proceeding from "gut feeling,¢' rather than evidence. Martin
and others in the RFU did nothave faith in the judgment of some Minneapolis
FBI agents, and thought they had a tendency to claim "the sky was falling."
The RFU also believed that Minneapolis did not adequately understand the law
or the requirements for a FISA warrant.

This friction- as well as the clash of personalities-resulted in poor
communication and misunderstandingS between FBI Headquarters and _
Minneapolis. The atmosphere was not conducive to, and did not lead to, the _

• field and Headquarters carefully considering the best options for proceeding in
the investigation and jointlyseeking an appropriate result. Instead, both sides

•mistrusted the other and hardenedin their positions. As a result, theRFU's
response to requests from Minneapolis and to new evidence appeared to be
skepticism and a quick reaction that the evidence was notsufficient. This

causedthe Minneapolis FBI to believe even more strongly that Headquarters

was undermining its efforts. The communications became increasingly
adversarial and incomplete; ........

.

For example, Martin advised the MinneapolisFBI that, to obtain aFISA
warrant, it needed to connect Moussaoui toa "recognizedforeign power." This
advicewas shorthand for a foreign power that had previously ]beenpied to the
FISA Court, The Minneapolisagents, who were not experienced in FISA
matters, did not tmderstand the advice and disagreed with it. q_is can be ,men
in Henry's e-mail to Garyand the Paris ALATin which Henry wrote that the
RFU advised that the French information was not sufficient for aFISA w_xrant

because it did not connect Moussaoui to a "named group." Henry also wrote,
"I don't agree...who said that a foreign power has to be a named group?" In
an e-mail to the London ALAT and others, Henry wrote, "Help us establish
that [Moussaoui]is acting on behalf of a foreign power(which RFU seems to
think must be anamed group or a country)." Had there been better
communication between the two offices, we believe t]heMinneapolisFBI
agents wouldhave understood better why FBI Headquarters was advising the
Minneapolis FBI that a "recognized foreign power" was needed.
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F.: Problems with legal revieW:of FISArequest ....
' ? : . .. .... . . .

_We concluded that this case didnot receive a sufficient FBI Iegairevlewl
While the RFU consulted with:several NSLU attorneys about the Moussaoui
case, it consulted adifferent attorneyeach time. A single NSLU attorney was

not assigned to the case, and no NSLU attorney e,ver reviewed alI the ihcts or
the documentation _om the field before providing an opinion asto the........

.... sufficiency ofthe_evidence to obtain a FISA warrant:
• .

• ..

_Inaddition, when presenting the iCaseto NSLU attorneys, Martin made
Clear that he did:not think there was sufficient evidence for a FISA warrant and
ora!ly provided some facts of the case. While oral briefings and consultations
on anad hoc basismay have been adequate for mostFBI FISA requests, it was
not adequate in an unusual case like this on6: Here, there were indicationsthat

• ........ .. .- . _ :'. .... . . • . / .:.... y.

M0ussaoui was connected to terrorist groups, but the connection ton foreign
power Was not clear. Moreover, the time frame te obtain a warrant Was
compressed because of Moussaoui's imminent deportation. There also was
vehement disagreement in this ease between the field office and FBI

_:'_Headquarters about theFISA request.: In light of these unusual factors:; the:
' _ NSLU shouldhave been apprised of all oft:he facts, the strengthof the field's

>_:beliefin ,the need for a warrant, and the depth of the field's disagreementwith
_: Headquarters' position onthis case.. ,

Martin consulted Withfour NSL U attorneysabout the Moussaoui FISA• . .. . .. . . -

requestl He gave each attorney an ora! briefing o_twhat he believed were the
relevant facts as to whether Moussaoui was connected to a foreign power.
Although Martin had the documents provided by the Minneapolis FBI that
described in detail the facts of the Moussaoui investigation, he did not provide
this documentationt0 any ofthe attorneys. The attorneys [;ave verbal advice
based only onMartin's oral presentation. No one asked whether there ,was
documentation that had been generated in the case Orasked to review any such
documentation, and two told the OIG they did not believe such docume,ntation
existed.

Although it is impossible to reconstruct Martin's exact conversations
with the NSLU attorneys, the evidenceshows thai:Martin provided a brief
recitation ofthe facts that contained less than all of the available inforrnation

about Moussaoui. At the start of the briefings Mai_in also conveyed to the
NSLU attorneys hisbeliefthat there was insufficient evidence for a FISAI He
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did not present the request to NSLU,attomeys neutrally or convey the
Minneapolis FBI's strong concerns that Moussaoui was likely.•to commit a
terrorist act. Martin undersold the case to the attorneys and conveyed it in a
way that did not fully presentthe field's views. •

Martin had identified the issue in the Moussaoui case as the lack of a
foreign power and said he focused on the information that he believed was
relevant to that issue, which according to Martin was the Fren4zhinformation

indicating that Moussaoui had some connection to Khattab and his group of
Chechen rebels. Because the FBI's 'focus at the time was on estabfishingdirect
links be_een a potential target and a foreign power, hoWever., Martin
overlooked facts from which reasonable inferences might haw_ been drawn that
Moussaoui was involved with a terrorist group, This included Moussaoui's :
recent travel to Pakistan and A1-Attas' statements about Moussaoui's radical:
fundamentalist Islamic beliefs. None of this information was !provided to the
NSLUatt0meys.

We recognize that atthe time itwas norrna ! practice for SSAs and IOSs
to give only oral briefings to NSLU attorneys :andthat they determined what :
information needed tobe discussed with the NSLU attorney. They were not
required to provideall of theunderlying documentation to the NSLU attorneys
with whom they were consulting, and NSLU attorneys were not required to
read all of the underlying documentation before providing advice. Butgiven
the Minneapolis FBI's urgency to obtain a warrant arid the strong disagreement
between Headquarters and the field office over whether a FISA warrant could
be obtained,: we believe that Martin should have presented the documentation •
to the NSLU attorneys to ensure that Minneapolis' p0sition was being
presented fairly and completely,to the NSLU. The RFU had promised the •
Minneapolis FBI that the NSLU would give the Minneapolis request a "good
faith review," but theRFU did not present all the documentation, or all the
facts, to any NSLU attorney for'that review. We also believe that the.
Minneapolis FBI should have been asked to-participate in the.discussi0ns With.
the NSLU, partly to ensure that its views were conveyed and also-to ensure that
it understood the legal advice that was given,

NSLU chief Bowman told the OIG that it:was unusual for a field office to
be so adamant that there was sufficient information to support a FISA warrant.
and for the SSAto be so adamant that there was not.. Moreow_r, the Moussaoui
FISA request was unlike most other FISA requests. In most others, even if the
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NSLU did not believe thiit therewa,_ sufficient information to suppo_ going: ..
forward on.the FISA request, the field.office could continue to.investigate the

•subject for months, acquire additional info_atien in suppo_ of_e FISA .:

,request, :and come back to the NSLU for another opinion. Because Moussaoui
•

Was going to be deportedshortly, the opinion thatthere was insufficient : ....
evidence to seek a FISA warrant was, ineffeet, a denial of the FISA request.... . ,. . . . , • ,. _,. ... , -

In,light of the unusual circumstances of this case:, it would: have been a better
practice for the NSLU attorneys to,inquire ,about available docUmentation and
review it before rendering an opinion, ,N this case, however, a cornprehensive

: legal review of the documentation in the Moussaoui investigation did not;take
place.. . .. :

: ."..:Pai_ of the.problem was that theFBI didnot assign one NSLU alXomey to
beresp0nsible.for a case. Both. Martinand Don told the OIG that,they relied
on.the.NSLU.attomeys to help them apply:the relevant legal .standards to the: - ' "
facts collected from the :field and elsewhere. Bec_mse .they sought advice_from •
several NSLU attorneys in the Moussaoui case, ncme who felt. solely .

... :.{.responsible for the case, no one fromthe NSLU considered all of.the. '
:,.... information .available and.no one from the NSLU.was: sufficiently informed.,to.
". assessthe totality of the :facts and"circumsta.aaces.._. . . _......

-... It is impossible :to determinefor certain whether any of the NSLU
" attorneys would-have provided a diftbrent reCo.n_,nendation concerning the

Moussaoui FISA request, if they _hadread. all. the:documentation, includingthe '
6,pageLHM or .the 26-page EC. Moreover, we are not suggesting that SSAs
should be required, to provide, or that NSLU attorneys:should be required to
review,, all of the documentation with respect to F]iSArequests in every case.
But webelieve that the circumstancesofthe, Moussaoui FISA request -.._ • 2 . ..... " • . , ' . .... .... •

warranted a full review of all available documentation and.a more. careful legal.
analysis of that information.

We also found that the advice that was presented to the field was not

complete or acc_ate. For examPle, in the meeting between the RFU and
Bowman to assess whether there was sufficient evidence to seek a FISA,
Bowman advised that even if the FBI could establish a foreign power figrthe ....
Moussaoui FISA request, therequest lacked sufficient e'cidence to show that
Moussaoui was an agent of that foreign power, After the meeting Martin did
not correctly report tothe field what was required !Ioestablish such an•agency
relationship. While Martin accurately reported Bowman's advicethat there
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was insufficient evidence to establish that Moussaoui wasan agent of a..'foreign_....

power, he.wrotethat the FBI needed evidence to show that Moussaoui was an
"integral part" of a terrorist organization to establish agency. This was not.
correct, To show agency, the. FBI needed to show that the agent of the terrorist
organization, demonstrated more than mere sympathy-or vocal support., for .the
goals of a terrorist .organization. The agent must be shown to be working ',for
or on behalf of' the terrorist organization. Nothing in the legislative histo_ .of
FISA,the Attorney •General Guidelines, or the caselaw suggests .that the" .
purported agent would •have .to.be an "integral paff' of the terrorist organization..
to .._.lfill the FISA requirement .ofagency, iS1 . .. '.

The FBI also did not ensure .adequate involvement by the CDCs .in the
field's preparation of FiSA requests. Field offices were, not. required to consult
withCDCs about their FISA requests.. The role of the CDC in providing: "
adviceon intelligence,investigations and FISA applications varied.by office, ....
but we .were told by many wimesses that theCDCs.in, smaller offices Were not

..generally invOlved. NSLU attorneys we interviewed also toldus.that CDCs '
generally.were n0t.sufficiently knowledgeable about FISA to provide advice.
and that they generally deferred.to, theNSLU: We .were also told that it was.

.. not.uncomm,on for the CDCs in the field to avoid intelligence investigations.

In this.case,CDC-Rowley acknowledged thatshe lacked-extensive.
•knowledge about FISA and that: she was not in aposition to adv!ise the
Minneapolis FBI. onthe .issues surrounding .the FISArequest. We believe that
the FBIshould :haveensured that CDCs, at aminimum, .had sufficient training
and.visibility among agents to.assist them in assessing the legal requirements in
intelligence investigations. |521Such. expertise would.be.helpful to field .offices,.
especially in cases .like Moussaoui where therewere problems connecting him
to a foreign.power and the field disagreed with .the advice it was receiving from
FBI Headquarters.

..

151Bowman told the OIG that he did not advise Martin that the FBI needed evidence

showing that Moussaoui was an•integral part of a terrorist organization and that Martin must
have misunderstood•their discussion.

_sZNSLU attorneys informed us that they had provided training to CDCs at various
conferences and sessions. However, despite this•training, CDCs •were not as knowledgeable
about FISA law and processes as they needed to be.
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Finally, becauseof the strong disagreement.between. Minneavolis and
FBI Headquarters on this case, we believe thematter shoulld have been. at least-
referred to OIPR for its evaluation. WhiletheMilmeapolis FB1 did_not.push,:
for an OIPR review, and. FBI Headquarters did not seek it, such a reviewwould .
.have•been an appropriate approach to resolving the dispute in this case. "The...
•role of the NSLU is.to provide advice:and _Nidanceto the :field, but .we,"_believe•
the NSLU.should have consulted with: OIPR in this case,,particularly because.
the field office feltso strongly thatMoussaoui poseda danger.. As discussed. ..
.above;-while.it is not clear whether OIPR would have, in fi_ct,sought the.FISA...
warrant given theprevailing standards .at the time, oIPR should have at-.least.-_• . :..

been consulted on this matter. " . .._.._.

G. ThePhoenix EC
• :. . .._.-.'...'. . ..

" The...FBI,s computer records show that _UIOS:-Robin accessed and ...
..- prin.ted.the Phoenix EC on August 22.. She .sawit whenshe searched inACS. "

...- for the term "Ibn Khattab.'.' Khattab is mentioned, in.a-paragraph of the :...•
.,.... Phoenix..EC.thatdescribes ,howthe .author of the EC interviewed the subject of..

.... an investigation who had.a picture_ofKhattab and apicture ofBin Laden on ...
.....:..... the wall of his:apartment.- As.described, fully in Chapter Tl_ee, theECalso. •

asserted there were "an inordinate number,' of persons of interest to the FBI
-_ who. were receiving training in aviation-related fields of study and that 'there. "

was a possibility that Bin Laden was coordinating an effort to train'people in
the United States to conduct terrorist activity in the future.

• . . . . ... . ' . . .. . : . ,. • ...

... . Robin. told the OIG that she did not.slz,ecificalty recall reading the;
•PhoenixEC, although she believed that she must have read it.because..her.
.practice was to read documents that she printed..She did not bring.the Phoenix
ECto anyone else's attention at FBI Headquarters, such as Martin or. attomeys.
in the NSLU, or in any field office, including in Minneapolis. _s3She said she
did not know why she did.not bring the EC to any0ne's attention..She added "
that after reading it some time after September 11, sheconcluded that she must
have thought there was nothing inthe EC that bolstered Moussaoui's

153AS.discussed in Chapter Three, although Don and Martin's names were on the
"attention" line•of the Phoenix EC, neither Don nor Martin. accessed •it inACS or otherwise •
became aware of the Phoenix EC until after September 11.

-.
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connectionto Khattab for the foreign power element of the FISArequest. She:
also suggested that the reporting of information about individuals Who were of
interest to the FBI- that they were Middle Eastern and were in flight school-
was not significant because there were thousands of bliddle Eastern men in
U.S. flightschools at thetime.

We discussed the Phoenix EC withthe four NSLU attorneys who were
consulted about the Moussaoui matter. Alisaid they had notseen the Phoenix
EC before September tl. All said that the Phoenix EC itselfwould not have
conclusively led to a FISA warrant, but three of the attorneys said that if they

had seen the Phoenix EC in connection with the Moussaoui case, theywould
have responded differently than they did when asked about the:adequacy of the
Moussaoui FISA request. When asked about the adequacy of the Moussaoui
FISA request, Howard said that if he had seen the Phoenix ECat the time, it
would.have "made a difference in the pucker factor," and he would•have called

" CDCRowley inMinneapolis and discussed the importance of ti'acking do,_
the available leads to find outas muchinformation about Moussaoui as

possibles: Susan andTim saidthat if they had read the :Phoenix ECat the:time,
theywould have been concemedenough about Moussaouito:bring the matter
to an OtPRattomey's attention: Accord ingto'_usan, she hadeven asked
Robin whether the FBI had any information indicating anyone was sending
people to the United: States for flighttraining, but Robin did not mention the
Phoenix EC. 154

We believe that Robin should have recognized _hepotential relevance of
the information in the Phoenix EC to the Moussaoui investigation and made
others aware of it. Although the EC didnot specifically mention Moussaoui or
anyone else involvedin the Moussaoui investigation, theEC discussed the
possibility that persons under investigation by the FBI were tel_orists working
for Bin Laden and receiving training in aviation-relate.d fields :inthe United
States for the purpose of conducting terrorist activity in the future. The

154Contrary to the other three NSLU attomeys, Bowman told the OIG that while
coincidences between Moussaoui and the information in the Phoenix EC were apparent after
September 11, he did not believe that he would have made any such commctions or taken
different actionifhe had read the Phoenix EC at the time of the Moussaoui matter.
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Minneapolis FBI alsosuspected.Moussa0ui ofbeing a terrorist receiving •flight...-
training, and the Phoenix EC.was relevant to that 'theory. " .._.

Robin•'sfailure to.bring, the Phoenix EC to anyone's attention is another
example 0fhow the FBI focused:on establishing direct links between targets

.. _. andforeign powers,, but failedto appreciate how indirect evidence also could.
- be useful in supporting FISA requests,-. .:
• : - , ..

• . :

•H. :Edits to Minneapolis FBI's •FISArequest

, Rowley and some of the MinneapOlis FBI agents believed thatMartin
edited the Minneapolis FISArequest to ensure that it would fail. They Were i/
most.concerned that Martinhad removed the section describing Moussaoui's
connection to a foreign power. They asserted that Martin softened the
language of the FISA request in other respects, :and that FRI Headquarters
should not :havemade substantive changes to the field's FISA request because
it altered:the meaningand tended to makeit less accurate.

• . . . . . .

_:. -O_-review found that Martin edited the request as he did other requests;.
:. andwe do.not believe he changed the document to intenti0nallyunde_ne the.

•.:;;... MousSaoui FISA request... Moreover, Martin sent:all of his proposed changes to
.Minneapolis for review. Martin deleted the three paragraphs ofinformafi0n-

,_.::about Moussaoui's connections to Khattab and thestatement that Khattabwas
a close, associate of.Bin Laden. When Gary-raised: concerns about this deletion-,
Martin responded with an e-mail stating that the foreign power information,..

would be added back in.once an NSLU attorney had approved the use of al.
Qaeda•as the foreign power. -

: _.... • .... ...

• . Gary also questioned the accuracy of some efthe other changes Martin
had made. In some instances, Martin agreedto some of the wording .Gary.
suggested but kept his own wording in other instances.

Preparing the FISA request for approval within FBI tteadquarters and the
NSLU for eventual submission to OIPR wasprimarily the responsibility of the.,
SSA assigned the FISA request. An SSA and an IOS at FBI Headquarters
typically edited the LHM submitted by the field office requesting the FISA
warrant. The extent of the editing depended on the quality of the field office,s
LHM and the judgment of the SSA and IOS who were handling the FISA
request. In some instances, the LHM was completely rewritten and a different
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foreign power wasused. In other cases, the IOS wouJ[dcheck the accuracy of
facts as reported by the field office, with no other editing.

The foreign power section of the LHM was usually several pages Iong,
The SSA or IOS normally would copy relevant language from other FISA

-- requests in which the same foreign power had been used. They also wouh:l add
information to the LHM when they had uncovered additionalinformation in
their research to support the foreign power element.

Martin was the SSA responsible for the Moussaoui FISA reqUest and the
SSA who would have hadto swear to the affidavit filed with t]heFISA: CouP.
Most of the edits made by Martin were stylistic. Moreover, Martin did not hide
any ofhisedits. He returned the revised draft of the LHM to Gary for his
review and asked for comments. Theevidence also showed that Martin was _

planningto prepare an entirely flew foreign power section that would contain
all :of the necessary foreign power information. Martin also responded to'
Gary's concerns about the removal of the foreig-n power information and the
other edits. Martin made some changesbased on Gm'y's suggestions andgave, . ,: • .

exp!anat!on s for the edits that he declined to change. We believe these actions
•suggest that Martin was notintentionallytmdermining Minneapolis, attempts• " _ ..- , ' . i • ,... ' _ . ,J : . - - '- :

to obtain aFISA warrant.

we also concluded that Martin' s edits did not significantly: change the
FISA request. For example, the Minneapolis FBI had written, "Moussaoui had
no convincing explanation for the large sums of money known to have been in
his possession," which Martin changed to "Moussaou:i would not explain the
large sums .... " After Gary noted in his e-mail thatthe problem was thatthe
MinneaPolis FBI believed that Moussaoui could have explaine,d that matter but
chose not to, Martin changed the statement to "Moussaoui did not give a
logical explanation for the large sums...."

However, a few of Martin's changes were unnecessary and altered the
meaning ofthe LHMto some extent. For example, Martin changed the
statement that "Al'Attas admitted that Moussaoui... is preparing himself to
fight" to "A1-Attas stated that he and Moussaoui [sic] own boxing gloves and
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train together in defensive tactics. ''_SsGary responded thai: neither A1-Attas nor :
Moussaoui Used the te_ "defensive tactics," and that the change '!sofl:en[ed]
our argument" and misrepresented A1-Attas' statements, In his response
e-mail, Martin simply wrote that he:believed that the way he had it written was
"accurate?'

Although Gary challenged some of the changes as "softening" the FISA
request, Martin wrote that hebelieved that the way he had it written was

.... .. , • ..

"accurate." : :
• .,

. . . . . -.

We believe that some ofMa_'s edits made Minneapo!is' request slightly less
persuasivehad it goneforwardto OIPR: However, the edits did n0t make major
changes and were not indicative of a deliberate attempt tosabotage the Minneapolis
FBI request, : ,_

,-
• • • i "

.. . . :. .

I.... Inadequate dissemination: of threat intbrmation

Although FBIHeadquarters disseminated a teletype to,the Intelligence

ii Communityabout Moussaoui on September 4, the FBlrdid not includeany of :
the threatassessment information about Moussaoui that was draftedby the_

: _:"_ Minneapolis lFBI. We found that: the FBI did not have clear guidelines for ,-'_
" what threat:mformation shoUld be disseminatedand where it should go. It was

.... normally left to the discretion of an analyst or agent, _without significant '_
supervisoryoversight. : _

When the decision was made to deport Moussaoui andthe FBI was..

considering usingFAA sky marshals to accompany himto France; Don
instructed the Minneapolis FBI to get the FAA "up to speed" on the case.
Henry wrote a detailed memorandum providing the facts of the Moussaoui case
and an assessment of the threat that Minneapolis believed he posed. Henry
stated the belief that Moussa0ui's flight training was preparation for some
future terrorist act and that his physical training and study of martial artswere
"consistent With facilitating the violent takeover of a commercialaircraft."
Henry wrote:

_55This was a reference to A1-Attas' statement that he and Moussaoui were taking
martial arts training.
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Minneapolis believes that Moussaoui, AI-Attas, and others
not yet known, were engaged in preparing to seize a Boeing
747-400 in commission of a terrorist act. As Moussaoui

[redacted]! was arrested before sufficient evidence of criminal
activity was revealed, it is notknown how far advanced were his
plans to do so. As the details of this planare not yet fully
known, it cannot be determined if Moussaoui has; sufficient
'knowledge of the 747-400 to attempt to execute the seizure of
such an aircraft if he becomes free to do so in the future.

-. .
•- -

' One of the purposes of Henry's assessment was to ensure that the FAA
was made aware of Moussaoui.

By contrast, the teletype prepared by •the RFU and distributed outside the _
FBI did not have any threat assessment. According to Don, the purpose of the
teletypewas toprovide information to and solicit input from the Intelligence
Community, notto provide a threat assessment. Headdedthat, prior to
September 11, the FBI was a "ease driven, fact s.pecific'" agencythat did not

' ordinarily"speculate" or include "hypothetical information" in a teletype to the
Intelligence Communityl He stated that since September 11 the FBI has .
•attempted to provide more analysis in disseminations of this type about
potential threats from individuals or groups. Similarly, Martin told the OIG
that he attempted •toinclude the known facts about Moussaoui in the teletype.

We concluded that the RFU's teletype on Moussaoui omitted significant
facts, such as the fact that Moussaoui knew how to operate the •747•-400Mode
Control Panel, the aircraft's automated feature that allows the aircraft to fly,
navigate; and,: in some cases, land in a fully automated manner, Nor did it
contain any assessment of the facts-either Minneapolis': or the RFU's -
despite Martin's acknowledgement that he considered Moussaoui to be"a dirty
bird," even if he did not believe Moussaoui could be connected to a foreign
power under FISA. The RFU's teletype was not distributed to all FBI field
offices, •anaction that may have generated helpful responses, es.pecially in
locations like Phoenix where similar issues had arisen. The teletype also was
not distributed to all agencies in the Intelligence Community.
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j. .........I

J. Inadequate training

We foundthat the FBI did notprovide adequate training to the SSAs and
the IOSs in ITOS, on either analytical procedures or on building a FISA
package. The iOS and the SSA in this case had not receiVed anyspecific
training on FISAs or on foreign intelligence generally.

.......SSAs came tOFBIHeadquarters with different backgrounds, and the
Ievel of training _given •to the agents in intelligence matters varied. Moreover, i
the SSAs nOrmally stayed approximately 18 montlhs in ITOS and then moved.
back outtothe field. While Martin had a background interr0rism
investigations, he had handled FISA applications and renewals With respect to _
only twotargets while working in the field. He told us thatone of the two:
cases already had an active FISA order whe,n he was assigned to the case, and
he handled only the renewals. Thus, after initiating only one FISA application:.
in the field, Martin assumed responsibility in FBI Headquarters for advising the
field on FISA issues andcreating FISA packages for OIPR on behalf of _

• multiple field offices. He received little formal training inthis area. k_
.....addition, aithough the FISAs he handled covered surveillance of different

_: terrorist groups, he did notreceive any additional :formal substantive or -
.... 5 process-oriented training prior to assuming his SSA position at FBI

Headquarters.

We were toldthat most of the SSAs' training at FBI ]Headquarters was
provided informally by the IOSs, who were permanent Headquarters
employees and did not rotate through the units likeSSAs, Several ITOS
employees told us that the section :couldnot have mn without the IOSs. Prior
to September 11,1there were severalpaths to becoming an IOS. Some IOSs
were promoted from within the FBI from other, sometimes clerical, positions.
The FBi also hired some IOSs from outside the FBI, m_y ofwhom had
graduate degrees. From our interviews of the 'IOSs, we found widely divergent
skill and knowledge levels, i •

The IOS in the Moussaoui case, Robin, had no formal analytical training.
She began with the FBias a clerk in the records branch after graduation from
high school. Her formal training consisted of some course,; at Quantico several
years ago, and occasional briefings from NSLU attorneys regarding updates
and changes in the law. Thistraining was not sufficient for •themany analytical
challenges they faced. It also clearly was insufficient to have the IOSs do most
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of the training of incoming SSAs,_who are responsible for overseeing,/
coordinating, and contributing to all field intelligence investigations.

IV. Individual performance _
...

Asdetailed above, numerous systemic problems affected how the FBI
handled the Moussaoui case. Webelieve that thesesystemic problems caused
the main deficiencies in the Moussaoui investigation,: Placing blame on
individuals alone f0rthe problems inthe Moussaoui case would unfairly single
them out for actions that we believe were not inconsistentwith the FBI's
prevailing practices at the time.

.

However, some deficiencies by individuals in this case warrant criticism.
Although we believe that no one committed intentional rnisconduct,
deliberately undermined :thecase, or violated established FBI or Department
policies or procedures, we believe that some individuals did notdo all they'
could have, andshould have, to help pursuethe Minneapolis FBI,s strong
concerns about Moussaoui. By contrast, the actions of some individuals ....
warrant: praise. In this section, we discuss the perforrnance of individuals
involvedinthe case. .....

A. RFU

1. Don

As.Chief of the RFU, Don was responsible for ensunng that the
Minneapolis FBI's requests to obtain a warrant to search Mou,_saoui's
possessions received adequate review. Don recognized that the Moussaoui
case was unusual. He directed his staffseveral times to consultt with NSLU
attorneys on theFISA request: He also took the unusual step of seeking a
review of the request from the chief of the NSLU, Bowman.

Yet, we believe that Don too quickly concluded that there was .
insufficient probable cause for a criminal search warrant in the;Moussaoui
case, and he never carefully reconsidered that view, despite the additional
evidence that was uncovered, He also never reviewed the entire file or ensured
that the NSLU received all the documentation or the facts, despite the RFU's
pledge that the NSLU would give it a good faith review. He did notreconsider
whether a criminal warrant couldbe obtained, even when the FISA request was

no longer considered an option.
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However.• these shortcomings were not an intentional attempt to sabotage
• the case,_as Row!ey implied. • wehave no doubt that Don believed there was

insufficientevidence for probable cause. It is also important to recognize _hat
he had numerous other cases in the unit and responsibilities that demanded his..

attention. But the Moussa0ui Case Was unusuali given the ckcumstances under
which itwas presentedto FBI Headquarters and tihevehemence of the field:

.... office's concern that Moussaoui was preparing tocommit a terror/st act_.:In'
light of that background, Don did not give the matterthe careful evaluation this
:case deserved: Nor didhe address the problem of a Suspected terrorist: like
Moussaoui who could not be connected to a "recognized" forei_power under
FISA. According to the Minneapolis agents, when they raised questions about
this issue and asked about other options, Don said there were none and that
they should not worry about it. He did not look for solutions in this case,
which wasthe role ofthe RFU. _

• • , , ,.. .

Healso too quickly discounted important factsi such as the statement by
= A1,Attasabout going on"jihad. , OIPR Counsel Baker suggested that this

• commentwas significant andhe would "have tied bells and whistles', _tO:the
..... jihadeomment in a FISA applicafion_ In sum, we believe Don,too quicldy

_:: discounted the facts and the•assessment of the field •office in assessing the _
possible threat that•Moussaoui posed.

• .

2. Martin
. ..... ,• .., . .

• By many• accounts, Martin was aresponsible and conscientious agent. It
is important to note that he assisted with the plans to'deport Moussaouito
France. He consulted with theLegat Officeis in bothLondon and Paris to see
which country would: best be able to handle a search of Moussaoui's
belongings upon entry. Martin was informed that French authorities believed
they would be able to search his belongings upon ]hisarrival, and Martin was
supportive of this plan and assisted in coordinating it. .• •_

However, we concluded that Martin's performance in this case was
lacking in many respects, Although his personality wasdescribed as "easy
going" by some, it is clear that tie and the Minneapolis agents clashed. The
Minneapolis agents distrusted his advice, and he believed t]hatthe Minneapolis
Field Office became "spun•up" too easily. •
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Like Don, Martin quickly viewed the Minneap01is agents as jumping to
conclusions based only on gut feelings. We believe he •hardene d his position
and did not evaluate the case fully. He was not open-minded or creative in,his
approach to obtaining a FISA warrant in this unusual case. Rather, he told•the
field What it could not do, but never fully considered solutions to the FISA
problem or even explained the problems t0 them fully.. Despite the factthat: the
Minneapolis FBI was extremely concerned that Moussaoui could be involved
in a terrorist act and Martin's own acknowledgment that he thought Moussaoui
was "a dirty bird," Martin did not aggressively seek to, help Minneapolis,
understand the barriers or think creatively about how it could obtain what it
believed it needed ....

It •also appeared •to us that he viewed the Minneapolis FBI as an
adversary, rather than helping•the agents understand the options and•guiding
them through the complicated issues of FISA. We alsowere U'oubled by
Martin,s response when we asked whether he reconsidered seeing acriminal
•warrant after the FISA route was ruled out.: He suggested itwas Minneapolis'

• resPonsibility alone to consider this opti0n.: In our view, this response
demonstrates a lack of initiative and acceptance of some of the: responsibility
by Martin.

We also believe Martin undersold the case when he presented it to the
NSLU attorneys for review, and he did-not ensure thai:the attorneys received
all the facts. He started the briefings by stating his beliefthat there was not
enough evidence to obtain a warrant; rather than by explaining the case fully
and seeking NSLU guidance. Henever gave the NSLU attorneys the
documentation prepared by Minneapolis. He did not ask the field to participate
in the briefing or suggest that theNSLU contact the field directly. Althoughit
was not the standard practice to involve the field in that way, this was not a
standard case, and we believe the field should have be,en involved in the
discussions.

Martin also did not provide complete or accurate legal advice to the :field
office. He usedshorthand - such as Moussaoui must be tiedto a"recognized"
foreign power or Moussaoui must be an "integral" pai_ of a terrorist
organization. This was not correct. This shorthand also:did not provide the
field clear guidance on what it needed to obtain a FISA warrant.
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Martin's edits to thefield's.FISA request exacerbated the problem,
Although most of his changes were stylistic, other changes softened the,
language slightly and appeared to us asunnecessary. We recognize that. itwas
his job toreview and edit a FISA request, where appropriate, But hisedits
furthered Minneapolis, concern that Headquarters was not doingwhat itcould
to obtain a warrant and was instead uanecessarily ,andunfairIy impeding the
field's effo_s.

" M_in alsodid not ensure that the infi_rmation presented by :the field
about thepotentia!' threat from Moussaoui was disseminated. Hedid not

believe_ata threat assessment_shouldbe sent witlhout inputffom the: '
IntelligenreC0mmunity , .andhe disseminated his0wn telet-yperather than/
fo_ard the:document preparedbY MinneaPolis that comained a threat.
assessment, But histeletype omitted important facts, andhe did not provide it
to all.:agencies in the Intelligence COmmunity.• : . , • . ..

•-._ " In our vieW, Martindid not adequatelyhandle this unusual case. Hedid
.i;i n°! workwith the Minneapolis agentsadequateiy , educate them on FISA, or

:_.. guide them through the complicated FISA process to determine if the FBI:
...... couldlegitimately accomplishwhat: the field wanted arid needed in order to _

thorOUghlyinvestigate Moussa0ui. Hedidnot fully brief the NSLU.: He did:
-, not adequately provide the information on the potential threat posed by

Moussaoui within and outside the FBI. He did not: adequately consider
alternative options for a criminal warrant afterhe concludecl that there was not
enough evidence for a.FISA warrant under the prevailing slandards at the time.
AlthoUgh his conduct:didnot violate a clear FBI policy, we believe his
performance in:this case was significantly lacking, _.

-. . -.•

3. Robin

Robin, the IOS who worked with Martin, is .alsoconsidered a hard• .

working and competent employee. The IOS's role was to support the SSA, and
Robin supported Martin's requests. Howew_r, when •sheuncovered the
•Phoenix EC, she did nothing with it. We believe siheshould have at least •..
recognized the relevance of the EC and the potential relationship of its theories
to the Moussaoui case. SeveralNSLU attorneys told us that had theyknown
about the Phoenix EC, it•might have made a difference in how they addressed
the Moussaoui matter. At the least, they said, it would haw; causedthem to
consult with OIPR about the possibility of obtaining a FISA warrant for.
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Moussaoui, We think Robin should have brought the Phoenix ECto
someone's attention.

B. NSLU attorneys

.... Several NSLU attorneys provided advice to the I_,FUon the MoussaoUi
case, based on what they were toldabout the case. None read the
documentation in the case or learned all the facts. The advice that theygave,
based on what they were told and the prevailing conservative interpretation of
FISA, was not unfounded' ,We do not believe any of t]heindividual attorneys,
including Bowman, were wrong in their advice or that they violatedany •
specific policies or practices in place at thetime. Yet, we believe that given
the unusual natm'e of this case - in particular the strong disagreement between
the fieldand Headquarters about whether probable cause exis:ted to obtain a
FISA warrant- they should have considered altemativ'e approaches, contacted
the Minneapolis FBI for more information, or at least consulted with OIPR to
determine if there were creative approaches to tlais case..

: " . ._: - . . .. .... • .. ,... . • • ,..

Partof:theproblem washow theNSLU operated no singleattomey was
assignedresponsibilityfor a FISA request.. Instead, several attorneys were
consulted at various times, and no one was required to review or understand the
facts andbe responsible for providing comprehensive advice on a FISA
request. Asa result, the attorneys relied onbrief explanations from the RFU
andnever reviewed all the documentation. Nordid any attorne,y consider all
the potential approaches, including whether the field s]hould approach the
USAO after the possibility of a FISA warrant was exhausted. But given this
system, and the facts available to the NSLU, we do not think any of theNSLU
attomeys committed misconduct or provided clearly inappropr_iate legal advice.

C. Minneapolis FBI employees

The Minneapolis agents deserve praise for their relentless efforts and
their accurate instincts in assessing Moussaoui's actions. They believed that
Moussaoui posed a threat, and they aggressively and tirelessly investigated•this
prospect. Their tenacity deserves praise and recognition.

• We also believe thatRowley deserves credit for lbringing forward the
important issues relating to how the Moussaoui case was handled. Her
complaints resulted in an important reassessment of how the FBI handledthis
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matter, and s0me of themraised valid concerns about FBI employees •and •• .

_ operations. However, as we diScussed in this Chapter,we did not find that all
of her allegations about the FBI or FBIemployees tobe meritorious.

. ........ , . . • . ;'

Moreover, Rowley's performance in the Meussaoui investigation itself,

was lacking in severalregards, As the Minneapolis CDC, she was responsible
forguiding theMinneapolis agents t_ou_ the complicated interrelatioriship_
between a criminal and an intelligence investigation, At the outset, she
aSsumed that the USAO would notsupport a criminal warrant. Contrary toi the
implication in her letter, which ptaced the blame for failingto ISeeka criminal
warrant soMyon FBI Headquarters, sh__._eeadvised the field agents not to seek a
criminal warrant. She did so without fully underStanding .the requirements of
FISA andthe.difficulty of connecting Moussaoui to-a recognized foreign --
power..Sheneverprovidedguidance or.help to the field agents on thiscritical
issue. Shedidnot cOnsult-with,the NSLU about what was reqUired under FISA
or whether.attempting, to.seek a criminal wa_ant was a bevter avenue. :_Nor did.

• sheerer reconsider her initial advice that the USAO would!not seek a criminal

_o_ warrant, evenafter the FISA routewasexhausted. Along with FBI : :
_ ...... Headquarters, she should share some of the critici,;m for the failure to carefully _
...... _ and creatively assess the options forobtaining a warrant. _

.. . , , .

. .ii.._. .While the.Minneapolis agents" aggressiveness in pur,ming the Moussaoui
•investigation was commendable, we also believe tl.'aatthe Minneapolis agents
contributed to some of theproblems 'in the handling of the Moussaoui .-

•investigation. Gary andHenry soughtto open a.criminal ir._vestigationafter
opening the intelligence investigation without .fully conside,ring-the • ..
ramifications of doing so or'evaluating.the potential tools available before.
deciding which avenue presented the best option. Inaddition, they failed-to

• reconsider pursuing a criminal warrant once the FISA route:was.,exhausted.
Even if they believed that FBI Headquarters would still..be unsupportiveof a
criminal warrant, there would have been nothing to lose:in :raising the issue ,
again, and they could have attempted to bolster their argument for seeking a
criminal warrant with the additional information that'had been uncovered in the
•case since the matter, was initially discussed,,

We also concluded that the Minneapolis FBI managementshould have
taken more aggressiveaction to support its field agents. Several FBI
employees cornrnented to us that if the Minneapolis FBI feltstrongly about.this
case, it should have raised itsconcerns at a higher ]revelin FBI Headquarters. _

.,
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They said that field office SACs often called the ITOS Section:Chief in
Headquarters, or a higher official, when the field office disagreed with the
advice of a unit chief or wanted a further review of the unit chiefs deeisiol_.

. : .. .. • ... . . . "

Section Chief Rolince told the OIG that he routinely received telephone calls
from field officemanagers about disputes between the field and Headquarters
andthatapproximate!yonce aweek a field manager would come to his office
at Headquarters to discuss a dispute or issue between fiae field office and
Headquarters.

Gary even advised the Acting SAC, Roy, to push the issue up the "chain
of command" at Headquarters. Roy talked to Don, but Roy did not push the
issue further. Roy stated to the OIG that he believed that the Minneapolis FBI
was "working things out" and that the Minneapolis FBI had yet to receive ....
information thatcaused him tobelieve it was necessary to push the issue
further. We believe, however, that given the adamant views of the field agents,
he should haveraised this issue to a higher level at the FBI.: Wlaile we are not
certain it would have made a difference, we believe he should ihave expended '
the effort.

• . ,

V, ....Conclusion

In sum, wedid not find that anyemployees corrtmittedimentional
misconduct, or violated established FBI policies or practices, or attempted to
deliberately sabotage the Moussaoui case. But the performance of seVeral •
individuals involved with the case was lacking. The Minneapolis agents, who
deserve credit for their tenacity and accurate instincts, did not receive sufficient•

support, either from their field office management and legal counsel or from
FBI Headquarters. •

We believe that singling out individuals figrcriticism alone wouldmiss
the main problems demonstrated by the Moussaoui case. Even if FBI
employees pursued this casemore aggressively, consulted with OIPR, •or
sought a criminal warrant, it is not clear that this approach would•have
succeeded in obtaining a search warrant for Moussaoui's possessions before
September 11. However, this case evidenced systemic problems •in how the
FBI handled intelligence cases and provided guidance to the field. The
problems included a narrow and conservative interpretation of the FISA
requirements, inadequate•analysis of whether to proceed as a•criminal or
intelligence investigation, adversarial relations between FBI Headquarters and
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the field, and inadequate and disjointed review of potential FISA requests by
the NSLU. In our view, these systemic problems 'were a more important cause
of the deficiencieswe found in the Moussaoui case. In addition the systemic
problems hindered the FBI's ability to detect and deter terrorism.

• ..'_ .
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